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University School Coming Down

TVA Schedules New

dismantling of the old Murray State University Laboratory School was begun thus
week.The school building, which is expected to be completely demolished within 30 days,
was first occupied in 1928. The cost of construction at that time was $154,000. The area will
be landscaped and a playground developed for use of University School students according
to a University spokesman.
Photos by Wilson Woolley

1 The

A Tennessee Valley Authority
decision has "set back a year"
progress on the Hutson
Chemical Company's proposed
barge terminal on Kentucky
Lake.
The TVA has agreed to make
a new study of the proposed
construction, dealing mainly
with whether a barge terminal
of the type specified is needed in
the area, and whether alternative sites on the lake's west
shore are more suitable.
The decision came Wednesday after two federal
agencies, the federal Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Bureau of
Sports, Fisheries and Wildlife in
the Department of Interior,
agreed to reconsider their
opposition to the construction of

Ford Endorsed By House, Swearing-1n Set
AP) WASHINGTON
House Minority Leader Gerald
R. Ford's nomination as vice
president was endorsed enthusiastically in the House today
as it moved toward his confirmation.
Ford won the praise of both
Republicans and Democrats
during the debate that preceded
the ate-afternoon vote. One Democrat, Rep. Clarence
L. Long of Maryland, urged
House Republicans to an impeachment move against President Nixon so Ford could be
elevated to the presidency.
If Nixon remains in office for
three more years, said Long

the Democrats can win the
White House in 1976" with the
Boston Strangler" as a candidate.
For the most part, however,
partisanship was put aside as
the House members heaped
tributes on Ford, who has been
their colleague in Congress for
25 years.
Rep. Ray J. Madden, D-Ind.,
said that Ford, in his long
House service, has won wide
respect among all members for
his congeniality, hard work,
honesty and integrity.
Two congresswomen from
New York, Reps. Bella S Abzug and Elizabeth Holzman,

both Democrats, opposed consideration of the nomination at
this time, citing a provision in
the Constitution that prevents a
member of Congress from taking an executive office if he has
voted to increase the pay or
emoluments of that office.
They said Ford's vote two
months ago for a bill raising
the pension benefits of the vice
president raised a serious question that should be settled before he is confirmed.
Rep. James J. Delaney, DN.Y., said he could assure the
House that the question had
been studied and constitutional
experts have held that the of-

Committee Votes Restrictions
On Profiting From Fuel Crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House Commerce Committee
has voted restrictions on excess
profits earned as a result of the
fuel shortage. But the administration says it will permit an
increase in the cost of home
heating oil.
As it pushed slowly toward a
scheduled Friday vote on emergency legislation, the Commerce Committee Wednesday
night adopted an amendment
by Rep. William R. Roy, DKan., authorizing President
Nixon to use his economic powers to set prices on coal, crude
oil and petroleum products so
as to deny windfall profits to
producers and suppliers.
Earlier in the day the Cost of
Living Council announced it
would permit a two-cent-pergallon increase in the cost of
home heating oil and at the
same time ordered a one-cent
reduction in gasoline prices.
Council Director John T.
Dunlop said the action was an
attempt to encourage refineries
to divert production away from
gasoline and turn out greater
quantities of the oil needed for
heating this winter.

two cents for heating oil probably beginning in January but
doubted that the one-cent gasoline reduction would ever reach
the retail level because of increased production costs.
Meanwhile, the Saudi Arabian oil minister said his government would be willing to relax its oil embargo to the
United States in phased steps
with Israeli withdrawal from
occupied Arab lands.
Sheik Ahman Zaki Yemeni,
in Washington, said, "if Israel
decides to withdraw and agrees
to a timetable there could be a
timetable to relax the embargo."
There were these other developments:
-Nixon's oil advisers, considering proposals to ration gasoline, were reported leaning toward a plan they said would
eliminate any black market
dealings. Under the plan, coupons would be transferable and
have value like money.
-An adviser to former Presi-

dent Lyndon B Johnson, Arthur M. Okun, warned that
gasoline riots may occur if the
government fails to act quickly
to cut gasoline consumption.
-A survey showed that the
great majority of Americans
are going along with emergency fuel measures, but a sizeable segment still has its
doubts.

fice of vice president is exempt
from the provision.
Miss Holzman's attempt to
prevent consideration of the
nomination was rejected, 389 to
15.
Ford will be the first vice
president selected and confirmed under the procedures of
the 25th amendment, to fill a
vacancy in that office.
The swearing-in session,
which President Nixon was expected to attend, was set to follow today's House vote OP
Ford's nomination.
Ford's expected confirmation
would mark the first use of the
25th Amendment to the Constitution to fill a vacanQ in the
vice presidency.
The office has been vacant
since Oct. 10, when Spiro T Agnew, facing charges of criminal
wrongdoing. resigned President Nixon nominated Ford two
days later.
The 60-year-old Michigan congressman, the House Republican leader, served 25 years in
the House. He was confirmed
92-3 by the Senate Nov 27 and
a similar lopsided vote was expected today.
The outcome was so certain
that plans were made for a
joint meeting of the House and
Senate, at which Supreme

Court Chief Justice Warren I:.
Applications are now being
Burger would administer the accepted for $500 conservation
oath.
scholarships to be awarded by
Ford told newsmen Wednes- The Soil Conservation Society of
day he had "mixed emotions America for 1974-75.
about leaving all my friends
A total of 20 scholarships will
and institutions that I have be announced in August of
grown so fond of." But, he 1974-two from each of nine
hAt the same time I am SCSA regions across the
addthL,
looking forward to the real country and two at-large. Funds
challenge down the road."
to support the program are
provided by Ray Gildea, Jr., a
member of SCSA.
Designed to encourage
qualified students to increase
their interest to conservation, to
obtain technical competence in
some phase of conservation,
and to pursue careers in conThe Murray Post Office will servation, the program has
provided financial aid for 164
remain open all day on the next
two Saturdays, December 8 and
students during its nine-year
December 15, according to G.B. existence.
Jones, superintendent of mails
Past scholarship recipients
at the local post office.
have been enrolled in courses of
Jones said the post office will study that include agronomy,
be open each day and all day on
botany, biology, economics, soil
the two Saturdays to ac- science, range management,
geography,
commodate customers who are forestry
agricultural engineering,
urged to mail early so that their
journalism, agricultural
cards, letters, and packages
education, geology, animal
will be delivered before
husbandry, extension
Christmas.
education, environmental
Because of the energy crisis
wildlife
and
and the large volume of mail, education
management. Other curricula
persons are urged to mail early
related to conservation or
to insure delivery by Christmas,
ecology may also qualify.
officials said.
To be eligible applicants must
be undergraduate students who
have successfully completed
( or will complete by the award
date) two years of study in an
accredited college or university
in a curriculum related to
agriculture or natural resource
education.
rehabilitation is a losing
Applications, which must be
cause."
submitted by May 15, 1974, may
He explained:
"About 97 per cent of the be obtained on the campus of
people in our prisons will at Murray State University from
some time be back out in Wayne M. Williams, Room 451,
society. We must have an ef- Education Building, Murray
fective system of rehabilitation State University, Murray, Ky.,
if we are to expect or even hope 42071, or directly from The Soil
of
Society
that they can fit some place as Conservation
America, 7515 N. E. Ankeny
useful citizens."
Holmes, the first of four Road, Ankeny, Iowa, 50021.
speakers on the program that
concluded the three-day conference, said that both Gov.

Local Postoffice
To Remain Open
All Day Saturday

Attitude Change Toward Criminals
Cited As Source Of Hope For Change
Changing attitudes about the
and
offender
criminal
correctional systems were cited
as sources of hope Wednesday
evening during the final session
of the third annual Kentucky
Criminal Justice Conference at
Murray State University.
Charles J. Holmes, commissioner of the Kentucky
Bureau of Corrections, declared
that "lots of people are trying to

help us now to make our prisons
places of rehabilitation instead
of merely places of confinement."
Focused on the topic of
"diversions and corrections,"
Holmes specifically mentioned
the courts and institutions of
higher education as having
come to a great realization
"that a system of corrections
without adequate provision for

Ford Requests
Disaster Aid
For Counties
Gov. Wendell Ford Wednesday afternoon requested
President Nixon to declare
portions of Kentucky affected
by recent floods a disaster area
under the provisions of Public
Law 606, 91st Congress.
In a letter to the President,
Ford explained that 11 counties
in western and southeastern
Kentucky including Calloway,
were flooded by rains occuring
between November 25 and
November 30.
Estimated damages total
more than $4 million; public
damages are approximately
$2.17 million, and private
damages are about 82 million.
Ford has declared Ballard,
Bell, Calloway, Fulton, Graves,
Johnson, Knott, Knox, Letcher,
Martin and Whitley counties
disaster areas seeking to obtain
federal emergency assistance
for these counties.
Various state agencies
presently are involved in
providing emergency aid to
residents of these areas.

Carl Stout, Jr., Named
As Head Of Parks Society
Carl Stout, Jr., formerly of
Murray, has been elected
president of the Kentucky
Recreation and Parks Society
for the coming year to succeed
Andrew Martin, associate
director of community relations
for the Jefferson County Fiscal
Court, Louisville.
Stout, recreation director of
the Kentucky State Parks
System, Frankfort, was installed at a dinner held during
the three-day annual conference of the society held at
Barren River Lake State Resort
Park, Lucas.
The new president received
his B.S. degree at Murray State
his
has completed
and
education for his doctor's
degree at Indiana University,
Bloomington. He was an inMorehead
at
structor
University for two years before
becoming associated with the
state parks system at Frankfort
two years ago.

Stout is married to the former
Carolyn Wallis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gingles Wallis of
Murray. and they have three
children, Julie, Chris, and Carl
Morris III.
Other officers installed at the
dinner meeting at Barren River
Lake State Resort were Dick
of
supervisor
Cottrell,
r-eation services for the Land
.tween the Lakes, Tennessee
viceAuthority,
Valley
president; Bill Marshall,
assistant director of recreation
for the Kentucky Department of
Parks,
Rick
treasurer;
Clements, director of parks and
recreation, Boone County Park
and
Recreation
Board,
Burlington, secretary.
Don Burchfield of Murray, a
recreation specialist at the
Land Between the Lakes, and
Charles Roberts, assistant
director of the Metropolitan
Parks and Recreation Board,
Louisville, were installed as
board members.

Date Not Set
For Change To
Food Stamps

WEATHER
FORECAST
Clearing and colder tonight.
Friday sunny and cold. Low
tohtght 20.10 25. High Friday in
the upper 30s and low 40s.

ir.AMM4.404111.

present there are no barge
unloading facilities in Calloway
County and the closest ones to
Murray are at Paris Landing
and Paducah.
Hutson officials have indicated that the barge docking
have a
terminal would
favorable effect on the
Calloway County economy,
lowering the prize of fertilizer,
and increasing the profits on
local grains.

(See Criminals,Page 121
- -

Dunlop added that consumers
would have to pay the extra

Fair and warmer Saturday,
with a chance of showers and
turning cooler Sunday. Clearing
and cool on Monday.
Early morning lows in the
upper 2Cs and low 30s Saturday.
Lows in the upper 30s and low
40s Sunday, lowering to the low
ern-Mcfralay.-'
Daytime highs in the mid Vs
to low 60s Saturday, lowering to
the has on Sunday and to the
upper his and low 50s on Monday.

Scholarship
Applications
Being Taken

the $200,000 facility.
Billy Smith, vice-president of
Hutson Chemical, said this
morning that the decision has
"set us back about a year." He
added that he now has no idea
when approval will come,or if it
will come.
The terminal, which would be
able to load and unload almost
any commodity that is shipped
by water, is planned for the
Anderson Creek embayment on
Kentucky Lake, in Calloway
County.
TVA has endorsed the
project, along with the
Calloway County Farm Bureau,
environmental
the
state
department and the Murray
Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray City Council, as well as
local
other
several
organizations.
Local objections have come
from individuals connected with
Murray State University, who
say the terminal would unfavorably affect the school's
new biological station near the
proposed terminal site. Objections have also come from
several other sources.
EPA's original objection said
the terminal would destroy
acquatic and terrestrial enthe
reduce
vironment,
biological productivity of the
embayrnent and disturb wateroriented recreation in the area.
The agreement by the two
federal agencies for a review
came after a meeting Tuesday,
attended by representatives of
EPA, the Bureau of Sports,
Fisheries and Wildlife, and the
Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection and
TVA.
The primary use of the terminal would be to load and
unload fertilizer and grain. At

14lADE1J WESTIONS-Joey Boodeu and Steve Sberer bad wow loaded speedo= for County
Judge Robert O. Miller as they interviewed him for part of their study unit on government at Murray
Middle School. The seventh grade students of Mrs. Martha Shirley, Mrs, Doralyn Lanier, and Mrs.
Kaye Peebles, have interviewed several county and city officials in their study unit.
(Staff Photo by David Hal

In the story which said that
Calloway County is one of the 24
to parcounties designated
ticipate in the federal foodstamp program by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture no
date was mentioned when the
change over from commodity
distribution to the food-stamp
program was released."
A spokesman for the commodity program stated that no
let< - tsar, • bean -wt and eonsmodities will be distributed in
Calloway County until the
change over has been made
Adequate nOtice of the change
will be made for the public

QUAD-STATE BAND-Murray State University hosted the 25th annual Quad-State Band Festtval
on Dec. 3. Students from ISO junior and senior high schools participated in the event. Shown is Beth
Wilson,from Murray High, daughter of Mrs. Peggy Wilson.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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Several Prenuptial Events Are Given In
Honor Of Former Carol Diane Burkeen

1.1-.MER & TINIEs

Ior and about

Providence Club Has Regular Meet
Providence
The
New
Homemakers Club held its
November meeting in the home
of Mrs. James Puckett with
Mrs. Larry Curd, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Jim Allbritten gave the
devotion reading from Psalms
150. The roll call by Mrs. Terry
Housden, in the absence of Mrs.
Hardiman Miller, was answered by members giving
their greatest blessings.
Herndon
Jackie
Mrs.
presented the lesson on

"Window Treatment Or Making
the Most of Windows."
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Karen
Housden who had two games
with prizes being given.
Plans were made for the
Christmas party to be held in
the lovely new home of Mrs.
Jackie Herndon on Tuesday,
December 11, at ten a.m.
Refreshments in the fall color
scheme were served by Mrs.
Puckett to Mesdames June
Curd, Jackie Herndon, Opal
Shoemaker, Mavis Elkins,
Marsha Dale and daughter,
Karen, Dorval Hendon, Iva Mae
Allbritten, and Karen Housden.

•Fri.

:t LATE SHOW
& Sat.
11:40 pm

TIMES
vp.1111qE
111 011 BrAN

Mrs. Phil Thomas Norwood,
the former Carol Diane
Burkeen, was honored with
several prenuptial events prior
to her wedding on November 21.
A personal shower was given
by Sherry Conners and Connie
Burkeen at the Palestine United
Methodist Church.
The table was covered with a
pink and blue cloth and candles
with small flowers were the
table centerpieces, made by
Mrs. Connie Burkeen.
For the occasion the honoree
wore a brown and white knit
pant suit. The color scheme of
pink was used in the prizes,
gifts, napkins, and the refreshments of cake, punch, mints,
and nuts served. Twenty persons were present or sent gifts.
Sheila Mullinax, Debbie Cone,
and Sandra Cope entertained
with a household shower at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church.
The honoree wore an empire
style double knit dress of white
and purple and opened the
many gifts from the forty-three
persons present and many
others unable toot*.
Refreshments of pink punch,
coffee, cakes, nuts, and mints
were served at the table
covered with a cloth decorated
with silver bells and centered
with an arrangement of dried
flowers in a straw basket.
Debbie Lisenby entertained
with a surprise household

less, ,etne dna ,111, Y.L11141.,
most daring bank robber/

"THE UTZ
NORTIFIELD,
MINNESOTA Lur
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Vince Edwards—Chuck Connors—Neville Brand *

ONE SWORN TO UPHOLD THE LAW
THE OTHER TO BREAK IT! WHO Will
SURVIVE THEIR BULLET- RIDDLED
SHOWDOWN'

DEAN MARINI ROCK HUDSON
"SHOWDOWN"

copoordi

Thru SAT. ONLY!

Mrs. Paul Butterworth was
hostess for the November
of the
Penny
meeting
Homemakers Club held at her
home on the Coldwater Road.

shower held at Woods Hall
Dormitory, Murray State
University. Punch, cookies, and
nuts were served. Eighteen
persons were present or sent
gifts.
Gail King, Sue Lovett, Sherry
Wilkins, and Norma Watkins
were hostesses for a household
shower held at the home of Mrs.
Charles Norwood.
Refreshments of punch,
coffee, cookies, mints, nuts,
potato chips, and bacon rinds
were served at the table
covered with a lace cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of dried flowers. Present were
forty persons and several others
sent gifts.

Mrs. Mary A. Gee
Hostess For Meet
Paris Road Club

Nifty, new fashion footwear,
comfort cushioned and styled to
please. A fun-and•fancy-free gift
for the lady in your life!

Blue &
White
Leather

Pink &
Blue
Brocade

rh.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Today I am celebrating, but I don't want
to do it alone, so I'm writing to you. What am I
celebrating? Well, I have been off drugs for six months,
and I think that's worth something. Maybe it's because I
don't need to steal or run away from home anymore that
makes me so happy. Quitting drugs was the hardest thing
I've ever done in my life, but the most rewarding.
I'd like to pay tribute to the teacher who helped me do
this. I won't mention his name, but he was the one person
who never looked at his watch during all the hours he spent
with me. My parents helped a lot. I really thought I hated
them, but I now realize it was the things I was doing that I
hated. I love my parents, and I want them to know that.
I want everyone to know how much I love life now, and
how much I love God.
Six months going on 60 years, because I know I will
never go back.
Please print this. There is so much in it I could never
have the courage to say out loud. Maybe this will help
someone else.
By the way, I'm 15 years old.
"ANOTHER LEAF"

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club held its November meeting
in the home of Mrs. Barbara
White with the president, Mrs.
Mary Alice Gee, presiding.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan read the
scripture from Psalms 150.
Each of the twelve members
present answered the roll by
naming her greatest blessing.
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, secretarytreasurer, gave her reports.
An interesting lesson on "The
Alteration and Making of
Slacks" was given by Mrs.
Margaret Roach.
Mrs. Army Wilson directed the
recreation. Annual Day on
November 27 was discussed.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Alice Steely, Mrs. Rebel
Steely, Mrs. Lucille Hart, Mrs.
Blaine White, Mrs. Ola McIntosh, and Mrs. Lula White.
The club will meet Tuesday,
December 11, at eleven a.m. in
the home of Mrs. Margaret
Roach for a potluck dinner and
gift exchange.

Two lessons were presented.
Mrs, L.P. Hendon and Mrs. J.C.
Kemp gave the lesson on
"Making Pants." The lesson on
making Christmas wreaths
from pine cones, acorns, etc.,
was given by Mrs. A.A.
Doherty.
The president, Mrs. Ernest
,Madrey, presided. The scrtro='
lure reading from Psalms 150
was by Mrs. Doherty with
prayer by Mrs. Roy Gibson.
Mrs. Doherty read the minutes
and called the roll in the absence of the secretary, Mrs.
Ruby Harrell, who is ill.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Brooks Moody. Mrs.
J.C. Kemp read a poem,"Space
Of Your Life" by Mary D.
Browder.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Butterworth.
Another member present, not
previously mentioned, was Mrs.
Alton Cole. Visitors were Mrs.
Roy Gibson, Mrs. Ray Ross,
Mrs. Calista Clanton, and Mrs.
Freda Butterworth.
The club will have its
Christmas potluck luncheon on
Monday, December 10 at 10:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. L.P.
Hendon, Sha-Wa Circle.

For Christmas Giving

CE

The home of Mrs. Van Futrell
was the scene of the November
meeting of the Sunnywide
Homemakerss Club with Mrs.
Edwin Jennings, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Dan Kelly presented the
lesson on "Making the Most of
Your Windows."
Another lesson presented was
"Pants For Women," given by
Mrs. Max Dowdy.
Mrs. Van Futrell showed
items she had made from instructions given at the lesson on
"Creative Gifts."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Thomas Lane, and the roll
call and minutes were by Mrs.
Keys McCuiston. Plans for
annual day and a bake sale
were made.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. Two guests present
were Mrs. Ronnie Barnett and
Mrs. Billy Wells.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas party at the home of
Mrs. Max Dowdy on Tuesday,
December 11, at 10:30 a.m.

Blue, Bone, Black
Leather

--RYAWS Shoer-5tore-----\
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Court Square — Murray, Ky.

DEAR LEAF: Congratulations! I'm sorry you didn't
send me your name and address. I would have enjoyed
sending you a modest but meaningful present.
DEAR ABBY' My family is just about ready to break
up over this problem, which may not have a solution.
Maybe you can tell me if I am in the wrong.

become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving. No special exercises .
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
economy size 55 25.
You must lose ugly fat or your
_
fribroVvrAr
tefint141: fsitesticrol`
asked Accept no substitutes. Sold with
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entrat Shopping Center
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DEAR RATHER: No. But don't give your husband an
ultimatum unless you're prepared to leave him.
DEAR ABBY: Our problem is kind of touchy, familywise. Every other Sunday we go to a relative's house for
dinner. We enjoy these visits, but they are on an organic
food kick, and that is all they serve.
This means lots of tasteless, unseasoned food, and no
meat at all. The dinners they serve may be appetizing to
them, but not to us
They are aware that we do not follow their organic diet
at home Would we be considered rude if we brought our
own meals after this?
MEAT EATERS
DEAR MEAT EATERS: You know your relatives better than I do. If you think they would be offended, tell them
you will skip dinner, and join them afterwards.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOST FOR WORDS IN CHICAGO": My advice on this matter is to follow the advice of
Proverbs: "Do not answer a foolish man in the language of
his folly." 126:41.
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Holiday Blouses
5" 6" 7"
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Handsome New Group of Famous-Name Blouses
for Now or Gift-Giving! Cotton blends, poly blends,
100% poly in luscious textures, solids and prints.
A large array of styles and sizes. Pant tops in lovely prints, too!
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DONENESS TESTS
Doneness tests for cooked
chicken are offered by the
National Broiler Council.
They advise that the most
reliable way to tell doneness is
by using a meat thermometer. When the thermometer placed in the
chicken thigh registers 190
degrees F., the chicken is
done. If you don't have a
thermometer, these tests
may help For roasted whole
chicken drumstick should feel
soft when pressed between
your fingers, and the leg joint
twists eastily out of the thigh
joint. Chicken parts should be
cooked until the juices run
clear when pierced with a
fork.

FAT
OVERWEIGHT
The Odrinex Plan can help you
Blue &
Bone
Leather

My husband and two partners have two establishments
which they call "Health Studios." But they are really
''massage parlors which employ pretty young girls who massage men, and you can imagine what other services they
sell.
Abby, we have three school-age children who have
come home in tears because of what the kids at school are
saying about their father.
I have begged my husband to get out of that business
and go back to selling, but rays he's making good
money and will stay with it as I
- at he can.
When my husband was a salesman he didn't make as
much money, but it was respectable, and we were happy.
Am I wrong?
RATHER HAVE LESS IN OHIO
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CENTRAL

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Thursday, December I
church
The Steadfast Sunday School Women will meet at the
Class of the First Baptist at 1:30 p.m.
Church will meet at the
Memorial Baptist Church
fellowship hall of the church at
Women will meet at the church
5:30 p.m.
at 1:30 p.m.

VIM /toes. S Si. 1.4•••••••

CINEMA 1

tments
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"Sterile Cuckoo"
Plus
BONUS FEATURE
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The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a Christmas party for
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge at seven p.m. with
Mesdames John Irvan, James
R. Allbritten, Felix Dunn, A.H.
Kopperud, Roger Blackwood,
and Miss Vivian Hale as
hostesses.

BEST PICTURE!
WINNER OF 3
ACADEMY AWARDS
MOW HMS %lit

ake as
happy
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CINEMA 2
Now Showing
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Bonus Feature

Kris Kristofferson
Gene Hackman
in

lie diet
;ht our
kTEFLS
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Plus
From the Best Seller

ONE OF
THE BEST
FILMS ABOUT
YOUTH EVER MADE.

"Happy Hooker7R:
Fri. 8 Sat.
11:30 pm [Xi

_
CENTRAL

•

CINEMAS

Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet with Diana
Youngerrnan at 7:30 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist Women will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m.

Arts Exhibits by Jim Montgomery of Vine Grove, Lynn
Whayne of Clinton, Kay
Clevenger of Valley Station, and
Jim Howell of ScottsvWe will
open in the Fine Arts Center and
extend through December 17.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

tor and about
be at the Student Union
Ballroom, MSU, from one to
seven p.m., sponsored by
"Potlatch," a recently-formed
ceramics club on the MSU
campus.

Great looks
don't have to be
expensive

Sunday, December 9
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Palmer
Saturday, December 8
Murray Art Guild will be open will have a reception in honor of
front one to four p.m.
their 50th wedding anniversary
at the recreational hall of the
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Kirksey United Methodist
Order of the Eastern Star will
Church from two to four p.m.
have a family night potluck
dinner and Christmas party at
Kathy Lovett Cleaver of
the Masonic Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Murray, piano, will be
recital
Newcomers Dance will be presented in her senior
held at the Murray Country at the Recital Hall of the Fine
p.m.
Club at nine p.m. with music by Arts Annex, MSU, at two
Stump Daddy. This is open to
Members of the Murraythe public and tickets are $7.50
each. Call Jane Prince or Janet Calloway County Shrine Club
and their families will have a
Kirk.
fellowship breakfast at Perkins
Saturday, December 8
Pancake House at nine a.m.
I'A Visit With Santa,"
sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Womans Club will be at 9:30
Christmas Potters' Fair will
a.m. and one p.m. at the club continue at the MSU Student
house. For tickets call 753-3574. Union Ballroom from 12 noon to
seven p.m.
Christmas Potters' Fair will

Keep your budget in check. Strap on Roblee's
broad toe slip-on and get'a rich look, rich feel
and more than your share of comfort. Its refined
styling will suit you to perfection.

Colors: Black
Brown

Daddy-Date banquet for 9, 10,
and 11 year old GA's will be a
potluck supper at the church at
6:30 p.m.

Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
social hall of the church with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lepinske,
Mesdames Catherine
Women of Murray Moose Lepkinske, Lula Dunn, Katie
Lodge will meet at eight. p.m. Overcast, and Mary Lamb in
luncheon
charge
of
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of arrangements.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Friday, December 7
Ellis Community Center at 7:30
Oaks Country Club dance and
p.m.
dinner will be from 5:30 p.m. to
The Garden Department of one a.m. in the Student Union
the Murray Woman's Club will Ballroom, Murray State, with
have an open meeting at the music by The Top Five. Adclub house at 1:30 p.m. with mission is $10 per couple.
Mrs. Arthur Jewel of the Poppy
The Bun Wilson Country
Shoppe as speaker. Hostesses Music Show for the Calloway
will be Mesdames Peter County - Kilio-cTiffron
for
Whaley, Melvin Cayce Wayne Retarded Children will be held
Williams, Fred Gingles, John at the Murray Middle School at
Livesay, Edgar Morris, and 7:30 p.m.
Charles Massey.
Kris Kristofferson concerts

Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Women will
meet at Bethel Church at seven
p.m.

"House of 1000
Delilhts"

:

First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at 9:30
a.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet with Mrs. June Crider
at seven p.m. with the Baptist
Young Women in charge of the
program.
Christmas Concert by Murray
Cervical Cancer Screening State University Chorus and
Clinic will be held at the Choir will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Calloway
County
Health Lovett Auditorium MSU.
Department at six p.m. For
Friday, December 7
appointment call 753-3381.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet at the home of Mrs.
The Dorcas Sunday School Juanita Lee at 1:30 p.m. with
Class of the First Baptist the program by Mrs. Richard
Church will have a dinner Walker.
meeting and gift exchange at
the Murray Woman's Club
First Baptist Church Women
House at 6:30 p.m. For reser- will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
vations call Mrs. V.W. Parker, church.
phone 753-1515.

"CISCO PIKE"

HICAvice of
mge of
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will be at seven and nine p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Reserved seats are $5.00 each.
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FREE SHOW!!
Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

East if KiiMON

FREE TICKETS at:
Grecian Steak House
Western Store 753-9885 Hwy.641 N. 753-441'
ernon Boot & Shoe Store (North 12th St. Ext.)
North Arcadia Center

Lubie and Reba's
Superburger

The Wild Raspberry

753-0859
North Arcadia Center

1100 Chestnut 753-848:-

Northpoint Standard

Mar mak Supply

No Arcadia
S)
J2.1.1V.Ins1.M:li .....................,

r4::*::034.:CC:ii:433:4010100.3-11.7.401!7007,jk.f
Announcing:
4.:
That Carolyn Jones is now
employed at
illi

-Doris' Beauty Salon

ADAMS

624 Broad Ext
isti
Ph. 753-6474
Carolyn invites her old and;
.11
1.new friends to phone for :•441:
an appointment Wed.-Sat W,

7,....

..

All..

Co

SHOE STORE
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11
1
:*::
0::
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Norelco 351

TRUE-TO-LIGHT

Clairol Conditioner

MIRROR

SETTER

by Clairol
Four different lights in one mirror.
Lets you make-up in the same light you
intend to be in.
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price
Mr. Coffee Automatic Electric(
Home

4

Now the revolutionary Triple Header Razor with
18 self-sharpening blades. '39.95 Value.

Lady Sunbeam
Salon Style

7.07

COFFEE BREWER

HAIR DRYER

Brews 1 to 10 cups of hot coffee
in seconds. Heat resistant decanter,
self-cleaning water tank.
$39.88 Value

Model HD39
Lightweight, adjustable height
Gives professional results.
29.95 Value.
Say-Rite's
Christmas "f
Price

Say-Rite's Christmas

mou~kiwkimmaisawidiwo
5-Quart
Self-Buttering

POPCORN
POPPER If

A WORLD OF

$

1088

Westclox Digital

GIFT IDEAS

Drowse Dialite

AT A BIG SAVINGS

1688

Clairol Air Brush
Styling

DRYER

Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

West Bend Automatic
12-Inch SKILLET

CLOCK
Electric alarm. Easy to
read, day or nite. Keeps
calling you at 8 minute intervals.
'19.95 Value.
Say-Rites
Christmas
Price

In color: Avocado and Karvest
colors. Porcelain on aluminum
finish. No stick interior makes
clean-ups
easy!
'19.99 Value. I
The Electric

BEAN POT

Model A83

Early American design. Slow cooks
and the serving can be done
directly from the pot.

1

• 4 styling attachments, 2-speed,
Melts butter as the corn pops. Shuts
2 heat settings. For home or travel.
off when popped. Top also serves, as
14.95 Value

Model 320 Three setters in one.
Comes with 20 rollers in three sizes.
Complete with a styling guide.
'26.99 Value.
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

1
Beautifully Boxed Christmas

Skop Say-rite's Jewelry Departmeit
fir the fteest selectiee ii toil

by Laurel

CARDS

Your Choice /
1
2 Price

BAR-WARE SET
A Welcome Addition To Any Bar!
4-piece set includes: Mixing glass,
cocktail shaker, strainer and spoon.
Now
8-Piece Set includes: Mixing Glass,
cocktail shaker, ice tongs, jigger,
bar spoon, corkscrew and opener,
Vire
-waver

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
_1-6 Sunday
Use Our Lay-Away Plan * Free Gift Wrapping

With Purchase of '5.00 or More Nue

Phone 753-8304
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Editorial . . .

Sensing The News

TNEY SHOULD RATION SOME OF T4441 CeiA 5

Determination
Needed

•

Bids were received by the City of Murray
.yesterday on the curb and gutter work and paving of
the Circarama Subdivision.
Murray Kiwanians entertained their farmer
friends with a dinner and an address by E.B. Howton
last night at the Southside Restaurant in recognition
of Farm-City Week.
Deaths reported are Woodson Henry, age 80,
Metropolis, Ill., and Rev. John W. Jenkins of
Compton, Calif.
Dr. Thomas L. Hopkins has announced the
opening of his offices here for the practice of dentistry.
Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Hughes will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception at the
Murray Woman's Club House on December 8.

20 Years Ago Today
Dr. Hugh Houston was guest speaker at the
district meeting of public health nurses and clerks
held December 3 at the Calloway County Health
Center.
Prof. David Gowans will direct the Murray State
College String Orchestra in a concert here on
December 8.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
December 2 to 4 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leamo
n
Henson.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held its Christmas program and party at the
home of Mrs. WayIon Rayburn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Titanic"
starring Clifton Webb and Barbara Stanwyck.

Bible Thought for Today
And the multitude said. This Is Jesus
the prophet
of Nazareth of Galilee.-Matthew 21:11.

One of life's finest qualities, spiritually, is
to be
able to recognize Christ and the eternal values
of His
life and message, wherever they are found.
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By Anthony Harrigan

Oil And The Mideast

The real facts of the energy shortage are startlingly,simple. Unless new sources of energy are
developed in the next few years, the United States
faces a genuine energy crisis in which the wheels of
industry could stop and the lights in our homes go
out.
While the situation is serious in the extreme, it is
far from hopeless. This nation has a supply of coal
estimated to be adequate for several hundred years.
It is hypothesized that 55 per cent of the discoverable
oil and 66 per cent of this country's gas are still
waiting to be found. Huge deposits of oil shales and
tar sands have not even been lapped. If the nation's
electric companies are permitted to build the
facilities they need particularly nuclear generation
stations—we can take care of our requirements for
electricity, that most versatile form of energy.
In short, the U.S. has just about everything it
needs to solve this problem except the determination
to do what is necessary.
At this point in time, more than anything else, we
need a national desire to pull ourselves up by our
own bootstraps and make the necessary decisions to
implement programs which will encourage
development of our domestic energy resources. We,
as a nation, must be prepared to accept the fact that
prices of gasoline and electric power will have to
rise if investment funds are to be forthcoming as
needed to finance the massive research development and construction programs required.
Alaska's North Slope contains an estimated 10
billion barrels of oil, but we must halt delay in
construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline before this
source of petroleum can be made available. Drilling
on the Outer Continental Shelf is an absolute must
and could increase annual domestic petroleum
supplies by an estimated 1.5 billion barrels. In addition, ways must be found to use our vast coal
supplies in an environmentally-acceptable manner.
The time for wishful thinking that the energy
crisis will go away, or that it can be corrected by
importing greater quantities of petroleum from
other nations is long past.
The U.S. will be assured of having adequate
energy supplies only when it uses its own initiative to
develop its own resources.

10 Years Ago Today

PAW..

Prisoners Ask For
New Parole Board

Thor Editor:
We are but a few of the many
prisoners confined in Kentucky's penal Institutions who
are appealing to the taxpayers
to urge Governor Ford to
correct the miscarriage of
justice that he has unintentionally perpetrated on the
public and inmates.
To correct this injustice is for
Governor Ford to replace
Kentucky's disordered Parole
Board Chairman and Members
because of inefficiency.
Eddyville is extremely
overcrowded with 1,000 inmates. Kentucky's Refor
matory and the Honor Camps
are similarly overflowing with
approximately 2$00. The cost to
keep and maintain one inmate
for one year is $1,600. The
overcrowding is not due to the
rise in crime-if there is a rises° much as it is the fault of the
deferment and parole denying
tactics of the parole board, who
creates and retains a deliberate
slow revolving workload in an
attempt to justify their vast
expenditures and $118,000 annual salary.
Through the Crime Commission, Kentucky has received
enormous Federal funds to
update the probation and parole
system. Yet, we have not
commenced in the Governor's
stated "new direction." Of (51)
Initial eligibility cases considered for parole at Edclyville
for the months of November and
December, only (13) were
paroled. This abeurd low percentage is inconsistent to
professionalism; nor does it
come within the purview of
modern parole philosophy.
Consider that in the new
parole board's seventeen
months history there has been
more killings and escapes at
Eddy/111e than in any previous
ten years period. Lack of parole
hope can produce many different remits.
Most of the few paroles
granted are politically influenced, rather than on one's

Cancer tell cat by new
detectio tedeiques
The American Lancer Society's annual report states
that approximately 55,000
more lives are being saved
from cancer each year than in
the 1950s.
It predicted the figure
would jump to 218,000 in 1974
with the use of new detection
techniques. - CMS

Fossil footprints
excite scientists

Nlicimei Junes, htuot:fof
Geology at Leicester Museum
in England says the discovery
of footprints of pretnstoric
animals at Shepshed, Loughborough, one of the prints a
whole track 6 to 7 feet long, ts
„
: stO per your) other destinstions__8a
a very impor
.
tacit find."
-"Stielstiptibri? otth S'Per tee, -srevertak.
-—
srhe "toolprints-were MS
Entered daily at the Peat Office Murray,
Kentucky.for transmission
by two different animals; one Os Second class matter
apparently a reptile with
The Outstanding Civic Asset of. Community
three toes and the other with
is Me Integrity ef its Newspaper
five toes - CNS

'Oar
readers
write

The prospect of a severe fuel
shortage caused by the Arab oil
boycott undoubtedly will result
in an agonizing reappraisal of
America's policy towards the
Middle East. Continued shortages of imported oil from that
region could cause not only
inconvenience but personal
hardship for millions, including
shutdowns of factories and
schools. Some observers believe
the oil shortage could bring on a
major recession.
The situation is even more
threatening for America's allies
in Europe and Asia. Japan
obtains more than 90 per cent of
her oil from the Persian Gulf
area; the United Kingdom 66
percent; Italy 84 per cent; West
Germany 62 per cent; Australia
69 per cent. If these countries
don't get adequate supplies of
oil, their industrial machines
will grind to a halt. For Japan,
the shock of dependence must
be especially severe. After all,
it was an earlier denial of all
that led to Japan's decision to
enter World War II.
In one sense, the Arab boycott
may prove helpful to the United
States. It is teaching the U.S.
government and people that
excessive dependence on
overseas energy sources is
intolerable. The United States
already is moving to promote
coal gasification, to better
utilize the trillion tons of coal
America possesses, to step up
natural gas production, and to
accelerate construction and
licensing of nuclear power
plants. In time, the United

States will be tree of depen- Indications that a major
dence on imported oil. But what reappraisal of policy is in the
about the interim period of works comes from numerous
seven to 10 years?
sources.
Clearly,the United States will
The power balance in the
need Middle East oil during the Middle East is very comInterim. But to get the oil plicated and delicate. And the
flowing again, the United States United States certainly will
will have to reach a diplomatic endeavor to refrain from acaccommodation with the oil tions that will cause the Arabs
producing countries, chiefly to believe they have a mandate
Saudi Arabia. What the Saudis for aggression. Yet there is the
insist upon is U.S. support for hard fact that the Arabs have
reqftiring the 'media to with- the oil that the U.S., Europe and
draw from the Arab territories Japan must have if their cities
occupied in the 1967 war and the aren't to be plunged into
recent conflict.
darkness and depression is not
Up to this point, the United to spread because of a lack of
States has not responded af- essential fuel.
firmatively to the Saudi
It is unfortunate that the
demand. But the American Western countries
allowed
government and people will themselves to become
so
have to dtermine where the US. dependent on Middle East
oil.
national interest lies.
But it should be remembered
If this winter is very cold and that in the United States,
for
If the shortages are critical, example, there has
been a
with resulting layoffs, hard- massive surge of environ
mental
ships and closings of schools protest against develop
ment of
and colleges, both the govern- domestic fuels. For
several
ment and the people are likely years, environmentalist fought
s
to make a rapid reappraisal of the Alaskan pipeline
project in
the requirements of the Congress in the
courts. A
situation. It seems unlikely that continuing campaig against
n
the American people will be surface mining of coal has
been
willing to undergo protracted waged in this same
period.
suffering or a severe recession
If the environmentalists had
in order to support Israel's not been so obdurate
, the U.S.
contention that its security today might not
be forced to
requires continued occupation make an agonizin
g reappraisal
of conqurered Arab territories. of its Middle East
policy.

Funny, Funny World

0

ECONOMY
Inflation has really affected the giveaway shows. A
couple came to "Let's Make a Deal" dressed as a meatioal
and Monty Hall ate them. (Bob Hope )
merit of adjustment, behavior your State and Federal money
Wayne Andres of Mattoon, Ill., has found something that
and reformation. We challenge, is being used by a parole board
has not Increased in price for 101 years. He went to the
with facts, any statement by the who is not doing their job of
Coles County clerk and became the first person since July
parole board to the contrary. paroling in compliance with the
27, 1889, to register a cattle brand. He paid 15 cents for
Please exercise your finan- times.
registration of his Circle-A brand as required under a state
cial and contemporary right by
Joe Onnitz, William Conner,
law passed in 1872. Andres said he heard of rustling going
requesting Governor Ford to Ed Wagner, Mike Burke, John
on In parts of Illinois and Indiana because of high meat
replace the present malfunction B. Preston, Joseph G. Cherey
prices and decided to brand his cattle.
parole board with modern Jr., John Marshall, Lee R.
The sun is hot in Hawaii. If
Do you know that bread is selling for 79 cents a pound"'
thinkers. You are due an ac- Fenived, and others.
you have not had much sun, Did you ever figure to see the day when you'd pay 79 cents
counting by the Kentucky
Kentucky State Penitentiary, better watch it. You'll cook in a pound for something you didn't put salt and pepper on?
Crime Commission of where Eddyville, Kentucky 42036
minutes. Don't let those clouds (Orben's Current Comedy)
fool you either. The sun comae_ They call them charge cards because at the end of
the
right on through.
month, boy, do you get a shock.
Earl Wilson says there are three things that a man never
We took a tour over the island gets back-his youth, his hair and change from a $10 bill at
of Oahu including a trip to the the supermarket.
top of a 12,000 foot peak where
In Washington. D.C.. the nickel cup of coffee was
the wind really blows. Along a restored, at least temporarily, for thousands of U.S.
great promontory called Treasury Dept. employees. When the Marriott Corp.,
Diamond Head where the which operates cafeterias and snack bars in Treasur
y
homes range from $250,000 up buildings, suddenly jumped the price of a cup
of coffee
It seems that folks who pur- from 10 to 16 cents, employees set up a howl that
was
OPPOSITION TOGAS TAX
chased homes there maybe 30 finally heard by the Cost of Living Council. The result:
years ago for about $20,000 now Marriott agreed to roll back its coffee price to
5 cents to
President Nixon has announced a new six-point program
find their property worth offset the overcharges. The irony was that many
of the
to combat the energy crisis. This program includes: a ban
maybe half a million. Henry Treasury employees who were swindled by the illicit price
on Sunday gasoline sales; rationing of heating oils; mandaKaiser'
home,
s
right over hike are in charge of enforcing price ceilings. (Les
tory SO and 55 mileaser-hour speed limits fur
cars and
yonder, sold for two million Finegan)
trucks respectively; restrictions on outdoor lighting: a
va.
reduction oi. scheduled airline flights to reduce jet fuel consumption; and a diversion of some petroleum that would
The Japanese apparently are
normally be used for gas into the production uf home
buying up much of the property
heating oil to meet winter needs.
Including the Hawaiian Regent
Like so much of what the administration has done in the
hotel where we stayed.
energy field, sonic of these measures are rather late in
coming. !lad we taken strong, effective conservation
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
They are also buying up land
measures months ago we would not be in such a crunch
Associate Professor of Journalism
on a neighboring island, not yet
today. And but for the leadership of many members of
Murray State University
Congress - particularly Senator Henry M. Jackson -- the
developed, with the exPresident would not be ill, a
pectations of cashing in, within
to take the Steps he
has taken. But all of that is pact. and we must deal with
the next ten years.
Decision making is one of purposes, forget about it is inthe situation today.
the main functions of deed a valuable member of
I generally support the actions announced Sunday by
Visited the sea aquarium management
in
any our society.' Many decisions
the President, and I believe the American people will also
which always facinates us.
organization whether it be a are pretty much automatic.
give their support and make what sacrifices are necessary.
small proprietorship or a It's decisions where monetar
We have perhaps been energy gluttons in the past and now
y
Plenty of Sparrows in Hawaii, massive
corporation. Some loss or gain or some other inwe will have to lighten our belts. We are now paying or
and Pigeons, and sea birds. One
one almost continuously must tangible loss is at stake that
our past excesses - and our shortsightedness.
bird we had never seen before
But think it is also fair to warn the American people
was black and white with a be acting in a decision making decisive action by a person
that the worse may yet be ahead. We may well be required
yellow
ring around his eye capacity. While all persons do becomes critical. In business,
to institute even tougher, more restrictive measures in the
which
also
ran back from his not have the capacity to make education and several other
months ahead. We have only to keep a few facts in mind:
eye about an inch. Have no idea correct decisions every time, areas, committees render
the President himself said the measures he announc
ed
we know that for success to be decisions on problem
what it is.
would relieve only about 10 percent of anticipated 17 pers placed
sustaining, decisions per- before it. In many ways
cent undersupply in energy: studies by a Congressional
comWe saw Petunias, Marigolds, taining to a particular mittees relieve the responcommittee and the Library of Congress project that the
shortage will be far greater than 17 percent - perhaps
Spider Lilies, C.oleas, Tropical organization must be sound sibility of a sometim
LI
es serious
much as 35 percent: and the situation in the Middle
Hibiscus, and
ones.
decision being made by a
East, especially as neugtiations approach, remains
Practically all decisions single individual.
as
volatile as ever.
Many tropical plants we had concerning business
activities
So the very real possibility exists that much tougher
never seen before.
here have been many
are related directly to the
measures will be required. And should that occur. I
hope
amount of money that the great decisions in OUT history
the administration will not go the route of putting a
Real snazzy. Maid turned
large
decision is likely to put in the by individuals and groups of
surtax on gasoline sales. Far better methods are available
down the covers each evening
.
cash
register. This is quite un- people. Charles Lindbergh
1 was very pleased that the administration announced
and left an orchid on the pillow.
that it had "tentatively" rejected that proposition. Howderstand
able. We all accept meg! what turned out to be
We put the orchids each day in
ever. should the crunch get worse I fear that some within
this
business function and in an historic decision to fly the
the ash tray with water and they
the administration may again push the gas tax as a method
our competitive system, we Atlantic. Harry S. Truman
remained fresh nearly all week
of reducing gasoline consumption.
When we stepped off the plane know that it is the best way. made a decision to drop the
I believe other methods including periodic restrictions
we
were greeted by lovely Hundreds of decisions are atomic bomb almost 30 years
on driving -- would he tur better than a gas
tax increase.
young
lathes who placed a lei made by large corporations ago that is still discussed pro
And while I certainly hope we will not have to go
to
around our neck and planted a every day with one goal in and con. And one of the
rationing, if worse comes to worse that would be
a much
greatest decision makers that
kiss on the cheek. Now, that was mind-increased profits.
fairer proposition and preferable to a gas tax
hike.
real nice.
But decision making is not we have known in America
restricted to business only. was Brigham Young who had
Orchids everywhere, on the Each of
us in our everyday some huge decisions to make
table when you ate, in the leis,
living make many decisions when he led his followers
women wore them in their hair.
which have an effect on our across the plains to Utah in
by Carl Riblet Jr.
lives.
There is little if 1847.
Huge Banyan trees
The old retired Wyoming cowboy
feet anythin
who lives down across. In one shopping150
g between making a
Decision
center
making
the road apiece was pale in the
is
face and green about there was even a shop up in the decision and not making a probably the biggest factor in
the gills the other day. _He explained that
at branches of one with steps decision. We sometimes our lives. It's something that
breakfast he had been reading a newsle
tter from his leading up to it. Even went to would desire that a middle of we cannot delegate or put off
the road
the zoo which
congressman when something in it made
could solve but must meet headon in
him gag from the hotel.was only a block a problemdecision
uric
and he swallowed his denture
for us. Yet, even as way or another.
In the long
. That's the trouble
we
decide not to decide on an run, the
with a lie: it can sometimes trigger
really good decision
a gulp when it
Bought a hat woven tram issue, we still have made
-for-a -bites
e
makers become agile atvielent
'pain, fronds6,
08
-S -a e)low Who
* — and are the ones, of
courage.,
identified Minn* as "Wild
- "k lett to hear a fie."
The person who can who
will find the greatest sucWeave." He appeared to be evaluate
-William Shakespeare
a problem placed cess both in
business relationhappy just weaving hats. No before
in "Love's Labor Lost.
him and then make a ships
I
and in personal
overhead
decision and, for all practical
relationships.
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Murray State Holds On For 93-88 Ann Herbert
Win Over Arkansas Wednesday
HOLIDAY MAGIC
OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 6

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Cranking its powerful offensive machine, Murray State
roared to a IS point halftime
lead, saw it cut to a mere four,
and then shifted into overdrive
to leave visiting Arkansas
College by the wayside, 93-88.
Last night's Fieldhouse
victory saw the Racers driven
first by an old professional and
thenhandied smoothly by a
spark plug substitute who
carried the team the final laps
to its second consecutive win.
Having stepped into the
leading scorer's position for
the team after three contests,
6-5 junior forward Mike
Coleman fired a hot 59.2 per
centfrom the field enroute to
canning 32 points and bullied
14 rebounds from the taller,
yet outhustled Scots.
And when he was doubleteamed....lo and behold..
speedy Darnell Adell chose to
display his abilities and cashed
in on seven of nine field shots for
a torrid 77.7 per cent showing,

while adding a free throw for 15
big markers!
"Mike really played an
outstanding ball game, and....gosh, how well he fought on
the boards. And then Darnell
really came in and sparked us
like he's done so often in the
past," Coach Cal Luther said
after the game.
"Looks like we've got a little
more depth at the guard
position, depending on the
situation at the moment during
the game when we need
someone to go in. The people
going off the bench have all
done excellent this season so
far," he remarked.
Murray tuned up with a six
point advantage just over three
minutes into the contest on
junior guard Henry Kinsey's 10
foot jumper and managed to
hold the lead.
But the visitors crawled back
to within two once again, at 1614 from the Scots' second
leading scorer, Martin Jacobs'
five foot put-back of a missed
lay-up.

Taking one quick look around,
MSU poured on the energy and
steadily built a 15 point advantage on the overall best
balanced shooting effort of the
season. The Racers first lead by
six, then eight, nine, 11, and
then the final margin to end the
half.
Coleman put MSU ahead for
keeps after hitting a short
jumper, then Adell returned
with a five footer, before
"Chug" found the range on two
more opportunities to make it,
24-16.
From then on the Racers
would score twice to the
visitors' one bucket....but
any optimistic feelings based
solely on the first half would
not have been advised.
In the first 4:21 of the second
half, the Scots ripped off 16
points to the Racers' eight, to
narrow the gap between the two
teams.
Coleman then hit two shots as
Adell started to make himself
the known speedster he is.
We didn't change our offense

Kinsey finished with senior
guard Steve Barrett's 10
point total with the former
hitting five of nine and the
latter connecting on four of
six.
Sophomore forward Jessie
Williams was
the secondleatthig rehounder for the game
Making several steals, Adel' with nine grabs and the 6-6
romped for an easy lay-up and starter added six points. Freshthen knocked the bottom out man Grover Woolard had a
with a 15 foot jumper in good good game and added four
form.
points, as did T.C. Jamison, who
The teams swapped buckets replaced foul-ridden Starks and
and then MSU steadily pulled
Calvin Breedlove was the
away.
Senior center Marcelous leading scorer for the Scots with
Starks, who picked up a heavy 27 points on 12 of 21 shots and
foul load in the first half, got 12 three of four from the stripe.
The Scots actually outshot the
numbers, one of which provided
Racers, 55.3 per cent to 54.7 per
a twelve point everywhere.
One of the taller Scots on the cent, and had the edge at the
floor , Martin Jacobs, a 6-7 free throw line (66.8-64.7).
On the boards, the taller Scots
guard, had an unbelievable
shooting streak....10 of 14 for took a solid whipping, 47-31,
71.3 per cent to warn MSU. He while Murray had 22 turnovers
brought his team from eight to AC's five.
Facing a team that has never
down to within five on a wild
won against them, Murray
mixture of shots.
State meets Louisiana College
next Saturday night at 7:30 in
But then Coleman took
the Fieldhouse to attempt to
over and tailed MSC's last
improve their uniforms.
four scores with less than
Murray State
49..44-93
1:14....where some of our
34..54-88
rights may never surface. Arkansas

or defense at all at halftime, but
Arkansas started burning to hit
a big 25 of 40 or 62.1 percent. It's
our third straight game of the
season that all teams we've
played shot over 60 per cent
during at least an hour's
time. " coach Luther said.
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Awards Banquet Held Saturday
By Wranglers Riding Club;
Special Trophies Presented
The Wranglers Riding Club Timmy Canup : Charlie Brown,
held its awards banquet at the Michael Wicker: Black Jack.
Carman Pavillion, College
Fox Trot Champion: Claude
Farm Road, on Saturday, Underhill: Toney, Della Mae
December 1, with the president, Smith: Fox.
Western Pleasure—Men—
Gary Wicker, presiding.
Miss Jan Hart, club queen, - Champion: Phil McCuiston:
and Miss Jill Rowland, Little King, Frank Fennell: Pawnee.
Western Pleasure Women
Miss Wrangler, were given
trophies at the meeting and also Champion: Jan Hart: Frolic,
presented the awards along Bonnie Jones: Smutty.
Pole
Bending:
Senior
with Wicker.
Tom Bell was elected Champion . Danny Lamb:
Robin
president to succeed Gary Lucky,
Rowland:
Wicker, while Frank Fennell Yankee.
Junior
Pole
Bending
was elected vice-president to
succeed Alvis Leslie. Bur- Champion: Kent Wilson: Jo Jo,
nadene Schroader replaces Keith Wicker: Blackjack.
Pony Pole Bending ChamConnie Jones as secretary;
Barbara Lesley succeeds Lois pion: Jeff Atkins: Red, Michael
Woods as assistant secretary; Wicker: Black Jack.
Halter Class Champion: Jan
Lois Woods replaces Betty
Wicker as treasurer; and Hart: Par'd Sweetheart, Roger
Sherrie Garland remains as Leslie: Tonka.
reporter
Country Pleasure Women
The sportsmanship award Champion: Diane McCuiston:
was presented to the Adkins Ginger, Jodie McCuiston:
family, Tommy, Carol, Jeff, Goldie.
Barrel Race Senior Chainand Mike.
Receiving the high point pion: Robin Rowland: Yankee,
trophy was the Schroader Jim Schroeder: Prince.
Women
Barrel
Race
family, Jim, Burnadene,
Champion: Judy Gore: Black
Melissa, and Kelvin.
Others receiving special Man, Melissa Schroader:
awards were: Christy Ballard, Prince.
Barrel Race Junior Chamyoungest rider; Claude Underhill, oldest rider; Daryl pion: Kelvin Schroeder: Little
Eldridge, youngest member; Joe, Keith Wicker: Black Jack.
Barrel Race Pony Champion:
Rube Rowland, oldest member.
Club Champions and Reserve Jeff Atkins: Red, Michael
Wicker: Black Jack.
Champions are as follows:
Pony Lead Line Champion:
Racking Class Champion:
Angela Woods: Baby Boo,
William Bedwell: Jim, John
Jennifer Garland: Ginger.
Pony Pleasure Champion: Canup: Dusty.
Junior Western Pleasure
Champion: Jan Hart: Frolic,
Diane McCuiston; King.

Flag Race: Pony Champion:
Timmy Canup: Charlie Brown,
Greg Fennell: Lady.
Flag Race Open Champion:
Carl Brown: Lady, Kent
Wilson: Jo Jo.
Men
Country Pleasure
Champion: Phil McCuiston:
Ginger, Noel Smith: Red Fox.
Rescue Race Champion: Jim
and
Prince:
Schroader:
Richard Eldridge.
Reserve Champion: Kevin
Schroader: Little Joe: and
Richard Eldridge.

Get ready for
the Party
Season now!
THE SPORTSMANSHIP Award of the Wranglers Riding Club
was presented to the Adkins family at the awards banquet held at
the Carman Pavilion on Saturday. In the back are Tommy and
Carol Adkins and in the front are Mike and Jeff Adkins

NEW OFFICERS for the Wranglers Riding Club were elected at the banquet held Saturday at the
Carman Pavilion. They are, left to right, Barbara Lesley, Tom Bell, Sherrie Garland, Burnadene
Schroeder, Lois Woods, and Frank Fennel.

Use Your
Bank Credit
Card
Or

OUN
layaway

Speed Women Champion:
Judy Gore: Black Man, Melissa
Schroeder: Prince.
Speed Race Junior Champion: Kelvin Schroeder: Little
Joe, Keith Wicker: Black Jack.

tEl AIR CENTER

753-4731

19"

of sizes.

Speed Race Men Champion:
Jim Schroader: Prince, Robin
Rowland: Yankee.

INSURANCE AGENCY

LONG
DRESSES

Large range

Speed Race: Pony Champion:
Jeff Atkins: Red, Michael
Wicker: Blackjack.

Expensive Christmas
gifts: jewelry, furs,
cameras,TV or stereo setsit it wise to insure them
promptly against theft, loss
or accidental damage.
Insurance usually cests
less than 1 per cent of
value.

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 9:00

Choose from
several Holiday
Styles in
luscious prints
or solids!
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Saddle Horse Class Champion: Jan Hart: Rebel, Carol
Atkins: Miss Casey.
HELPS DRAW OUT

Ann Herbert

Here's Quick, proven relief when unsightly and painful boils make you feel
miserable. Soothing BOIL-EASE with 7
medicated ingredients helps reduce
swelling and pain. Protects against in--,0411:41.- Se VW 190 400 lest *AK

B011

:EAS

RAWING
DSALVE

THE HIGH POINT Trophy of the Wranglers Riding Club was presented to the Schroederfamily at
the awards banquet held Saturday at the Carman Pavilion. Gary Wicker, left, club president,
presents the trophy to, left to right, Jim, Kelvin, Melissa and Burnadene Schroeder.
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VERNON'S, nc. of Murray - Next to Central Shopping Center
.'•

N'4

,

SAVINGS UP TO 50% AND MORE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!!

:VERNON'S-G1GANTIC TRUCK LOADS OF MERCHANDISE HELPS BEAT INFLATION!
:
-i4f1sHoE
,. Just Arrived In Time for Grand Opening
..
t
i
.
...7%
.
VERNON HAS BECOME SANTA'S HELPER!
" Hours: 9 to 9 Mon.-Sat.
Easy
• LADIES, GIRLS & BOYS BOOTS

BELL BOTTOM PANTS Reg. $59 97
FOR CASUAL WEAR - MOTORCYCLE RIDING - HORSEBACK RIDING

• MEN'S ALL-LEATHER UPPERS,
LACE-UP, WORK BOOT
Reg. '19.97 - Special $9.97

•
•

•

-;111.Vb
'

!SAVE UP TO 50%
• 1-PR. LEVIS - '12.50 Value (Choice)

• 1 PR. DICKSON & JENKINS MEN'S DRESS SLACKS OR JEAN.
90.00 Value.
• 1 MILLER, LADIES BLOUSE. Asstd. colors and sizes.
• 1-DICKSON & JENKINS MEN'S DRESS or CASUAL SHIRT.
Valued up to '14.00
Value to '19.97.
• 1 PR. MILLER WESTERN WEAR LADIES DRESS
• 1-FRINGE SUEDE SHOULDER BAG. '25.00 Value
SLACKS or JEANS Valued up to '24.00.
• 1 -MILLER WESTERN WEAR SHIRT.
• 1-NOCONA MEN'S BELT. '12.50 Value.
Valued up to '19.97.
• 1-NOCONA LADIES BELT. '12.50 Value.
• 1 -MILLER WESTERN WEAR SLACKS.
• 1-NOCONA GIRLS BELT. '7.50 Value.
• 1-NOCONA BOYS BELT. '7.50 Value.
Valued up to 90.00
• 1-LATIGO HAND MADE, HAND PAINTED, SHOULDER BAG by Roughshod Leather
Co. '39.97 Value.

• FREE BOOT JACK
with purchase of Hand Made Boots

• ONLY 4 LEFT
MEN'S INSULATED WORK or HUNTING SUIT
Reg. '34.97 - Special 95.97

• 2 HALTERS. Value '24.97 ea.
e 2 BRIDLES. Value '25.97 ea.

100% Dacron 88 Polyester Fiberfill.
•
•

• MEN'S KNITWEAR SPORT-SHIRT w/Front Zipper
Reg. '13.97 - Special '7.00

I• SADDLE PACKAGE
with purchase of all SIMCO HORSE TACK

1 ea. Saddle - Bridle - Pad - 2 Girts
Reg. '109.50 - Special '50.00

GRAND PRIZE DEC. 24
For Each Member of immediate Family Only

1 PR. EACH, FASION SHOE or DRESS SHOE
Retail Value up to $25900
SefetYYrOM
.
41
4.11

fa'

•

•

•

,•••

f
ir

•
•••

& HUNTING BOOT
Valued to '66.00

•

.06
Sir

• Southern Saddlery Leather Co.
• Simco Leather Co.

No Purchase Necessary...
Do Not Have To Be Present To
Win!

lifEkiligitER Of ENDlaYiT fOHNS0111

I.
w

• INSULATED CHIPPAWA WORK

• 1 PR. DAN POST HANDMADE BOOT
• HANES T-SHIRTS-SHORTS-BRIEFS-SOCKS.
Valued up to '74.97
One package of 3 each Given Daily thru Dec. 24th.
• CAROLINA WORK BOOT-SHOE or SLIPPER
• MINNETONKA MOCCASIN. 1 PR. EACH,
Valued up to '36.97
LADIES-MENS-BOYS-GIRLS. Value 14.97 ea.
• 1 PR. TEXAS BOOTS. Valued to '55.97
• 1 PR. AMERICAN WALKER LATEST FAHION SHOE.
• ACME/DINGO CHOICE SLIPPER OR BOOT.
Value to '66.00.
Value tó30.00.
• ONE SOUTHER LEATHER SHOE SHINING KIT,
• 1 PR. WEINBRENNER THOROGOOD WORK OR
UNIFORM SHOE.
Plus All Accessories. '29.97 Value.
Valued up to 99.97.
• 1 PR. LADIES-MENS-GIRLS or BOYS WRANGLER BOOTS. • 1 PR. NORTHERN
RUBBER SPORT OR WORK BOOT.
Valued up to '45.00
Regular Value up to '39.97

.FREE LEATHER SADDLE KEY CHAIN

•

One Each From:

•2 BLANKETS. Value '25.00 ea.

• WESTERN JEANS Reg. '12.00 - Special $6.00

•

MEN'S HARNESS & WESTERN BOOTS

REGISTER FOR DAM'DRAWINGS

with purchase of Insulated Boots

•

54

•

• FREE CAN OF PECARD NEVER LEAK

•

Sat

• RANCHER COATS
• LATEST STYLE 3 IN 1 COATS - Suede Leather, Smooth
Leather, with Zip-Out Lining, Reversible, w/Belt
• MARBURO COATS
• MOTORCYCLE COATS • LEATHER SPORT & DRESS & CASUAL COATS - Men & Ladies
• ALL ASSORTED STYLES AND COLORS

•

• HANE'S ACRYLIC STRETCH SOCKS '1.00 pr.

4.

$24.97

ALL ITEMS LISTED BELOW...
1/
3 OFF REGULAR PRICE

•

OF,

Extra, Extra Special

NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!!

• Men's All-Leather Uppers, Brand Name
DRESS SLIPPER Reg. '27.97 - Special $13.60
• LADIES NAUGAHYDE HAND BAGS
All Colors Reg. '12.00 - Special $7.97

•

LOSI
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• MEN'S ALL-LEATHER UPPERS SIDE
ZIPPER BOOT
Reg. '29.97 - Special 94.60

•
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INDIAN MADE SHOULDER AND HAND BAGS

• MEN'S ALL Leather uppers work boot
Reg. '16.97 - Special $8.50

e,

,

Men's-Women's-Boy's-Girl's All Leather Jean Style

All Sizes-Assorted Colors & Styles
.50 up
From $3

•

,

Layaway
Plan

1 to 7 Sunday
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Johnson Boys, Bryant Named To
AP All-American Team 2nd Year
Bryant, a 6-3, 235-pounder, is
the leader of Tennessee State's
defense along with huge end Ed
Jones, another member of the
Little All-America team, and
the Tigers currently are No. 1
in The AP rankings.
Joining Billy Johnson in the
offensive backfield are quarterback Kim McQuilken of Lehigh
and running backs Mike Thomas of Nevada-Las Vegas and
freshman sensation Wilbert
Montgomery of Abilene Christian.
McQuilken completed 196 of
326 passes during the regular
season for a sizzling 62.5 per
cent average, 2,603 yards and
19 touchdowns.
Thomas, who played for the
University of Oklahoma last
season, led College Division
rushers with 1,741 yards in 274
carries, only 34 yards short of
the all-time one-season National
Collegiate Athletic Association
record.
Montgomery has to be seen
to be believed. The 190-pound
rookie from Greenville, Miss.,
carried 136 times for 854 yards
— a 6.3 average — caught 30
passes for 411 yards, returned
12 kickoffs for 249 yards and
scored an incredible 31 touchdowns.
The Little All-American receivers are tight end Scott
Garske of Eastern Washington
and split end Don Hutt of Boise
State.
On the offensive interior line
are tackles Steve Drongowski
of Wittenberg and Henry Lawrence of Florida A&M, guards
Joe Kotval of Buena Vista and
Herb Scott of Virginia Union;

By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The unrelated Johnson boys — little
Billy of Widener College and
large Gary of Grarnbling—
were named to The Associated
Press small college All-America football team for the second
year in a row today along with
Tennessee State linebacker
Waymond Bryant.
Billy Johnson is a 5-foot-9,
175-pound scatback who rushed
for 1,496 yards on 168 carries
this season and scored 23 touchdowns — 21 on the ground, one
on a 94-yard punt return and
one on an 85-yard kickoff return.
Although just a junior, he is
ineligible next season and
wound up his career with 62
touchdowns, each of which covered an average of 41.7 yards.
Gary Johnson is a 6-3, 261pound junior whom Coach Eddie Robinson calls the best defensive lineman in college football and one of the best he's
ever coached. And Robinson
has coached such stars as Buck
Buchanan, Ernie Ladd and
John Mendenhall.

LOSE UGLY FAT
Start losing weight today or money
back. MONADEX is a tiny tablet
and easy to take. MONADEX will
help curb your desire for •xcess
food. Eat less - weigh less. Contains
no dangerous drugs and will not
make you nervous. No strenuous
exercise. Change your life ... start
today. MONADEX cost $3.00 for
a 20 day supply. Large economy
size is $5.00. Also try AOUATABS:
they work gently to help you lose
water-bloat. AOUATABS -•"water
pill" that works - $3.00. Both
guaranteed and sold by:
Sayrite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center-Mail Orders Filled.mky

Bear Named AP
SEC Honor Coach

Collins Selected SEC
Player Of The Year
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) —
Alfred "Sonny" Collins of Kentucky has been selected player
of the year in the Southeastern
Conference in the Nashville
Banner's 40th annual poll of
head coaches.
Collins, who led the SEC in
rushing and scoring, edged
Tennessee quarterback Condredge Holloway for the honor.
Collins had 38 points and Holloway 28 with voting done on a
10-5-3 basis.
Alabama tailback Wilbur
Jackson was third and 1BU
quarterback Mike Miley fourth.
Collins is the first sophomore
to win the award since Harry
Gilmer of Alabama in 1945. He

arlatEVOKAVarsatrakVAVQ-VAV=AVXV
The David Williams family would like to take this
opportunity in wishing the Murray community a VERY
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

r
g

/

He and Collins will receive
awards at the Banner's Banquet of Champions Dec. 12.

BASEBALL
HOUSTON — The following
trades took place at the winter
baseball meetings:
Mike Marshall of the Montreal Expos was traded to the
Los Angeles Dodgers in a major deal that sent veteran outfielder Willie Davis to the
Expos
The Los Angeles Dodgers acquired ourfieider Tommy Agee
from the St. Louis Cardinals in
exchange for reliever Pete
Richert.
The Chicago White Sox sold
pitcher Mark Tanner to the
Texas Rangers.
The Detroit Tigers purchased
veteran left-hander Luke Walker from the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Save this Christmas Greeting and bring it in to

DAVE'S GAS SAVER GARAGE
Get a Gas Saver Tune-Up at

c OFF Reg. Price, and 5%0FF Parts
soo
‘,0

.
AVE'S GAS SAVER GARAGE

C

Located Behind the Dixieland Shopping Center Off Chestnut and 12th
- EXPIRES DECEMBER 15, 1973 $14ACALVAVaraAVAVAUXV.1SEVAUAV
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Ten Teams Looking For Five
Remaining Playoff Positions

ATLANTA (AP) — The Associated Press has named Alabama Coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant as the Southeastern
Conference Football Coach of
the Year for 1973.
Bryant led Alabama to an unBy BEN THOMAS •
beaten season and its third Associated Press Sports Writer
straight conference championNEW YORK (AP) — Hut, 12
ship.
down, 2 to go, 10 left for 5.
The Crimson Tide is no'
A quarterback's play call?
ranked No. 1 in the nation and No. Just the numbers that dewill meet Notre Dame in the scribe the current situation in
Sugar Bowl on New Year's the National Football League.
Eve.
All teams have played 12
Other coaches receiving votes games and have two left and
were John Vaught of Mis- there are still 10 teams in the
sissippi, Charles McClendon of running for the five remaining
Louisiana State and Fran Card playoff spots.
of Kentucky.
Among those 10 teams are
The selection was made by the Kansas City Chiefs and the
the AP's Southeastern All- Oakland Raiders. And guess
American Advisory Board for who plays whom this Saturday?
football Wednesday.
Also among the 10 are the
Cincinnati Bengals and the
Cleveland Browns. You guessed
it, they play each other on Sunday.
And, if that isn't enough,
there's the Washingston Redskins-Dallas Cowboys clash,
also on Sunday. Washington
is the first Kentucky player only needs a victory to win the
chosen for the honor since Lou National Conference East title,
Michaels in 1957.
and the Cowboys, even with a
The voting was the closest loss, could stth be in the runsince 1968 when Jake Scott of ning for a wild-card spot in the
Georgia had 30 points to 28 for playoffs.
both Bubba Wyche of TenRegardless of the winners in
nessee and Tommy Pharr of the Cleveland-Cincinnati and
Mississippi State.
Kansas City-Oakland games,
the AFC Central and West DiviCollins, who rushed for 1,213
sions will still be out of focus.
yards and scored 80 points, reCincinnati, Cleveland and
ceived only one first-place vote
Pittsburgh are tied for the lead
but five seconds and one third.
in the Central; Oakland is just
Holloway and Jackson each got
a whisker ahead of both Kansas
two firsts.
City and Denver in the AFC
Earlier this week, Paul West.
Saturday, Dec. 8
"Bear" Bryant of Alabama was
Minnesota (10-2) at Green
selected Coach of the Year for
Bay I 4-6-2) — The Vikings have
the fourth time in the SEC
been taking life too easy since
his peers.

and center Mark King of Troy
State, a sophomore standout
two years ago at the University
of Florida.
Besides Bryant and the 6-9,
264-pound Ed "Too Tall" Jones,
who may be the first draft
choice of the National Football
League, the defensive team
consists of end Thomas Henderson of Langston, tackle Bill
Kollar of Montana State,
middle guard Glenn Fleming of
Northeast Louisiana, linebackers Godwin Turk of Southern University and Eugene
"Superman" Simms of Morgan
State and backs Autry Beamorr
of East Texas State, Leonard
Fairley of Alcorn A&M and
Marty Kranz of Mankato State.

249

$249

$0.
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clinching the NFC Central title.
After their humiliating shutout
by Bengals, they should be out
for blood. Pity the Packers.
VIKINGS 34, PACKERS 14,
Kansas City (6-4-2) at Oakland (7-4-1) — The Raiders
have given up only two touchdowns in their last five games.
That probably means Kansas
City's only points will come
from Jan Stenerud's toe. But
Oakland can counter with
George Blanda's field goals and
even more. RAIDERS 24,
CHIEFS 15.
Sunday, Dec. 9
Cleveland (7-3-2) at Cincinnati (8.4) — If Greg Pruitt gets
hot again, the Browns might be
awfully pesky for the Bengals.
However, Cincinnati will be so
high after whipping Minnesota
last week, that it will easily
beat the three-point spread. So
.. BENGA1S 31, BROWNS 20.
St. Louis 3-8-1) at Atlanta ( 84) — Atlanta remains in the
running for the NFC wild-card
spot and the Falcons should be
able to recoup from their loss
to Buffalo last week. The Cardinals are waiting until next
year. FALCONS 28, CARDINALS 17.
Washington (9-3) at Dallas( 84) — Washington leads the
Cowboys by one game and the
Redskins won the first match
between these two NFC East rivals. The oddsmakers say the
/
2 points.
Cowboys will win by 41
Don't know about the halfpoint,
but it could be ... COWBOYS
24, REDSKINS 21
Houston (1-11) at Pittsburgh
( 8-4 — With Terry Bradshaw

PORTS
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Nets Hang On For
Win Over Pacers
champion, slumped to 14-14 for
the year and trails first-place
Denver by Pit games in the
West. The Nets are third in the
East, four games behind frontrunning Carolina.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
''The first half just killed
us," moaned Indiana Coach
Bob Leonard. "When you give
a team 88 points in the first
half and then try to come back
against them it's a rough job."
Too rough for the Pacers.
New York opened up the early lead and then held on down
the stretch for a 1011-103 American Basketball Association victory Wednesday night. It was
the Nets' first victory this season over Indiana and boosted
the resurgent New Yorkers
three games over the .500 mark
at 15-12.
There was just one other
game played in the ABA and
Denver won it easily, 138-108,
over the San Diego.
Indiana, the ABA's defending

e2.,74
PRO,8CHEM

Rockets 138, Q's 108
Denver ran off 14 straight
points at the end of the first
quarter and rolled up a 72-47
lead at the half. The Rockets
shot 59 per cent from the floor
over the first two periods as
compared to just 36 per cent
for San Diego.
Denver had eight players in
double figures. Mary Roberts
led the pack with 24 points, despite playing only half the
game, and Willie Long added
20. Chuck Williams topped the
Q's with 28 points.

Try Murray First
Why Order From
Out of Town

Call 753-8245

WANT LIST
BROOMS
Push Brooms all types)
Corn Warehouse Brooms
Dust Getter Upright

e)

"111.111.11IP

NOW

777

•

NOW

139

199

$2

From

48.88

FLOOR MAINTENANCE
All purpose Cleaners
Wax Strippers
Floor Sealers
Floor Finishes or Wax
Carpet Cleaners
Floor Machines

410)1*
all***
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1 30-DAY i.
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A GM in GoodTaitet
For Santa Claus
Santa comes but once a
year bringing lots of
Christmas cheer, Turn the
tables with a gift that s
mercy a live dollar certificate-a gift in
good taste
from Jerry 5'

So. nth Street

Sears Tire Prices
Start at '10.20
ONLY

$

15
2
R
I a

B78-13 Tubeless*

Ste

Btackw

Also Fits I

TUBELESS BLACK WALLS
B78-13
6.50-13 116.93
F78-14 7.75-14 23.34
G78-14 8.26-14 21.52
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
6.50-13 16.03
B78-13
D78-14 7.35-14 24.21

F78-14
G78-14
H78-14

7.75-14

Prises include

8.25-14
8.56-14
8.25-16
8.65-15

26.34
19.52
32.70

30.57
33.68

Federal Excise Tar

SAVE $3

Bob Rousse, Dist

BATTERY SALE

Supply Store

Guaranteed 36 Months

Save Money!
Entrance
Mats

REST
ROOM
MAINSERVICE STATION
TENANCE
AUTO CLEAN UP SUPPLIES
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
Bowl Cleaners
Bowl Brushes
Bowl—Urinial Deodorants
To Churches
Wall Block Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
Spray Room Deodorants
Institutions
Lotion Hand Soap
Govt. Agencies
Soap Dispensers
Phone Day or Night
Towel Cabinets
Paper Towels

Special Discoun

Prepare Your
Car for Cold
Weather

Eig.95

$1693
trth_.

ANTI-FATIGUE
MATS-RUNNERS
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUMS

WINDOW MAINTENANCE
Glass Cleaners
Window Squeegees
Window Brushes

creliMC
crONET

Sears

Nip

OP1109:4t

N.. $99....

CJCRRY

4-Ply Nylon Cord Tire
SILENT GUARD II

To Your Door

MOPPING PRODUCTS
Mop Buckets
Mop Wringers.—Press
Mop Handles
Mop Heads (Rayon-Cotton)
Stick Mops
Dust Mops (Industrial)

11 -- The Lions haven't been
winning too many games this
year, but they did beat the
Bears 30-7 three weeks ago.
That was the Detroit's 10th victory in the last 11 games over
the Bears. Would you believe 11
of 12. LIONS 21, BEARS 10. '
Monday, Dec. 10
New Yotk Giants (2-9-I) at
Los Angeles (10-2) — The final
Mouth Bowl game of the 1973
season. The Rams may relax a
little bit after winning the NFC
West title, but not enough to
help the Giants. RAMS 28, GIANTS 14.

OUR BEST

G78-15
H78-16

'v—.,l^e/
fel* )

back in action, the Steelers will
be out to make up for the
ground they've lost in recent
weeks to Cincinnati and Cleveland. The Oilers, meanwhile,
have a tight grip on the No. 1
draft choice. STEELERS 44,
OILERS 17.
New England ( 5-7) at Buffalo
(7-5) — O.J. Simpson gained
250 yards against the Patriots
earlier this season. If he can
match that this time, he'll need
only 30 yards the following
week against the Jets. BILLS
24, PATRIOTS 20.
Denver (6-4-2) at San Diego
(2-9-1) — A victory for the
Broncos would mean Denver's
first winning season ever. That
will be much easier than beating Oakland the following week.
BRONCOS 28, CHARGERS 17.
Miami (11-1) at Baltimore ( 210) — The Colts haven't scored
on the Dolphins in 18 straight
quarters. It might be 22 after
this game. DOLPHINS 24,
COLTS 0.
New York Jets( 4-8) at Philadelphia 4-7-1) — An aerial
battle is in the making between
the Jets' Joe Namath and the
Eagles' Roman Gabriel. There
was no early line on this one
from the oddsmakers, but the
guess here is that Philadelphia's assistant coach Walt
Michaels, longtime defensive
genius for the Jets, will figure
out a way to stop Broadway
Joe. EAGIFS 31, JETS 21.
San Francisco 5-7) at New
Orleans (4-8) — The 49er offense finally showed something
last week and produced 38
points. But this is the last home
game for the Saints and an upset could be in the making.
Let's call it ... SAINTS 24,
49ERS 17.
Chicago (3-9) at Detroit ( 5-6-

GUARANTEE
High Voltage means
straight-through-thepartition cell connectors deliver more initial starting power
then an otherwise
ldentical battery with
up,and-over cell connectors.

Tire Prices Include
lieu*;;;i

Free replacement within 90
days of purcluies if battery
proves defective. After 90 days
we will replace it with • new
battery if defective, charging
only for the period of ownership. Your monthly charges
for ownership will be computed
by dividing the current selling
price Imo trade-in at the time
of return, by the number of
months of guarantee.

Sears Has a Credit Plan to
Salt Year Needs
ot

SHOP AT SEARS

AND SAVE
NUNS, INISNIN'IC AND CO.

Tic. sod

Aisle Center

thside Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.--5:30 pm.
753-2310

a.
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Marquette Settles For Two-Point Victory Over Tennessee
Mitch Kupchak came off the
Associated Press Sports Writer letes in Action 86-77; No. 16
"Al McGuire doesn't care Penn whipped Manhattan 91-79; bench to score 17 points as
whether he beats you by one and No. 20 Memphis State North Carolina survived a
point or by 50,"declared Ten- routed California-Davis 105-61. scare against California. FreshTennessee's John Snow sent man Walter Davis netted 15
nessee basketball Coach Ray
Mears, as long as he beats the game into overtime by sink- points, including six straight to
ing a pair of free throws with put the Tarheels on top for
you.''
McGuire and his Marquette 31 seconds left in regulation good early in the second half.
Wesley Cox, a 6-foot-5 freshteam settled for a two-point time. Marquette took the lead
margin Wednesday night with a at the start of the extra period, man, collected 20 points and Al57-65 overtime triumph over the however, on two foul shots and len Murphy added 14 for LouisVolunteers. Lloyd Walton sank a lazup by Maurice Lucas and ville. The Cardinals shot almost
60 per cent from the field and
a layup and a pair of free held it the rest of the way.
Walton was the high scorer outrebounded Dayton 56-44.
throws in the closing minute of
Scott Wedman's twisting laythe extra period to assure the for the Warriors with 12 points
seventh-ranked Warriors of and Lucas added 10. Snow led up with just 12 seconds left
gave Colorado its margin of
their third victory of the young all scorers with 25 points.
David Thompson collected 28 victory over Long Beach State.
season.
"Against a team like Mar- points as North Carolina State
quette you have to have every- pulled away from East Carothing fall into place," said lina in the second half. Tommy
Mears. We missed some foul Burleson added 14 points and 13
shots in the last half and we rebounds for the Wolfpack.
Indiana hit nine of its first 12
had a couple of rebounds that
went against us. And we never shots from the floor and led by
could get the big bucket at the as many as 24 points before
clearing its bench midway
right time."
In other games involving top through the second half. Steve
20 teams, No. 2 North Carolina Green topped the Hoosiers with
State opened its season with a 22 points.
79-47 drubbing of East CaroMaryland, showing no signs
lina; No. 3 Indiana defeated of a letdown after a one-point
Kansas 7249; No. 4 Maryland loss to top-ranked UCLA Saturburied Eastern Kentucky 106- day night, reeled off 24 straight
57; No. 5 North Carolina held points in the first half and
off California 74-70; and No. 9 coasted home. Tom McMillan
Louisville dumped Dayton 75- scored 26 points and John
68.
Lucas added 24 for the Terpa.
Also, No. 12 Long Beach The 49-point margin of victory
State was upset by Colorado 73- was largest in Maryland bas71; No. 15 Arizona topped Ath- ketball history.

Wedman scored 32 points on
half.
the night while Roscoe PondexMemphis State led by as
ter led the 49ers with 21.
many as 39 points in the first
Coniel Norman scored 17 half against outmanned Calpoints as Arizona outlasted Ath- Davis. Wes Westfall had 16
letes in Action in a rough points to lead the balanced Tigame. The Wildcats lost the ger attack that had eight playservices of sophomore guard ers in double figures.
Eric Money with a sprained
In other top games, Clemson
ankle and freshman forward shaded Purdue 81-80 in overJerome Gladney with a broken time; LaSalle beat Army 83-71;
nose.
Cincinnati dumped Oregon
Sophomore John Engels was State 72-63; Fordham topped
the big man in Penn's victory Yale 92-82; St. Bonaventure deover Manhattan with 26 points feated Georgetown 75-68; South
and 14 rebounds. Ron Haigler Carolina whipped Georgia
added 19 points for the Quak- Southern 91-78; Princeton
ers, 17 of them in the second thumped Navy 64-44.
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RED SEA SKIER - A water skier is pulled behind a boat on the Gulf of
few hund:edValitis 'Morn the Israeli border.

Men's
"Bar-C"
Brand
Denim Flared
I 99 0 0 1

61

Aqaba

a

From

JEANS

$287

Reg. 6.49'
Save 9 pr.

Come 111 And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
1GHWAY 641 •-MURRAY, KY .111111Some items not exactly as il Iustrateci.
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DENTURE CLEANSER TABLETS
40 Tablets
Reg. 11.29

7

20 oz Bottle
Reg. 11.69

Traffic Continues At
Winter Baseball Trades
HOUSTON (AP) — Mike
Marshall got the green light
from the Montreal Expos,
Charles 0. Finley gave the stop
sign to the New York Yankees
and the National League owner
kept the hot San Diego situation
moving.
The traffic was terrific at the
winter baseball meetings
Wednesday.
Marshall, unhappy pitching
with the weak Montreal defense

For the School Teacher
She spendsher days with
Karen & Rick teaching
them new !angled arithmetic, Want to make her
Christmas merry Give
her a gift of
food— from
Jerry sl

cfc.,tias

despite a record-breaking 1973
season in the bullpen, was sent
to the Los Angeles Dodgers for
star outfielder Willie Davis in
the most dramatic trade of the
meetings.
After the explosive MarshallDavis deal, National League
President Chub Feeney announced that club owners met
and resolved nothing in the proposed sale of the San Diego
team. The issue was tabled until today, when ''some announcement will be made,"
Feeney said.
The news-filled day also was
punctuated by the appearance
of Oakland owner Finley, who
met with the Yankees, and in
so many words told them to
keep their hands off A's Manager Dick Williams.
Meanwhile, two other deals
were consummated. The Dodgers acquired center fielder
Tommie Agee from the St.
Louis Cardinals for reliever
Pete Richert and the Detroit
Tigers purchased pitcher Luke
Walker from the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Marshall set a major league
record last season appearing in
92 games for Montreal. He had
a 14-11 record with 31 saves
and a 2.86 earned run average.
in 1972, the 30-year-old righthander made 65 appearances
and posted a 14-8 record with a
1.78 era.
Davis, a member of the
Dodgers for 14 seasons, will
give the Expos their first regular center-fielder since the
team was organized in 1968.
The 33-year-old Davis batted
2.85 with 16 home runs and 77
runs batted in last season.

Pre-Christmas Sale
All Men's 1st Quality Knit

Sport Coats
Reg. '35.00 — Now '29.00
Reg. '39.00 — Now '30.95
Reg. sit.00 - Now 535.95

ELECTRIC SHAVER

Model LM2
Reg. 125.99
4-Ft Scotch Pine

Model 30 LT

CHRISTMAS TREE

DECORATOR SET
$359
No. XC275JB

'15"

Midland AM/FM AC/DC

PORTABLE RADIO

Santa Claus will be in the Clothing Department,
Saturday from 12 until 5
New Shipment
Ladies

SHOES

WRAPPWPAPER

—All Vinyl—

o 442

Reg. '4.50

ea.

Infant

Gift
Sets
Asst colors
for Boys & Girls

in the Last
Colors!

$249

THE P

Model VW-44

Can
Openers

Model CM11
8 Cup
VAN WYCK

White
Harvest
Gold
v Avocado

BLO1

The Latest Styles

59e.

G.E.

ELECTRIC KNIFE
Green & White

e

COFFEE
MAKER

.97

BEATI
Model 186

Pl.r1

5POT

TOASTER

VAN WYCK

VAN WYCK

8 Speed
Avocado
v. Harvest Gold
Large Selection of Carry-Lite

12 -to

Model VW-9

DECOYS
MODEL VVI•99

4 Reg. Size Sport Plast
14

COLEMAN
Model 512A700

Safety Approved
$21 ?0?

3500 BTU

512A-700

Pots

NAP

Harvest Gold

827
$

CAN
gEE r
1300.

BLENDER

DRINK
MIXER

2 Price!
1
price, get 2nd pair at /

Free Gift Wrap 808 Chestnut twoomilicoo

29'ea'"2/504

AFTER SHAVE LOTION
4-oz
Reg. '2.50

Choice 6-roll Foil-28 sq ft
$1 395 6-roll Paper-60 sq. ft
No, 2275

SKINNY DIP Gift Set

Men's Knit Pants Buy one pair at regular

'FASHION- MART

WASH CLOTHS

ROMAN BRIO

Reg. 13.00

$19

20% Off
Men's Jeans
20% Off
Men's Shirts
All Boy's Clothing 20% Off

$419

THE'
on Frit!
Tickets
left to r
Clark, 1

SPECIAL TABLE

$ 1 795
25 Light Outdoor

ROMAN BRIO
COLOGNE
4 oz Bottle
$ 1 78

1 Group 1st Quality Knit

Sport Coats

Asstd. Styles

MAKE-UP MIRROR

33 Tips No. 4-33-48

SLACKS

Lady Mork° Triple Header

True-to-Light II

Model 10-439B
Reg. '19.95

SPECIAL RACK
Ladies

EFFERDENT

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

CATALYTIC
HEATER

Magnum Size

$252°

Heavy Duty Styrofoam

DECOYS
UNCLE JEFF'S HAS
DECOY WEIGHTS!

MOTOR
CYCLE
HELMETS

.•••••

LIU A

!-'..R 6, 1373
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Oil Squeeze Helping Increase Value Of Dollar Overseas
LONDON (AP) — And now
for some good news about oil —
for Americans anyway.
The latest supply cuts and
price increase by Arab oil producers have helped put the U.S.
dollar on the threshold of a
spectacular recovery overseas.
Many bankers and officials in
Europe now expect the dollar
to be among the strongest currencies in the world in 1974.
There is talk in London's financial community that the twicedevalued dollar may have to be

revalued upward next year.
The Arab oil squeeze may be
designed primarily to pressure
the United States. But it could
actually help the American
economy in two important
ways, one short term and the
other long term.
Short-term benefits are already apparent. The floating
dollar, which had fallen in value by more than 15 per cent in
Europe since last February's
devaluation, has now regained
most of that ground

fewer cutbacks in U.S. production and smaller rises in U.S.
prices because of the oil crisis
Both factors should help the
dollar in Europe and Japan.
Longer term benefits to the
U.S. economy are perahps
more important. As a result of
both the Arab cuts in oil supplies and the rises in price, alternate sources of energy are
now competitive for the fitst
time.
Experts here say it now costs
about the same to develop oil
from shale or tar sands as it
does to import oil from the
Middle East.They estimate it
will cost only slightly more to
make synthetic oil from cosh
These are long term projects

Foreign exchange dealers
here say one important reason
behind the recovery is the oil
squeeze The United States depends on the Middle East for
less than 10 per cent of its oil.
Europe and Japan rely on the
area for some 80 per cent of
theirs.
Since Europe and Japan are
the primary competitors for
U.S. goods in overseas markets, the oil squeeze favors
Americans in two ways — supply and price There will be

a

of little immediate help in the
present oil crisis. It could take
five years or more to develop
such alternate sources of energy, and then only with the kind
of huge industrial and governmental commitments that went
into making the atom bomb or
putting a man on the moon.
But work is already under
way. Government officials in
Europe concede that the United
States is way ahead in the
field. Eventually the vast U.S.
coal and shale oil reserves
could make the United States a
net exporter of energy supplies,
while running U.S. industry
more cheaply. Again both factors would help strengthen the
dollar
ele

Burley Prices Continue
To Climb On Wednesday

THE TOP FIVE will play for the dance for the members of the Oaks Country Club and their guests
on Friday, December 7, at nine p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom at Murray State University.
Tickets may be obtained from Bobby Eike or at the door for ten dollars a couple. Band members are,
left to right, front row, Harry Absher, trumpet and flugelhorn, Dan Steele, guitar and vocals, Steve
Clark, bass and.socals, end back, Gene McCutcheon, drums. Not pictured is Frank Conrad, organ.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco buyers paid a
new high of $99.10 per hundred
on Kentucky burley markets
Wednesday, with some baskets
going for as much as $103 per
hundred pounds.
Wednesday's price was $1.74
above Tuesday's mark.
Carrollton reported the highest price. There, 1,325,100
pounds went for an average of
$99.97 per hundredweight. The
low was at Henderson, where
buyers paid an average of
$96.67 for 12,796 pounds.
The largest market, Lexington, moved 3,082,470 pounds for
an average of $96.44 per hundred. Only three markets other
than Henderson recorded prices
below the $98 mark. They were
Paducah, which sold 494,219
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IS TRY TO TAKE
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pounds for an average of
$97.63; Bowling Green, where
458,226 pounds brought the average to $97.63 also; and Russellville, where buyers paid an
average of $97.74 for 336,426
pounds.
Volume Wednesday, according to the state Department of
Agriculture, dipped to 22,474,303
pounds—down slightly from
Tuesday's 23 million pounds.
The record-high prices are
$12 above the season's opening
prices. On November 26, opening day this year, the average
was $86.32. Prices have climbed
steadily since then.
Volume for the first seven
days this season is 139,969,022
pounds, compared with 164,700,129 for the same days at the
beginning of last year's trading.
The federal-state market
news service said 'prices on the
eight-state burley belt continued to climb as well, with
heavy volume up $2 to $4 per
hundred.
Quality was slightly better
than on Tuesday, with a larger
percentage of fine and choice
grades being offered. Tuesday's
beltwide high of $97.15 per hundred pounds was $2.88 above
Monday's level of $90.82.
Through Tuesday, no tobacco
had been placed under government support this season.
In dark tobacco sales, Henderson reported 17,622 powids
sold for an average of $61.40.

CHECKING THE EQUIPMENT—Ma). Gerald Lewis, a member of the Fifth Army IG Inspection
Team from Ft. Sam Houston, looks over some of the individual equipment during the annual Inspection of the Murray company of the 100th Army Reserve Division. Looking on are 1 LT Larry
Doyle, commanding officer (left), and 1 LT Bill Adams, training officer. The Murray company,
which was inspected Tuesday, is one of 10 units in the 100th Division in the Purchase area that the
team will visit during a five-day tour.

Highway Patrol and National
Guard Begin Removal of Trucks
By WELLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer
Highway Patrolmen backed
by National Guard tow trucks
began today the removal of
heavy tractor-trailer rigs from
busy Interstate 70 east of Co-lumbus, after angry drivers refused to budge.
The confrontation came after
drivers had cleared eastbound
lanes of the highway without incident.
Ohio's east-west turnpike to
the north, meanwhile, remained
blocked. Drivers earlier had begun to clear the massive jam
that had clogged the highway
for about 24 hours.
Truckers on the highway
near Columbus defied orders to
move, then broke ranks as officers moved in.
The highway patrolmen, their
riot sticks drawn, led some of
the dissident drivers away

=

*
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Search For Missing Plane Ends
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PRINCKII)N, Ky.(AP) — A
search for a possible missing
plane in Caldwell County was
discontinued this morning, after
state and county authorities
failed to find evidence of a
downed aircraft.
The search, which began
about 9 p.m. Wednesday night,
started after a Hopkinsville
woman and her children reportedly heard a distress call on
the children's wallcie talkie.
A deputy sheriff and several
other people also reported
seeing a light in the sky near
Princeton. A newsman at the
scene said the search of the
wooded region involved three
Ft. Campbell helicopters, State
Police, a deputy sheriff from
Caldwell County and civil defense units from Caldwell,
Christian and Crittenden counties.
Mrs. James Welch of Hopkinsville reported hearing a
call for help over the walkie

Answer to Yesterday's PUZZI.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Rocky bill
4 Jump
8 Cry of sheep
11 Reverence
12 Character in
"Othello
13 Otherwise
15 Annoy
17 Sink in middle
19 Symbol for
tantalum
20 Measure of
weight
21 Unit of
Siamese
currency
22 Fondle
23 Cook slowly
25 Possessive
pronoun
26 Evergreen trees
27 Bushy clump
28 Esist
29 Encountered
3001d pronoun
31 Relieved
33 Parent (colloq.)
35 Vessel
36 Electrdied
particle
37 Offspring
38 Walk
40 Wooden pin
41 Let it stand
42 Sea eagle
13 Weight of India
44 Ventilate
45 Symbol for
nickel
46 Turf
47 Alleviates
50 Domesticate
52 Pilaster
54 Und of
Japanese
currency
55 Meadow
56 Falsehoods
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talkie about 8 p.m. She told
Hopkinsville police that a voice
said "Mayday, Mayday, anybody that can hear me, please
call Campbell Army Airfield."
Mrs. Welch said the voice
claimed the aircraft was in
trouble and would have to
crash land about six miles from
Hopkinsville. She said her children later heard the caller say
he had Landed and was in satisfactory condition.
Jim Dorroh, director of the
Princeton and Caldwell County
civil defense unit, said military
reports indicated no aircraft
were missing in the area. He
said the Federal Aviation Administration also reported no
downed planes.
Dorroh said his unit would
keep in touch with the director
of Region One Civil Defense in
Hopkinsville, but that in the absence of further information,
the search would not be resumed.

1
2 Be in debt
3 Remained
at ease

4 Hold on property
5 Organ of hearing
6 Symbol for
silver
7 Stations
8 Supplicate
9 Man's
nickname
10 Showy flower
14 Dines
16 Haul
18 Near
21 Studio
22 Fruit seed
23 Pigpen
24 Pedal digit
25 Anger
26 Gave food to
28 Likely
29 Males
31 Soot, up
32 Piece of
Cut timber
33 American
essa ist

MUM! MORO

names =am

MOM
DM BOOG
GUM ODOM MOM
P000 GOMM MB
GROGO 0000200
GOMM BOOM
MOM= MODEM
OB MOOD BOOM
BMA mono 000
BOMB 00OU OM
OWN= UOMOOR
M0000 NOMDO
34 Emmet
35 Writing
implement
37 Wanders
38 Dispatched
39 Test
40 Foot lever
41 Yellow ocher

43
44
46
47
48
49
51
53

6

Contunction
Word of sorrow
Ocean
Devoured
Still
Nahoor sheep
Pronoun
Symbol for
nickel
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Officers who gave-the orders
to move were told by drivers,
"Go to hell."
A driver who identified himself as Walt Lowery told reporters on the turnpike the truckers
had agreed to remove the
blockade, which at its height
early today involved 1,400
trucks, in anticipation of a positive response to their demands
from Washington.
He said they would wait 10
days before setting up new
blockades.
The truckers apparently began removing their rigs voluntarily, just minutes before
scores of highway patrolmen,
accompanied by National
Guard tow trucks, rushed to the
site of the turnpike blockade,
near Norwalk.
In Columbus, Ohio Gov. John
J. Gilligan, who had warned of
legal action if the state's roads
weren't cleared by morning,
conferred regularly with members of his staff by phone.
The development on the turnpike came as reports of another
blockage, on Interstate 75 near
Toledo, came in.
"They're going to open this
road," said a highway patrol
spokesman on the turnpike at
Berea.
Minutes earlier, about 40 of
the heavy rigs were spotted by
reporters -rolling eastward at
normal speeds" on the turnpike.
The patrol spokesman said
officers would remove the vehicles "any way they can."
One turnpike driver, who
identified himself by the code
name, "Joker," said drivers
had decided voluntarily to remove their rigs, before patrolmen arrived.
"We've had it closed long
enough," he said.
In another late development,
about 200 trucks were reported
blocking Interstate 75 near the
turnpike at' Toledo. The stoppage reportedly began shortly
before dawn.
In Columbus, Gov. John Gilligan assembled his staff for an
early morning meeting on the
situation.
Federal and state officials
tried, but with little success,
throughout Wednesday to persuade, mollify or threaten the
drivers in order to clear the
highways.
At daybreak, truckers
blocked U.S. 20 in the Elyria
area and U.S. 250 was closed
near Ashland. the highway patrol said.
Also closed briefly was Ohio 2
between Huron and Vermilion
and Ohio 113 at the Lorain-Erie
County line.

Guard on alert, declaring deliberate obstruction would not be
tolerated.
Washington, TransIn
portation Secretary Claude S.
Brinegar urged the truckers to
lift their blockades and promised to investigate their
charges of price-gougrrig on
truck fuel. Brinegar also promised a review of the allocation
of fuel at truck stops.
Clyde T. Lusk of the Trans-portation Department's energy
office told turnpike truckers at
a meeting in Berlin Heights,
Ohio, the Cost of Living Council
would investigate their claims
that they are charged as much
as $1.16 a gallon for fuel. Some
protesting drivers have demanded a ceiling of 35.9 cents a
gallon.
decided
officials
Ohio
Wednesday to attempt to reopen roads leading into, or running parallel with Interstate 70,
but deferred until today further
action to clear the interstate itself, or to clear the turnpike.

. PUBLIC REARING
Notice is hereby given by thii
Planning Commission for the
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
hold a public hearing on
December 18, 1973, at 7:30 p.m. at
City Hall.
The purpose of this meeting is
to conduct a public hearing on
proposal to rezone the following
described area in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, from R-2 and
R4 Residential District to B-2
Business District.
Beginning at a point 150 feet,
east of the northeast intersection
of Broad Street and Glendalei
Road; thence north 105 feet to
point; thence east 352 feet to a
point; thence south 396 feet to if
point; thence west 340 feet to I
point; thence north 291 feet to
point of beginning.
All interested parties ard
cordially invited to attend thi4
public hearing.
Murray Planning Commission:,
Robert E. Moyer, Commissioni
Chairman
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State feeder roads into InterADVERTISING
state 70 east of Columbus were
DEADLINES
cleared Wednesday night after
All
display ads, classified
state officials threatened to ardisplay
and
regular
rest any driver who refused to
display, must be submitted
move his truck.
by 12 noon, the day before
Most drivers left the access
publication.
intersections voluntarily. Six
All reader classifieds
didn't and were arrested by
must be submitted by 4
riot-equipped Ohio highway pa.m. the day before
trolmen accompanied by Natri iblication.
tional Guard crews on tow
j••••
trucks.
.1
Milton
-.E.Isewhore, ,Gow, ill'itirfng
Shapp of Pennsylvania threatened to use the National Guard month of December, Hughett
to keep roads clear. New Jer- Paint Store, 401 Maple Street,I!
sey Gov. William Cahill put the Murray, Kentucky.
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2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

29. ,Mobile Home Rentals
26. TV-Radio
TWO BEDROOM Trailer with
cLEARANCe;Sale G.E. por- built on living room, furnished
table CassetieYecorder players. $25.00. Phone evening 753-1690 or
WHILE THEY LAST!
days 753-6920.
Ite2 Salc
Frac! Pi ice
.844445
5
1
sN:
Imloc
MTG. $'.1.'i at; THREE HOUSE trailers and one
M-841Z
S$
M-8415
small apartment. Two for $50.00
and two foe $35.00 each through
i
23
9
1
"
88
P88
44$ 9
2
4:
.9)555
$3
M-8450
S-11 95 Ve4 99 six winter months only at this
price. All are nice with electric
NI-8460
.ROBY SALES
heat and air conditioning. Phone
.
1 .7Yfl
7509;s15 $.4
HIGHWAY 68 BEN*5
436-2427.

22„ Musical

24. Miscellaneous
24. Miscellaneous
rocksA
wheels,
Mag
NEW
FOUR
THE BUN Wilson Show, Friday, WANTED LADY to live in with
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.96. Any
Children's Records
Ford 14" x 7", regulars. $100.00. car,
December 7, 7:30 p.m., Middle elderly couple. Phone 753-1634. MOBILE HOMES underpenned
discount to dealers. Atomic
435-5442.
Phone
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5.461.
School. Proceeds going to the
batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
and
Calloway County Association for
UTILITY TRAILER for sale, two Murray, 753-8572.
OR part time-Electrolux GARAGE SALE: four family,
Christmas Records
retarded children. Admission FULL
axels, electric brakes, 16 ft. bed
open for sales and service heated building, Dec. 6-7-8,
now
$2.00 adults, children under 16
STROMBECKER 1-32 Scale
personnel-be smart and star- Antiques, collectables, clothing, CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER with 6 foot sides. 753-5998.
accompanied by parent free.
Road racing set, 2 lane, 20 feet of
$$$$S$$. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 am. Including larger sizes, much
track. Also Ho scale model motor
phone Paducah 4.434469. Equal more. Watch for signs at South ZENITH SOLID state portible
racing set, 4 lane. Phone 753-7206.
ANNOUNCING THAT Carolyn opportunity employer.
Stereo with stand. Good conTREASURE WONTINGMarshal High School.
Jones is now employed at Doris's
dition, $35.00. Phone 753-3999.
an exciting new family
MONKEY SOCK dolls, $4.50
Beauty Salon, 624 Broad Street
hobby with a WHITE'S
RAY HARMON, Racoon family
good
Company
needs
OIL
TEXAS
each. Phone Benton 3544469.
Extended. Phone 753-6474.
METAL
DETECTOR.
over 40 for short trips and other prints by Don Ensor
Carolyn invites all her old and man
ONE SET of Ludwig drums, best
"You can't buy a finer
surrounding Murray. Contact and Gene Gray. 753-6328.
CLEARANCE Sale G.E.multi- NICE TWO bedroom mobile
offer buys. Phone 489-2690.
new friends to phone for an apdetector than a White's."
STEREO TURNTABLE, band radios.
We
train.
mail,
customers.
Air
Sale home electric heat, water and
pointment Wednesday through
These ultra-sensitive inGarrard
garbage pick up furnished. $80.00
model
$40.00
2025T,
or
Price
B.F. Dickerson, Pres., South- HARM AND
3 band models
Coheleach prints. G.E. CLEARANCE Sale-•8 track
Saturday.
struments will find a single
best offer. Two Sears 3-way P-4920
month. Call 753-8216 after 5 p.m.
western Petroleum Corp., Ft. Phone Mayfield
$
36.95
$
29.88
1-247-3838 or 1- stereo tape players. Automatic
coin or ring burned several
stereo speakers, $100.00. Phone 5
Worth, Tex.
record
changer,
audio
band
models
systems,
247-3397.
inches deep, larger objects,
753-4646.
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
$ 49.96 $.3810 MOBILE HOME, two-bedroom,
P-4950
much deeper. Call your
all electric, carpet throughout.
systems, four channel sound
HELP WANTED
7 band models
local White's dealer for a
DOUBLE METAL bed with systems,
Private lot. Phone 492-9785.
needed
train
FM-AM-F
Local
to
person
P-4980.
M
$124.95
stereo
89.88
TWO
$
AKC registered bassett
MURRAY HOME &
free demonstration and
springs and mattress, coffee receiver.
While they last.
for Manager's Position with
8 band models
hounds.
Also
good
queen
size
special free Christmas
grinder, table, sewing rocker and Model-Reg.
AUTO STORE
Big K Shoe Dept.
Price-Sale Price
$ 69.95 $ 49.88
springs and mattress. Phone 489- P-4960
offer. Call soon to insure
COACH ESTATES and Fox
several pieces of antique glass M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
Rapid advancement, good
12 band models
2595.
Christmas
sign.
Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
vase,
Pickard
delivery.
china.
Phone
and
C
A
-L
iVa-9
$99.95
$124.95
SC2705
pay, major medical insurance
P-4990
$199.96 $139.88
753-1575 Mon. - Sat.
South
Phone 436-2293.
16th Street. Residential
SC2005 $124.95 $109.95
includes life, etc. Vacation
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
NorthsideShoppingCente
area, natural gas hook ups
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, hardSC2015 $159.95 $126.95
pay.
Benton Kentucky
available. Spaces from $27.50.
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
Apply In Person To:
FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753- wood,seasoned, mixed with some
Phone 753-3855.
green.
$10.00
away!
rick,
Let Avon help you make SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
free delivery
4147, or 436-23R0.
Dan Terhune
with three ricks or more. Phone
holiday money. As an Avon SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
Big K Shoe Dept.
leMiSelekak, 489-2400.
USED 10 x 50', two bedroom
-Equal Opportunity Em- Representative, you can earn 40 watts peak music, power on
Ahsolute Antique
extra cash-and it's easy and our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,
mobile home. Total electric, new
ployerAuction
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
FIREWOOD. Prompt delivery. carpet throughout $2195.00. OFFICE SUITE-8 rooms,
901 Coldwater Rd.
December 8 Time 10:90
bottom floor, on South 5th Street
Phone 753-4147 or 436-2390.
P.O.
Box
3247,
Paducah,
Ky.
Phone 753-4469
(Near 5 Points)
A.M.
across from Raster's Grocery
WURLITZER
10. Business
PORTO:1LE
42001,443-3366.
Phone 753-INS Or 753-5000.
combo organ, excellent ConEverything Reduced!
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
At The I.A.M. Union Hall
dition. Must sell $295,00. Also
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00 IMMEDIATE POSSESSION of
GARAGE
SALE:
Saturday,
Time! Details, sample free.
1972 12' x 60' two bedroom mobile
Turtle -Neck
On Highway 62-5 Miles
Mens
p.m.
December 8, at 1502 Parklane Dr. Fender Branco guitar Amp
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th
home, furnished or unfurnished,
West Of The Kentucky
Sweaters in a variety of
$60.00. Would make great
All day.
FURNISHED OR Unfurnished
Street.
Dam and 12 Miles East of
colors. Lots of vests to
Christmas gifts. Phone 767-2832
FIREWOOD FOR sale, Phone many extras. Phone 753-0744 one bedroom apartment. Couples
after
p.m.
six
Paducah,
Ky.
or
choose from.
787-6551 after 6:00 pin.
753-8526 after 4:00 p.m.
• NEW, NEVER used BAF comor one person only. 400 S. 16th
plete movie outfit, camera and
Special!
Phone 753-4413.
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Colson of
INSURANCE: -NEW-thobile projector. Dinette and 6 high
New AmPEG AMPLIFIERS
Corduroy Sport Coats
OFIXOSOTE POLES, 8' to 20' and 1972 MOBILE Home, 12' x 50',
The Whitehouse Antiques.
c or ChriStMaS
home coverage to qualified risk, back chairs, 436-5375.
bedrooms, carpeting ONE BEDROOM furnished
treated fence posts Murray Two
Reg. $29.95 Sale 82/.56
St.
Poplar
Ky.
Benton,
1401
Amps
Bass
Guitar
.
Lead
with or without deductible, low
Amps
Endorsed
throughout, air conditioned. apartments also two bedroom
by
Lumber
Company,
527-1661.
104
Acquired
Ph.
Maple
Leather & Suede trim
rates, excellent claim service. RUMMAGE SALE Saturday,
- Rolling Stones" Band .
House type furniture Phone 753- trailers. Phone 7534017.
Street.
several real nice pieces of
Great for rock and ebuntry
When you see roe, don't thcnk of Dec. 8, American Legion Hall.
Lots of merchandise
5985.
groups
antique
furniture
and
Truck
load,
go
all
from
must
8
til
insurance, but when you think of
arriving for Christmas.
CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
glassware that has been
TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. While
LARGE FURNISHED two
insurance see me. Harding 2.
taken in on trade and has
they last, custom premium 78 MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two bedroom Apartment, electric
Galloway Insurance & Realty,
as $595.00.
SALE.
low
polyester
ply
As
white
PIANO
Road
4
wall.
buying
still
bought
is
and
bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or heat wall to wall carpet, married
FIREWOOD CUSTOM cut,
phone 753-5842.
hazard and defective material
Lonardo Piano Company, ai•biss
for this sale.
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox couple, no pets, $100 per month.
delivered. Phone 436-2353.
guaranteed
We would like to take this time
from Post Office, Paris, TenWe have some pieces that
E78x14" or 15"-$14 82 + $2.29 Meadows.
Phone 753-6425, days or 753-5962
to thank all the wonderful people
nessee.
F78x14" or 15"-$15.39 + $1.37
make
beaitufl
will
nights.
G78x14"
or
in our time of sorrows for the food WANT TO BUY large farm, with
15-$16.36
+
$1810
Christmas presents.
FUTnistanallir
Mobile Home Rentals
H75x14"
15-$17.51
$3.01
or
+
and flowers. Also Bro. Wade or without house, in Calloway
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Following Is A Partial
J78x- or 15"-$18.11 + $3.01.
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
Cunningham, and Bro. Lawson County. Phone 762-2557.
TWIN HOLLYWOOD beds, Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
List That Will Be Sold:
1.78x- or 15-$18.88 + $3.31 NEW TWO bedroom mobile
Williamson for their comforting
matresses and springs. Wall oven Piano Company, across from
Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass home, all electric, carpet, $50.00 two bedroom apartment may be
Possible 6 Drawer
words, the Max Churchill GOOD USED electric train set. unit, frigidaire good condition. Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
belted 78 series, white wall. Road deposit, $125.00, water furnished. seen at Kelly's Pest Control
Walnut Spool Cabinet,
ha zar d and defective material Phone 753-2377.
located 100 S. 13th. St.
Funeral Home, also the Warren Phone 436-5470.
Call 489-2202.
Walnut Side Chairs, Walnut
guaranteed.
Family for their beautiful
Kitchen Clock, Lamp
E78x14 or 15 -$15 51 + $2.31
)GU ITARS, GUITARS, GUiTARSt
singing. May God's richest
F78x14" or 15"-$16.12 + $2.50 THREE BEDROOM Trailer, FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
Tables, Walnut Dresser,
ANY U.S. Silver coins, also ,AUTOMATIC WASHER,1972 two
Chuck's
Music
Center
blessings be upon each and every
G75x14" or 15"-$17.26 + $2.73 water furnished, East of Alm°. 20 and efficiency apartments near
Curved
Glass
China
collections, one piece or more. speed, Speed Queen. Excellent Has good student ilattops
H78x14" or 15"-$18.90 + $2.86 by 40', all furnished. Phone university. Ideal for students,
one.
condition. $125.00. Phone 753-1236. and etectrics and tine 12
Cabinet, Possible. Walnut
Phone Bill Hams 753-6328
L78or 15" - $19.00 + $3.31
string guitars, mandolins,
The family of Mrs. Barney
Chest, Corner Cabinet,
Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fib- evenings 753-1690, days 753-6920. phone 753-7575.
OOOOOOO • •
•
•
••••••1 and banjos. All in time for
Futrell.
erglass betted or nylon. Road hazCamel Back Trunk, Oak
Christmas
15. Articles For Sale
ard and defective material guarDon't Delay Come in Today!
Kitchen Cabinet with round
"
4
1!
1
anteed.
WESTERN SADDLE never used,
drawer. Stone Churns, Oak
F7111x14" or 15-417.50 + 22.61
$75.00. Kenmore washer and
MUSIC LESSONS: Band inG70x14" or 15"-$18.54 + $2.66
Sleigh Bed, Carnival Glass
LOST MALE Irish Setter, about
•
H70x14" or 15"-$19.80 -t- $3.09
Hamilton dryer, $125.00. Phone:(in the old ice plant building )* struments, piano, guitar,
Including punch bowl,
eight months old in vicinity of
Wide 60 series raised white let.
•beginning violins, Experienced
4311-5860.
milk
white
Matching
pair
:South
4th
St.
Murray,
Ky.
•
ters. Road hazard and defective
North 14th Street and Hughes
teachers with masters degree.
glasses, White Milk Glass,
materials guaranteed.
Avenue. Reward offered. Phone
ACCENT STAINLESS steel,
Phone 753-1470.
G60x14" or 15"-$19.13 + $2.89
Green
Glass,
Depression
753-5688 or 753-0972.
1.60x14" or 15"-$23.52 + 10.411
waterless cookware set. Never
Opalescent Creamer,
Mud and snow tires, white wall.
yd.
used. Phone 767-6252 after 5:00 •
Pink
Blue,
Cobalt
CLEARANCE
SALE
G E Record
Road hazard and defective ma6.Help Wanted
•
•
Truck
load
every
p.m.
week
Dish,
Depression,
Cheese
terial
guaranteed.
•
•
• No job too small or too •
Reg Sale
F78x14" or 15-$14 41
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse,
$2.52
or
Miniature
Glass
Spater.
•1
• large.
• Model
Price Price
C;78x14" or 15-515.13
$2.60
•
Hwy. 94E, just across the
Avon can help fill both Start an
Gate
glass,
•
day
of
the
end
V•211
A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
$18.95 $1688
ii78.x1 4- or 15--316.17
$2.73
•
Avon business of your own by
Leg Table, Record Cabinet,
V-639
$34.96 $24.88
I,78x 14" or 15"--$17.18
$3.13
Lustre
America's
railroad tracks
favorite
carpet
5.536
calling or _writing Mrs. Glenda
$55.95 $4416
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road
Library Table, Rocking
446
shampoo. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
Cleaners
$59.95
and
!iazarri
defeetil
e
$47.88
materials
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah KenMar
Chairs, Pictures, Duncan
Points,
T-361
$79.95 $5988
guaranteed
tucky, 443-3366.
Phife Table, 2 Possible
KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas
ROBY SALES
FR7hI4" or 15"-$34 70 + $2.88
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON. KY
Rose Wood Poster Beds.
GR70x14" or 15"-$3ii.31 + $3.06
REMOVE CARPET paths and Special) receive free hose and
PERMANENT LOC' AL position.
HR79x14" or I5"-S37.50 + $3.33
Walnut Love Seat with
attachments
with
the
purchase
of
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
LR7Oct4" or 15"-$39 47 + $3.70
DEALER
General office work. Fringe
Matching Chair, 4 drawer
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer a new Kirby upright through Dec. JARABOGA BAND will be at the
Truck
tires Road hazard and debenefits. Good hours. Write to
Cabinets,
Spool
Oak Dest,
31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359, Cotton Club Friday night,
fective material guaranteed,
See: Don Chapman or Charles Roberts
Box 32-N, Murray, Kentucky $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob December 7.
Walnut Hall Tree, Walnut
Highway tread.
Center.
670x15--6 ply - $13.37 4- $2.40
42071.
Beds, Wall Telephone, Oak
Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
700x15-.6 ply - $1055 -4- $280
A
Make
Wardrobe
or stop by and see a new or
750x1f-8 ply 48 -i- $2.69
PIANO IN STORAGE
Beautiful Gun Cabinet,
Truck tires. tortion type. Road
MAN AND Women can earn $300- FIREWOOD-cut to order. rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
• New and Used Equipment and
hazard and defective material
Walnut Pie Safe, 5 gallon
Beautiful
Spinet-console
$400.00 per week as sales Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145
guaranteed.
Alex
Tractors
Crystal
stored
Beautiful
Can,
Milk
locally. Reported
Mac,hines
• Parts
representatives for rapidly ex670xI5-6 ply - $17.63
$2.89
like new. Responsible
Chandelier, 13 White
panding company with excellent POOL TABLES-L4 price sale,
7110s 15-6 ply - $18.93 + 23.33
party can take at big
SALE-Sewing
Bristol Lustris with 6
750x16-8 ply - $25.78 +- $4.12
lead system. For more in while they last. 4.4", regular CLEARANCE
ROBY SALES, Highway 68 ..
savings on low payment
Prisms, Lincoln Drape
formation, write P.O. Box 717, S24.86, now only $12.43. 60", machines. Brother heavy duty,
Renton. Ky
full size model number 1381,
Lamps,
balance. Write Joplin
Aladden,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 or call regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
4111Millw selineW •
1111111111110
'•Iiiiipw wirf
Piano Co., Joplin, Mi.ssouri
Drepession Candy Dishes,
Mr. Lindsey, collect at (502) 223- Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
1110!Yir°11.
A' $9500.00 will get you this nice home in the country on
'
Heavy duty zig zag, model 621,
64801.
American
Miss
Pink
Kentucky.
2361.
one acre with 4 bedrooms, garage and much more to offerI
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56.
Depression Glass, Lamps,
CABLEVISION
I N the growing family. Call now to see.
Deluxe zig zag model number
Star of Bethlehem, Vinegar
STALLATION!! Reduced from
a
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
i 751, regular $159.95,
•
pieces
other
Many
CHRISTMAS
Cruits,
now
TREES
only
•
December 1-15, was $10.03 now 99
•
Lonardo Piano Company, across
MOBILE HOME LOVERS-This double-wide will top them
in
a
LIVE AND CUT
of pattern, Depression and
• $114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, from Post Office, Paris, Tencents, or second installation
all and give you a home close to the lake at Panorama
•
lenton.
•
Kentucky
• Live -Red Pine,Scotch Pine,and Norway Spruce.
Pressed Glass,Small Desk.
$5.00. Portable Television will be
nessee.
•
Shores. It offers 1200 square feet of living area. Com•
Cut
variety
Wide
including
pine,
spruce,
and
fir.
•
given away absolutely free. No
a
pletely furnished and includes central heat and air eon•
•
SALE CONTINUING THRU DEC. 15!
Lots of other items not
•
purchase necessary. Murray
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
ditioning,
baths, large lot.
: 10-15 PERCENT OFF most Hollies, Magnolia
mentioned here --Come be
1967-40-20 John Deere tractor Rent to purchase plan.
Cablevision.
Trees,
Lonardo
• Azaleas, and Standard and Dwarf Burfords.
•
with us for this salewith 2200 hours. Perfect con- Piano
•
Company, across from
NEED A WORKSHOP? Good building for automotive cleana FOUR SEASONS NURSERY, Located Hwy. 141, Riviera •
Building has seats-Buy in
dition. Phone 753-3712.
Post Office, Paris. Tennessee.
up. etc. with the advantage of a duplex and apartment for
• Trailer Ct. on Ritz Craft Ct., Lot No. 82. - 753-9946, 753- •
Refreshments
comfort extra income of $135 per month. Located in Murray and all
• 0796 (Call anytime)
will be served.
•
zoned commercial for future potential. Can be bought
23. Exterminating
• For your shopping convenience we are now open 8-6 Mon .
Not Respomible For Ac•
separate or all the building for only $18,000.00.
•
• - Sat., 1-6 Sun
cidents.
TEN SPEED bicycle, $50.00. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
$795
To
a
Sale.
Of
Day
Cash
Terms
Phone 753-8328 between 3:00 and Control, phone 753-3914, 100 Si iuth
SOME TILLABLE,SOME TIMBER-150 acres in all of
this
Sale By
13th Street. "Every day you
7:00 p.m. or 753-8414 after.
fine property priced right for sale. Located southeast
Colson,
AgeJack
Col.
of
delay lets bugs have their way."
Murray, has year round water and is partially fenced.
Uoseer
Ledbetter, Ky. 898-2967
A BUFFALO Bill Winchester
EXCELLENT BUILDING SITE-Plus the advantage
916 Mayfield Rd
0 For Whatever Job In
of 11
rifle, Collector's item, octagon 24. Miscellaneous
acres with some large trees on site. Good location
la
There
To
Be
Murray, Ky
a Selling
about 6
barrel, never fired, 6160.00. AIR
miles north of Murray with some view of large
drill :1113ca
one
reservoir.
Phone 753-7508 after 5:00 p.m. press, COMPRESSORS,
h n
new and used electric
Total of 11 acres for only $9600.00.
motors, used electric heaters, 110
Glazed, Chocolate, Jelly, Plain and Long
John
and 220 volt, band saw, wood or
COMPLETE SET of men's Golf
metal cutting. Large rip saw with
clubs with bag for $75.00. Phone
doz.
15 HP motor, battery chargers,
753-4306.
new and used portable electric
Reg. 85' doz.
by the foot
Welders, 220 volt. We have 50 new
14' ALUMINUM V bottom boat,
and
used
electric motors sell
- FRESH DAILY V
complete with 10 HP Scott Attcomplete lot only at $5.50 each
water Motor, 1200 lb. trailer. All
No Forced Purchase at
one-sixth to one-half HP. Filing
for $275.03. Phone 753-3570.
753-3597
cabinets, 6 electric wall heaters,
„ten
- tip to 10,000 sq.- ft available - --304 Main, Murray; Kt
Vollsher.. We will buy
What you have to sell All our
•PtiAllkassr.
Call
-Home Phones:
listing is guaranteed
Dill
North
MARLIN 12 gauge shotgun.
Kieth or Bonnie Moffitt - 753-5068
Electric located at the Murray
753-7550
or
753-2215
Phone 753-9629.
Drive In entrance.
idosiom.-..
461110 08111lio.
..
081110
15. Articles For Sale

Open Sundays

27. MOile Noine Sales

1"Men's Store

Opportunity

mimill1111111fri

3.4111 OfIlls*

-

1111111111111111111•111=

29.

rewit'

•
•

Discount
Carpet Center

OPENING
SOON!!

SHAG
:
S
299_$39_$59 sq.

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT CO.

IlL

Sales and Service

25. Business Service

19. Farm Egittilent

Front End
Alignment

20.spansEgipment

North Point
Standard

InrSrlraltir4

Weekend Specia
Friday & Saturday

DOUGHNUTS - 65'

1

Storage & Warehousing
Boats
v Appliances
v Furniture, Etc.

sae,

So m moin's Bakery
Side Shopping Center

753-5434

Dan W. Miller

32. API

TWO B
unfurnis
wall car
Good la
Call 753-

33:7
SLEEP
private
efrige
Apartm
7534609

34.,
SMALL
utilities
Aparlin
after 6:

34.so

TWO 1
furnishi
Murray
'753-U91

FURN1
bedroom
Near ui
to four

UNFU1
rooms
All elec
campus
753-7276

rIBER 6, 1973

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1973
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

•
•••••••

e Rentals

Trailer with
m, furnished
ig 753-1690 or

iilers and one
wo for $50.00
each through
only at this
with electric
oning. Phone

32. Apartments For Rent

-41111111111111111111,

Another View

38. Pets - Supplies

36. For Rent Or Lease

)om mobile
, water and
rushed. $80.00
after 5 p.m.

MAVERICK-1973, two door, six
cylinder, automatic. Autumn
green, black vinyl top, radio,
white wall tires, 6,800 miles.
Sharp. Phone 753-8124.

37.

TWO BEDROOM Brick unPONY SADDLE, like
furnished house, 5 miles east of
Phone
753-5287.
Murray,off 121 on black top road,
7534491.

S and Fox
tome Parks,
Residential
hook ups
from $27.50.

"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
condition, sacrifice. Phone 7538892 between 5 and 7 p.m.

'ARADISE
KENNELS

new

FURNISHED HOUSE, three FIVE MINIATURE poodles,
bedrooms. Available at once. pure bred. Make good Christmas
Near university. Ideal for three gifts. Phone 435-5261.
to four students. Phone 436-5598.
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, six Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
rooms and bath. Air conditioned. puppies, tiny toy poodles,
All electric. Walking distance of cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
campus. Nice and clean. Phone hampsters, fish and supplies.
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
753-7276.

-8 rooms,
th 5th Street,
r's Grocery
/34000.

Unfurnished
nent. Couples
. 400 S. 16th.

from a

SHED two
,nt, electric
pet, married
D per month.
3 or 7534962

to an

7,11
At
At
At

U.S. 641 North

Phone 753-7303

k
le

1.

Open: 9-9 Seven Days A Week

to houses on Highway
641 South, between
Murray and Hazel

ye cleanment for
.y and all
bought

Papers delivered daily at
about 4:00 p.m.
Only houses located adjacent to
Highway 641
$2.00 per month
Credit may be given for paid-inadvance mail subscriptions.

ill of this
%east of
red.
ige of 11
about 6
!servoir.

call David Hill
Ier.mr

1111.19,4

iag

ANNOUNCING!
Same Day Carrier
Service of The
Ledger & Times

top them
anorama ;a. Cornair con-

46.

Trucks

49.

753-4106

•
t

(Next to Holiday Inn)

NW 11
)untry on
:e to offer

Ubs

L For all your Real Estate needs try ROBERTS REALTY, you will be glad you did! A

Talk to us today about a trade. Your furniture,
auto or Mobile home need not be paid for.

Bill's Mobile
Homes

in

SI. Services Offend

ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
models.
and
makes
all
FARMERS DO you need tractor SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Authorized Baldwin service. or farm
equipment steamed Electric
offers
24
hour
Professional grooming by
*".
.9,3
1,•••••••
Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or clean and painted?
Experienced emergency service for well
Barbara Snyder
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
cleaning men with reasonable pumps, plumbing and electrical
- years experience in pet
"t•J/XON TO PILOT. KEEP IT UNDER FIPTV,OVER
rates. Free Estimates. Phone problems. Phone 7534543.
and show grooming
SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked 753-8470.
Pick up and delivery a ,
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exon enamel finish, guaranteed 30
Used Cars &
Homes For Sale
your door.
terior Painting. Phone 7534832
years. For free detailed estimate
FOR SALE by owner. Four 1969 CHE‘'ELLE, Malibu, 2 door phone Atkins Gutter service, LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
V-8, Murray 7534407 or 753-8992.
4:30 p.m for free
small
bedroom home, two baths, hardtop,
Having trouble getting those 753-7484 after
Remodeled older home on big lot, automatic transmission, $375.00
small jobs done? Call Ernest estimates.
city water, carpeted. Call 753- or best offer. 206 S. 9th Street. BLUE GRASS Builders. Year White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
end special-2car garage, as low
REGISTERED ENGLISH Setter 3163.
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
Having trouble getting those
as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
bird dog. White, six months old,
condition, will sacrifice. Phone
additions. For the price, you SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107 small • jobs done? Call Ernest
already hunting. Price $50.00. See
White 753-0605.
Thomas Scruggs 492,8459 or Dan MOVE IN For Christmas, a 3 753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00 can't afford to wait. Phone after 500 p.m
bedroom brick house with car- p.m.
Shipley 753-2878.
Mayfield collect 247-7672.
I,
port, located in Coldwater's new
subdivision, with 14 acre lot and 1969 CAPRICE, automatic,
shop
ALASKAN MALAMUT: Ger- more land available. This house Power steering, Air, good con- ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
(old ice plant). Complete
man Shepard puppies. Wonderful has electric central heat and air, dition, $950.00. Call 762-2557.
repairs,
and
remodeling
pets, great guard dogs. Hold til and a fully automated kitchen,
cabinets, paneling, doors, forChristmas. 753-9390.
also fully carpeted, with 1700 feet 1964 FORD,Galas:ie. Call 753-5447
mica work, finish carpentry,
under roof and near completion. after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-4124 or
contracting.
poodle,
toy
AKC REGISTERED
Also another 3 bedroom, with
puppies, apricot. WW hold till double garage, outside com- 1965 FORD Sports coupe, blue. 753-0790 nights.
Christmas. Phone 753-0957.
pleted, ready for inside trim, with Gas saver, good shape. Phone
See the all new automatic model 1205 with power nozzle
2300 feet under roof.
753-8382.
WILL KEEP children in my
GERMAN SHEPARD female One of these houses will go at
and rug washer attachment. For a free home trial call
home for working mothers
registered, 14 months old and 4 cost, money to be made. Assume 1967 VOLKSWAGEN, new motor,
Paducah 443-6469.
Phone 753-7287
4374322.
old,
months
3
puppies,
Appointments - day or evening - are made by our
loan, save closing cost and real new set of tires, $750.00. Phone
bonded representatives on a no-obligation basis.
estate fee. Possibly 100 per cent 753-6215.
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
Also-company is expanding its local sales force-men
BULL TERRIERS, AKC, 10 financing. Drive by or Phone 489and women intereided, please contact us at this address:
weeks, shots and wormed. Phone 2331. You must see to appreciate. FIVE-1972 Plymouth Satellites, basements, ready to live in if
patios,
garages,
wanted,
111 S. 8th St.. Paducah, Ky.
753-4106.
air conditioned, power steering
sidewalks, retaining walls
Equal Opportunity Employer
and brakes. High mileage lease
TWO BEDROOM house, located cars. $1200.00 each. Phone 753- driveways, etc. Also backhoe
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
10 miles east of Murray, ap- 7a32
AUCTION SALE, Saturday proximately one mile from
•••- •••- -1••
December 8, 10:00 a.m. at the Kentucky Lake. Completel
S.
213
home,
Hughes
Edith
late
carpeted, bath, new well and
15th Street, Murray. This is a pump. On two acre lot. $10,000.
good old Estate. Auction office Phone 753-2691.
HOUSE AND ONF: ACRE of land 3 miles east of Murray for
old antique furniture, glass,
IN CANTERBIJRY ESTATES,One of the very nicest homes
s s
$8,500.00.
china collectors items, been
heat-air,
central
4F.
garage,
car
2
bedrooms,
3
want.
could
you
t;
handed down for many years. BY OWNER,416 South 9th Street,
it.
has
it
it,
name
you
fireplace,
AT ALMO HEIGHTS this small house with large lot with 164 ;
Also nice usable furniture. Some Murray. Completely furnished CIF
Highway frontage and approximately 450 feet deep for only
items are, electric stove, small three bedroom house, gas heat,
JUST LISTED A 3 bedroom brick with central heat,
$8,000.00
refrigerator, portable TV, air conditioner, modern kitchen
of
sight
In
plastered.
basement, 2 car garage, dining room,
with washer and dryer, storm
electric heaters, living room and
hospital. $25,500•00.
yard,
and
large
doors
windows,
JUST LISTED IS THIS 3 bedroom house and 17 acres on 121 4E
bedroom furniture, small apHighway. Has several barns and good fences. $42,500.00 will
pliances and cooking utensils, garden, garage and storage shed. Lt ON WHITNELL A 3 bedroom brick and frame house with
with deed. Phone 753house and lot for $25,000.00.
sell
fancy antique dressers, old Possession
1 carport, $17,500.00.
:
7
6596.
rockers, treadle sewing machine,
:IF.
2 acres Has good tobacco barn,
/
FIVE ROOM HOUSE ON 301
antique center tables, dining
ACRES Subdivision we have a 3 bedroom brick
GREEN
IN
stock barn, EXTRA good land $19,500.00
table and oak chairs, old victrolla IN PANORAMA Shores, with .1I": on large lot with central electric heat. $22,000.00.
and records, oak vanity dresser, beautiful Lakeview. Three
ON HIGHWAY 121, near Coldwater we have 10 acres of land
old radio and fireplace set, bedrooms, two baths, year round
ON VINE STREET this large 3 bedroom frame house on
with 5 room house,long highway frontage, for only $11,000.00.
picture frames, camel back and home. Large work shop on lower
large lot for $20,000.
flat top trunks, high back oak level. Central heat and air. Large
FIGHT ROOM HOUSE on 3 acres of land, central heat and
ON SOUTH 13th Street, one block from all kinds of business
bed, quilts, oak kitchen cabinets lot. Roberts Realty, 12th &
air. Just off Highway 121 on paved road. $37,500.00.
we have one of the very nicest 3 bedroom bricks in town for
and ice box, dough tray cheese Sycamore. 753-1651.
$22,500.00.
hooks, old bottles and jars,
BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM Brick with central heat
Kerosine lamps, loads of old
and air, carpet, fireplace, 2 car garage. Beautiful lake view.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS Subdivision we have a 3 bedroom
glass, china, whatnots and
Honda and a singleshot,
$36,000.00.
brick, only 1 year old. It has more built-ins of all kinds than
trinkets. Too many items to list CL 100
M cal. Rifle. Call 436action
bolt
;s
you will find in a 850,000 home and it is priced at $29,250.00
and itemize separately.
SIX ROOM HOUSE IN Panorama Shores, 2 baths, 3 ;IP:
:
Chester & Miller Auction 5607.
41*:
bedrooms, 2 car garage. Nice view of lake. $33,000.00.
LOCATED AT 106 South 13th Street on a lot 100'x200' we have
Service 4354012, 435-4672.
.11*:
a 5 room house in very good condition for $16,000.00
HOUSE AND LARGE LOT NEAR Lakeway Shores for
Possession with deed.
fv:
COMPLETE RADIATOR service
$8,950.00. Has 190' highway frontage.
dt•
LARGE BUILDING, 50 by 120 and heater repair. Sholar Auto
basement,
full
with
house
BRICK
WE HAVE A SIX ROOM
feet for sale or rent, 4354582. Repair, 209 South 7th Street. 03 den, dining room, fireplace. and is priced at $21,500.00. Im.
itti
JUST LISTED IS THIS OLDER home on South 9th Street .
lPhilIse 753-1751.
Needs some work,lot is 105'x265' and priced at only $6,500.00 "i°
Possession.
mediate
0
REDUCED THIS extra neat
2
0 LOCATED ON COLLEGE FARM ROAD is this 3 bedroom
11.3
three bedroom brick house on
DUPLEX LOCATED on South 10th Street for $15,000.00. :
illf
stAvRiat, blue with white ;ig brick house with FHA 6 percent loan which is transferrable
extra large lot only 1% miles
Roberts Realty' vinyl top. Still under warranty,
4713z ACRES ON Whiskey Ridge f'or only $10,500.00.
Payments $132.00 per month, including taxes. Insurance
from city limits'
deed.
with
753-1651.
Possession
price.
full
$21,500
p.m.
6
after
call 753-1560
31½ ACRES NEAR Paradise Resort for $10,600.00 Has 7Av7..
2 2
frontage on both sides of highway. $10,500.00.
PAg LOCATED AT 313 South 10th Street we have this six room
GUY SPANN REALTY for all
miles,
71,000
1968 BUICK Special,
frame house in excellent condition for $16,000.00.
your needs. We handle all types four door. Good on oil and gas
WE HAVE IATS OF LOTS both Commercial and Residen- ..13Ii
of Real Estate. We need listings.
mileage, automatic, $900.00. k s
tial .
LOT l'i miles from Murray on 94 East we have a
LARGE
ON
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore,
p.m
Phone 767-4406 after 5:00
3 bedroom brick, for only $20,000.00.
Murray.
.6.;
1971 GRAND Prix, full power and clI
WE HAVE 'TWO VERY GODID businesses for sale
46. Farms For Sale
is':
air, New radial tires, blue with !II..
:11
SMALL FARM,3 bedroom brick, white top, white interior. Road
753-3924
Roberts
Hoyt
Bennett
Jean
- 753-5583
built in appliances, deep well, wheels, A-1 shape $2,700. Phone :s! Ray Roberts
large tool shed, 2 nice stock 435-5792 or 753-3263.
753-2590
T. C. Collie - 753-5122
I Lela Parker - 753-6086
barns, firing house. Double car
340-1970.
DUSTER
PLYMOUTH
garage, large block well house.
Ilt
Three speed ;4
Steer and hog lots. 23 feeder pigs Good condition.
753-7918.
Phone
manual.
2
for sale. Call 435-3173 after 8 p.m.

1

{ED one or
nent may be
'est Control
St.

:x

4111111111111111111111111 111111111111111roffered

Phone 753-2617

The World's Finest
Vacuum Cleaner

furnished
wo bedroom
4017.

•
At

Hazel Hwy,

ELECTRO-LUX

:" We'll Trade for Anything

FR bedroom
tments near
r students,

1973 Camaro, green , air, steering and brakes,
Sharp. $3275

FORD-1964 Galaxie 500, four
door. Loaded. Local one owner.
Phone 753-4679.

OPENING

tiio
--bedroom,
, throughout.
492-9785.

Dwain Taylor Corner

CHEVROLET-1963, six cylinder, straight shift, four door.
8225.00 Phone 753-0525 or 7530379.

FOUR BEDROOM house, two TWO SEYIER bird dogs, one
baths located
in Lakeway year and two years old. Phone
Shores. Furnished. Prefer lease. 753-8512 after 5:00 p.m
Phone Louisville 456-2841.
AKC
CHRISTMAS
FOR
Livestock- Supplies
registered toy apricot poodles.
kittens, two months
33. Roomsfor Rent
LOST OUR lease, have to sell 250 Also Siamese
753-2304.
old.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, short horn angus hereford and
private entrance, electric heat, charolias, crossed young cows,
iefrigerator, Zimmerman some with calves by side. Any AKC REGISTERED Poodle
Apartments S. 16th Street. Phone amount to customer. LaVern puppies, whites, silvers, apricots
and blacks. Will hold until
753-6609.
Estes, West Vienna, Ill. Phone
Christmas. Phone 753-6379.
618-658-7203 days or 618-658-5301
For
Houses
Rent
34.
nights.
_
SMALL ONE bedroom house, all
SIX DAIRY cross cows carrying
utilities paid. 1628 West Main,
maine-Anjou. Start calving in
Apartment 2. Phone 753-9224
April, two main-Anjou bull
after 6:30 p.m.
calves, by Cwiia. Five months
old, phone after 4 p.m., 474-2397.
34. Houses For Rent

TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished apartment, wall to
wall carpet. Central heat and air.
Good location. Available at once.
Call 753-433:

753-6740
Please call between the hours of
six and seVen p.m. -----Please do not call the Ledger
& Times office.

;N:
X
:
iii;
.

ilk

,.

urn

4li

illit.

-.413

•
:
:It

1965 CHEVELLE, Malibu, 2 door
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom ham.top, small V-8, automatic 2:
North
641
on
garage
house, 2 car
transmission, $375.00 or best
Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. offer. 206 S. 9th Street

4:
AF:
Holidays,
BOW For the Christmas
ilk
4700 CAR/ See Us at WALSTON AUTO '
Ili
:
BRAKE
TUNE-UP,
REPAIR for
74:
CHECK, OIL CHANGE, LUBRI- ?;
CATION, Reasonably

A

....

.,

For all of your Real Estate needs ROBERTS REALTY is the place to be!
*

1*
A
di.

Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...

SEE

A

ini
.
,
1 .. 4ENC,,o1.2.2-.Ar.,,,r,a4tOs-ru.
.
Vr...11i36-,

nic--...s...... e........1.20....

-

.2 2

416-.ftertsatosavazA

WALSTON AUTO REPAIR
753-1223
Dixieland Center

`
••

Ag
!10.
k:
tst

12th & Sycamore

Office Phone 753-1651
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Deaths and Funerals
Robert C. Newport
Dies; Rites Being
Conducted Today

officiating.
Grandsons and nephews are
serving as pallbearers and
burial will be in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery.

Jaycees To Collect
Cans Of Food Here

Howard Edwards, Sr., father
of Mrs. Hillman (Lamona)
French of Murray, died Wednesday at three p.m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 73 years of
age.
The deceased was employed
with the L. & N. Railroad before
his retirement and served as a
constable in Henry County,
Tenn., for several years. He
was a member of the Temple
Baptist Church, Paris, Term.
Mr. Edwards and the former
Mildred Cole, who survives,
were married in 1920. He was
born September 30, 1900, in
Mainila, Arkansas, to Mrs. May
Bruce Edwards, who survives,
and the late William Edwards.
He is survived by his wife and
his mother, both of Paris,
Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs.
French of Murray and Mrs.
Julia Burns of Crystal Springs,
Pa.; one son, Howard Edwards,
Jr., of Dinwiddie, Va.; two
sisters, Mrs. Christine Travis of
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Novella
Barney of Louisville; one
brother, Rev. Noel Edwards of
Paris, Tenn.; thirteen grandchildren; five great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at eleven a.m, at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with burial
to follow in the Bevil Cemetery
near Paris. Friends may call at
the funeral home.

TEDDY POTTS showed this senior calf at the All-American Jersey Cattle Show in Columbus,
Ohio, where she stood fifth in her class of sixty entries from all the states and Canada. The calf won in
her class in all shows in Western Kentucky and the Kentucky State Fair.

Special Luncheon
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Potts Planned
At Club
At National Dairy Meet

The Murray State University
Jaycees will be collecting cans
of food in Murray Saturday
afternoon from one to four.
The can-collection drive will
be the newly-formed chapter's
Christmas project, and they will Members Murray Quota
give the food to the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees who Club Selling Pecans
will add the cans of food to their
Christmas basket for needy The Quota Club of Murray has
as one of its financial projects
families this Christmas.
the sale of pecans for the
_
holiday season.
Persons desiring to purchase
Let everyone know the pecans
may call any member
news! Get your Ledger of the Quota Club or Earleen
Doran, finance chairman of the
& Times Gift
club, phone 753-8970.
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DOUBLEKNIT COMFORT
GRANADA - Polyester plaid top and flexible
long-wearing plastic sole. This great leisure
footwear is machine washable and dryable.
Sizes S, M, ML, L, XL. $5.00 a pair.

JIFFIES.

LEISURE FOOTWEAR FOR MEN

Ryan s

Court Square

Murray. Ky.

Shoe Store
4.
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Potts has shown animals in
shows in the county, state, and
nation. The senior calf, pictured
above, was shown in all shows
in Western Kentucky, and the
Kentucky State Fair, and the
at
All-American . Show
Columbus,Ohio. The calf won in
her class in every show except
the All-American where sixty
entries were in the class from
all the states and Canada when
she stood fifth
eighth in her class with fifty
The Calloway county man
also had a junior yearling in the
All-American which stood
eighth in her class with fifty
entries. He showed a senior
yearling at the All-American
which stood tenth in a class with
45 entries.
Potts was also selected as
"Outstanding Young Farmer in
Calloway County" by the
Murray-Calloway County Jay.
cees.
Before returning to Murray
from the meeting in San
Francisco, Mr. and Mrs. Potts
also vacationed in Hawaii.

Teacher Exams
To Be Given
At University

SHRINE BREAKFAST
The members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club
and their families will have a
fellowship breakfast at Perkins
Pancake House on Sunday,
December 9, at nine am.

ass

Mr. and Mrs. Potts own 120
registered Jerseys with a
milking herd of six cows at their
farm at Coldwater. Mrs. Potts,
the former Ruth Rhoades,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Rhoades, is also an
elementary teacher at Kirksey
School. Mr. Potts is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Potts.

Mr.and Mrs. Teddy Potts of
Coldwater Road returned home
Tuesday after attending the
National Milk Producers annual
meeting in San Francisco, Calif.
The local couple were
selected to represent the
Paducah Division of Dairymen,
Inc.; at the national meeting
after they were named as
"Outstanding Dairymen" at the
meeting in September at
Paducah.

Murray State University has
been designated as a test center
for administering the National
Teacher Examinations Jan. 26,
1974, according to Robert
Rowan, director of national
testing at the university.
College seniors preparing to
teach and teachers applying for
certification or licenstre or
seeking positions in school
systems which encourage or
require the NTE will be taking
the tests. Last year about
100,000 candidates took the
examinations, which are
prepared and administered by
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J.
Designation of Murray State
as a test center for the
examinations will give prospective teachers in the area
an opportunity to compare their
on
the
performance
examinations with candidates
throughout the country who
take the tests, Rowan said.
Designed to assess cognitive
knowledge and understanding
in professional education,
general education and subjectfield
the
specialization,
examinations are limited to
assessment of those aspects of
teacher education that are
validly and reliably measured
by well constructed paper-andpencil tests.
"Bulletins of Information"
describing registration
procedures and containing
registration forms as well as
sample test questions may be
obtained from: Measurement
Laboratory,
Room
350,
Education Building, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky..
42071, or directly from the
National
Teacher
Examinations, Educational
Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N.J., 08540.
e%

%

'rise

P
.
.4

The women of the Murray
Country Club will have a special
luncheon and other activities on
Wednesday, December 12, at
the club.
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Richard Knight
as chairman. All members are
urged to come on, out whether
they play bridge or not, Mrs.
Knight said.
A social hour will start at
eleven a.m. and the Christmas
luncheon will be served at 12
noon.
Persons are asked to make
reservations by Monday noon
by calling Mrs, John R. Farrell,
753-9592, or Mrs. Tommy
Chnsp,753-7981. Other luncheon
hostesses are Mesdames O.B.
Boone, James Ransom, Robert
V. Johnson, James G. Owen,
Donald Burke, and Ann
Stallons.

to
himself
Addressing
alternatives to Unprisonment,
Holmes mentioned several
possibilities-probation, parole,
shock probation (short-term
by
confinement followed
probation) and work release.
smaller
He
advocated
facilities, contending that
"there is no way to provide
proper programs with more
than 500 inmates," and alternative types of incarceration so
that, for example, first offenders are treated differently
than dangerous offenders.

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:

4
3
14% -/
Airco
84,11 UNC
Am. Motors
21% UNC
Ashland Oil
46% +24
A.T. &T.
13% +V.
Boise Cascade
4
/
39% +3
Ford
2
/
2 +1
/
451
Gen. Motors
2
1
12% -/
Gen. Tire
4 UNC
3
13/
Goodrich
2
/
20% +1
Gulf Oil
18% +%
Pennwalt
Eastern Star Chapter
2 +%
1
30/
Quaker Oats
Plans Christmas Party
2 -114
1
6/
Tappan
12% -%
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Western Union
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a family night Christmas Almo Parent-Teacher
party at the Masonic Hall on
Saturday, December 8.
Club To Hear Miller
A potluck supper will be
The Almo School Parentserved at 6:30 p.m. followed by
Teacher Club will have a
the Christmas party. All
potluck supper at the regular
members and their families are
meeting on Monday, December
urged to attend, a chapter
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the school.
spokesman said.
William B. Miller, superinof Calloway County
tendent
CLARIFICATION
• An incorrect regular price Schools, will be the speaker at
was listed in Payless' ad- the meeting following the
vertisement Wednesday for supper. Mrs. Howard Bucy,
travel clocks. The correct sale president, urges all parents and
price is $3.59.
interested persona to attend.

Donald Cohen of Louisville, a
junior at Murray State
University, will present a violin
recital at 8:15 p.m. Monday,
Dec. 10, in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
His program will include'
"Ciaconna" by Tommaso
III"
"Partite
Vitali,
("Preludio," "Loure,"
Rondeau,"
en
"Gavotte
"Menuet I," "Menuet II,"
"Bourree," and "Gigue") by
Bach, and "44 Violin Duets"
("No. 28 Sadness," "No. 37
Prelude and Canon," and "No.
Two Thefts Reported
42 Arabian Dance") by Bartok.
He will be accompanied by
To Police Wednesday
Two thefts were reported Leo Blair, assistant professor of
Wednesday to the Murray music, on the violin and Billie
Police Department, according Cash, a senior from Louisville,
to investigation reports today. on the piano. Blair is C,ohen's
A tape player valued at ;80 instructor.
The recital is open to the
was reported stolen from a car
owned by Beth Tuck, of Regents public.
Hall, Murray State. Miss Tuck
said that the tape player was
stolen sometime between nine
p.m. Monday and 7:30 a.m.
iteething.
Tuesday.
Six eight-track tapes were
Ora-)e,
reported stolen by Gary E.
to
doesn't
he
Phipps, 900 North 16th. The
pain
through
go
tapes, valued at $50 were stolen
Teething is necessary. but pain
from Phipps' car, parked in
and discomfort isn't
That's why many baby doctors
front of his home, at one a.m.
recommend Baby Ora lel Baby Ora
police.
to
according
Wednesday
soothes teething pain and soreness in

must

Iwith

The Licensed Practical
Nurses will have their annual
Christmas dinner party at the
Holiday Inn on Monday,
December 10, at seven p.m.
Dinner will be ordered from
the menu. One dollar gifts will
be exchanged. This is for
members and non members, a
spokesman said.

At This Price You Have
70 More Good ReasonsTo
Buy A Realistic® 4-Channel
Player Right Now

SAVE s70 ON 4-CHANNEL 8-TRACK STEREO PLAYBACK SYSTEM
E soierience Quadraphonic sound yourseif
now at special Christmas savings' System
includes 8-track player and four. matching
wide-range speakers for sound that truly
Surrounds you Features automatic 2- arid 4-channel
sliding
sensing so there s no need to switch
controls for left right front and rear speaker balance
master volume tone controls 14-1932

Tape your family s Christmas fun Realistic'
CTFI-6 operates on battery or ordinary house
current Features include Auto-Level
to ensure even-volume tapeS. Cassette elect
lever fast forward locking pushbutton record
nurnbereq volu,,e control High-impact case
with carrying handle
Remote control mike
with desk stand 14-858

489153
Get weather' time your favorite music
all in one package' Push the button
for instant 24-hour
U S weather forecasts
even when racho
switched off
Reg
Easy-to-read lighted
39 95
ClOck 12-1455

2995
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* Same Ownership and Management
* Same Good Food
* Same Good Service
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Tr ansmot and receive on
Channei•14, no license
required Ideal for use with
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Batteries crystal included
603020
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Your child will love MIS
walkie-talkie helmet No license
required Durable molded design
makes for lasting fun Full 21-3/4
whip antenna Requires 8- vOlt
battery. not Included 60- 1 033
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SAVE 90 ON LIGHTWEIGHT
PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER
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seconds and lasts long enough for•
good night's'Imo
It's an eHective. that Baby Ora wl
authonned to use the Parents Magazine
Guaranteed Seal And 04 been used
successfully by millions of mothers
Buy Baby
Oralel So your
baby enjoys his
first teeth almost as
much as you do

Licensed Practical
Nurses Plan For Party

R ESTAURANT

.
0
.
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primary benefits:
-Lower tax burden because
prisoners will be working to
support themselves.
-Jobs fur both inmates and
parolees, which he said
research shows greatly reduces
the number of repeat offenders.
for
funds
-More
rehabilitation personnel and
facilities.
-Human dignity through the
role that prisoners need to be
rehabilitated, a similar role to
that of the normal outsider as a
decent wage earner and contributor.

Others who appeared at the
final workshop of the conference, sponsored by the
department of psychology and
the department of sociology and
anthropology at Murray State
were: State Sen. Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield; Dr.
Frank Kodman, professor of
psychology at Murray State;
and Robert L. Whitten,
of
director
university
criminology.
Kodman, a co-director of the
conference with Whitten,
proposed the establishment of a
business community financed
by private loans within the
walls of Kentucky's prisons.
Contending that "the inmate
assumes responsibility for his
own rehabilitation" under such
a system, Kodman listed for

Stock Market

MSU Senior Sets
Recital On Monday

iCentinued trom Page I)

Wendell Ford and members of
General
the
Kentucky
Assembly have also demonstrated support in a tangible
way.
"Our corrections budget in
Kentucky for the current
bienium was increased by 30
percent," he observed,"and we
have had an additional three
million dollars in federal money
during the last two years to
upgrade the system."

Father Of Murray
Woman Dies; Rites
Will Be Saturday

Robert Cortez Newport of
Route One, Puryear, Tenn.,
died Tuesday at four p.m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 81 and a
veteran of World War I.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Bethlehem Church of Christ.
Born May 15, 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late William C. and Minnie
Alice Dunlap Newport. He was
married December 25, 1918, to
the former Ellen Holt, whc
survives.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Newport; one daughter, Mrs.
Naomi Chilcutt of Paris, Tenn.;
two brothers, Henry Darrell
Newport of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Earl Newport of Paris,
Term.; one grandchild.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with, Bro.
Priest'ey Scott of Dover, Tenn.,

Subscriptions
now.
Phone
753-1916
A Gift Card
Will Be Sent

,
Criminals . • •
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SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY...STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS
F.M. Radigan, national director of the Recreational Vehicle
Institute ii.) presents the 1973 Progressive Community Award to
Robert M. Howerq *rertor of Lawd Seeman The takattl trl. This
award is presented annually for the ree•Plition of progressive
awareness of Use important pert *rid is American We by
recreational vehicles. Mr. Howes received the award for Land
Between The Lakes during the recreational vehicle trade show
held in Louisville. Kentucky last week.

North 12th Extended
-

• •
p

753-7100

Hours:
Mon-.-Sat: 10-9

Rade()
/hawk

Sun. 12:30-5:00
la A TAP'( COAPONAT iON COMPANY
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Man Requests Life Term
So He Can Stay At Home

1r Sets
Monday

of Louisville, a
lurray State
present a violin
p.m. Monday,
Farrell Recital
ice Doyle Fine
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Festival
Members of the French Club who prepared the winning exhibit at the Foreign Language
Laurie
Galloway,
Jackie
right,
to
left
I
Row
include:
University
State
Murray
held recently at
Robin Parker, Karen
Beatty, Robert Mason, Sally Matarazzo, Jeannie Hendon; Row 2, Jane Wagar,
3, Claris Miller, Mike
Jones, Johnny Cannon, Jana Jones, Barbara Kemper, Jeannie Pool, Row
Pasco.
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Alexander and
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Of Manpower Appointed

Calloway County High School students were among the winners at the 1973 Foreign
Language Festival held at Murray State. They are, front row, left to right: Kim Gray, Linda Avery,
Kathy Todd, Warren Hopkins, Tim Bekher, Connie Hanna, Amanda Hoke, Bennie Pittman, Kim
Perkins, Ronald Outland. Second row, Joe Futrell, Sandra Duncan, Bonnie Parrish, Tricia Branchruyler, Linda Bonner, Tricia Bailey, Pam Foster, Douglas Holt, Renee Sledd, Kirk Vaud, and
Kevin Bowen. Not pictured was Ressa Buchanan. Calloway County received five first place awards,
three second place and best of the show award.

sTo
inel

Members of the Spanish Club from Murray High School are shown with their winning exhibit in the
recent Foreign Language Festival held at Murray State University. Front row, left to right, are
shown: Allison Weaver, Emily Byrn, Luz VWegas and Kim Catlett behind; back row, Tim Wallin,
Miss Deborah Mabry,teacher and sponsor, Sheri Brandon, Patti Irby, Gerry Puckett, Carol Teitioff,
Gary Hainsworth and James Burnley

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Norman Willard Jr., has been
appointed state commissioner
of manpower services in the department of Human Resources.
He will replace James Robinson, acting commissioner, who
will be reassigned as deputy
commissioner of social insurance.
Willard, a senior officer of
First National City Bank of
New York, was in charge of
training and development
there.

Sears

DELIVERED with
normal instollotion

5988

8

• Black matrix picture tube for extra-sharp picture
picture • One-button color • 100%) solid state chassis

8-track STEREO
TAPE PLAYER with
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

•

sz:ri S18788*

WAS
$227.95

• 2 air-suspension speakers • Full-size record changer
• Long-life diamond needle in ceramic cartridge • Storeo alert light

NOW
$25488

CANISTER VACUUM

you should

WAS $294.95
DELIVERED with
normal installation

shop at home
Next time you are in
bumper to bumper traffic
or you are in the wrong lane
and miss a freeway exit
on an out-of-town shopping
trip you have the
extra time to ask yourself
"Was this trip really
necessary?"

Fleahst,c •
'nary house
Auto-Level
ssette elect
tton record
impact case
ping handle
:ontrol mike
and 14-858

0172071

• One-speed, twin-fon motor
• 20-foot cord rewinds automatically
• Handy step-on switch

01.2260

Footlights Supreme Kitchen Carpet
• 6 colorful patterns that don't show dirt quickly
• Soni-gord treated to help control stains ond odor

Lady Kenmore - Sears
Finest PORTABLE
DISHWASHER
• 1¼ -inch thick cutting board top
of solid maple
• Sears greatest selection of controls
• Can be converted to undercountes
style
• Colors lust SS more

Count the reasons why
you should shop at home
First, every dollar spent at
home is a vote for better
schools, community
improvements, parks
and streets.

S219.95

Second, not everyone wants
your business like the
people at home. Isn't it
more fun to do business
with people you know
want :‘our business?

E 55 ON
KSON
IELMET

$1420

Sews regular
low price

• Dynatuf rubber treod supplies good
wear and mileage
• 4 tough nylon cord body plies for
resistance to impacts
• Available in blockwall and whitewall

The Extraordinary Bank

S y.

package

6.50-13 Tubeless Blockwoli

II love to,
NO licensi
Jed Oesig,
oil 21-34
tires
d 60-1033

*AAA••

Turns 15
bogs of
trash
into one
trim

SEARS BEST NON -BELTED 4-PLY NYLON CORD TIRE

ow,VW plus S1.73 F

Radio
/loft

WAS
$698.95

NOW

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

WEIGHT
;ORDER

Ellandson said Ferguson's
Latest prison sentence stems
from a 1965 incident in which
he robbed a Fort Dodge service
station of $10, then walked
-across the street and waited to
be arrested.
Ray's office said the governor can only commute a sentence or pardon a prisoner but
that he can't extend a sentence.
Ferguson's reply is that in
that case he'd like to be transferred to the mental health institute at Mount Pleasant
where he could live in a structured environment before re-entering society under supervision.

COLOR CONSOLE TELEVISION

SHOP AT HOME

95

"I don't know how to live outside," Ferguson said. "My
home is inside, and I want to
stay here for the rest of my
life."
"It would be a joke if I am
let out. Why go out and prove I
don't want out by robbing
someone and hurting them?"

CATALOG SALES OFFICE
D E6C E B8E R
, THUR, FRI SAT

diagonal
measure

K SYSTEM

Ferguson's current 10-year
in
the
robbery sentence
penitentiary here will be completed in 12 months, but he
says the specter of freedom
haunts him.

SALE priced NOW

PEOPLES-BANK

Count the reasons

FORT MADISON, Iowa (AP)
— Bobbie Ferguson wants Gov.
Robert Ray to give him a life
term in the Iowa State
Penitentiary so he can stay in
the place he regards as home.
Ferguson says he's spent all
but 16 months of his 39 years in
various state institutions and he
wants "a life term because I
can't live as a free person."
Ray's office says the governor doesn't have the authority
to grant Ferguson's request.
Ferguson was born in the
women's reformatory at Rockwell City of a convict mother
he's never known. Two days
later he was taken to Woodward State Hospital, where he
spent the next 14 years as a
ward of the court.
Since then he says he's committed a succession of crimes
designed to keep him in institutions where he feels secure
and has friends. His record
shows 18 convictions on charges
which include robbery with aggravation, auto theft, jailbreak,
larceny and vagrancy.
"Bobbie is serving a life term
on the installment plan," says
Nolan Ellandson, director of
Iowa's Bureau of Adult Corrections.

PEOPLES BANK

cyl

Lady Kenmore Free-standing

TRASH COMPACTOR
• Takes all kinds of garbage, wet
or thy
• Cars be installed under counter
• Powerful 1/3-HP motor develops
2000 pounds of pressure
• Automatic deodorizer with control
switch

OTHER SIZES AT
COMPARABLE LOW PRICES
PN2161 1 01

*

Catalog price - does sot laced. shippieg or intonation

sti 610 6005 OP
ASK FOR OttAiLS

mummy.

MARL MOVIIIVC1 AND CO

SHOP 114 PERSON at Souttiside Shopping Center Murray, *Ky.
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FURCHES

CAMPUS
CASUAL
Holiday Greetings

JOHNSON'S

JEWELRY

GROCERY

753-2835
7512895 East Side Court Ware

MURRAY

41 ?7,,

(--m

.47 APPLIANCE

"I

Storey's

Food Maul

&

K_El.,c.

753-5041

BANK
of
MURRAY

411 Maple

512'S. 12th 753-1713

TAPE

JEWELRY
HUT
Our Warmest
Wishes

ELKINS

FPW.
100 N. 15th

LINDSEY.'S
WARD

753-8322
Bel Air Shopping Center 7531640 114 S. 5th St.

7519747
Chestnut Street

PARKER'S

TAYLOR

MURRAY

PEOPLES

FOOD MARKET

MOTORS

ELECTRIC

BANK

CARROLL VW

West Kentucky's
Transportation Center

V/
Ai

••••

Merry Christms!

IitiI

753-1586

212 E. Main

800 Chestnut 753-8850

Member F.D.I.C.

753-5825

210 S. 5th 301 S. 4th
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LEDGER
COOKS
JEWELRY

T°SES

753-1372

&
TIMES

Central Shopping Center
753-7175

CORN- AUSTIN DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
See Us for Your
Christmas Treasures

Happy Holidays

104 N. 4th

753-1916

OWENS

Food Market
Order Your Pit Baked
Hams and Bar-B-Q
Shoulders for Christmas

402 Main

753-2472

753-2617

Hazel Hwy.

•
'% n

753-4682

Federal
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,......Ailli4

1407 Main
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PoreSitopping6k
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Bel Air Shopping Center
753-8777

The

ShorOcase

Gift Items and Complete
Bridal Salem

Branch

Dixieland Center

753-8040

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

753-4541
YOUTH

604 S. 12th

753-7114

,0

M 111A
NTERIORS

An•MOvf.0 i INGE a

oukAra'

,

753-1474

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5323

Chestnut Street

TUCKER TV

GRAHAM

Soles & Service
0

&
JACKSON
Where you buy
for men
gifts with confidence.

TVs Are Not A Sideline
753-2900
Mayfield Highway

414 Main

7513234

THURMAN
,

SHOP
FURNITURE
Behind Peoples Bank

.7titit. Main _7517921.

MURRAY
SEWING
CENTER

1617-121 By Pass

Savings & Loan
Murray
•

753-5312

Open Nights "Til 9 p.m.
1 to 6 Sundays

Merry Christmas
Central Shopping Center
753-1606

401 Olive

75198-87.

753-4834

2.08 E. Main
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Computer To Aid Control Enforcement

Honor Rolls Released For County Elementary Schools
The honor rolls for the second
six weeks have been released by
the six county elementary
schools. Those named to the
nonor rolls are:
ALMO
Fourth
Grade— Terry
Bourland, Kristy Clark, Kim
Farley, Adam Galloway, Kevin
Hopkins, Kenny Parrish,
Tammy Prescott, Carol Taylor,
Regina Walker, Michael Bell,
Deana Dixon, Keith Edwards,
Rachel Lamb, Kirk Starks,
Jeffrey Thorn, Gay Woodall,
Scott
Wyatt,
Gregory
Schroeder.
Fifth
Grade—Kenneth
Burkeen, Cornelia Jackson,
Jeffrey Ramsey, Terresa
Stuckey, Donna Swift, Tracy
Cleaver, Pattie Loudon, Monica
Brown, David Ellis, Jimmy
Edwards,
Darvin Stom, Angela Futrell,
Karen McKinney, Cherly Scott,
Marty Wyatt.
Sixth Grade—Lisha Bucy,
Cynthia
Hutson,
Renee
Pridemore, Karon Walker,
Sharon Walker, Chandre
Watkins, Sherri
Wilson,
Michael Dillon, Donald Duncan,
Tammy Frankhouser, Debra
Pritchett, David Thorn, Roger
Scott.
Seventh Grade—Donna
Walker, Lesa Hoke, Tommy
Boggess, Johnna Brandon,
Charlotte Coursey, LaDon
Dowdy, Renea Edwards, Renee
McDougal, Kim Stards, Teresa
Steen. Terry Tucker.
Eighth Grade—Michael
Duncan, Rita Edwards, Trine
Swift, Janne Cooper, Tammy
Feltner, Susan Imes, Lisa
Cleaver, Randall Starks,
Darrell Walker, Terry Cleaver,
Luella Colson, Donnie Crouse,
Tammy Haley, Mark Jones,
Penny Lockhart, Keith Starks,
Lorraine Steen, -Mut Thompson, Jerry Thweatt.

A OR In Geedlkigte
For the School Guard
Every day she's at the
corner, helping your kids
cross the street She should
really be remembered with
a special
holiday treat,

FAXON
Stephanie Wyatt.
Fourth Grade—Carla BarEighth Grade—Timmy Annett, Janice Chaney, Tammy
derson, Sheila Darnell, Betty
Conaway, Patsy Crawford, JW Easley,
Karen Edwards, Nada
Darnell, Christi Hale, Randy
Frazier, Dennis Green, Sandra
Brandon, Debra Farris, Bob Hale,
Randy McCallon, Suzanne
Houghton, Ricky Houston,
Orten, Patricia Parrish, Connie
Sharon Jones, Fthanda Key, Smith,
Gail Tucker, Rachel
Tonya McCuiston, Julia Miller,
Yancy.
Robert Miller, Sthephen Turley,
Lisa Turner, Jeanetta UnLYNN GROVE
derhill, Jay Young.
Fourth Grade—Penny
Fifth Grade—Brenda Ed- Beavers,
Jenise Boyd, Denise
monson, Lone Hale, Marilyn
Braboy, Kerry Compton,
Hendricks, Pamela Knipp, Melissa
Farris, Patrice
Aleeah Lamb, Candy Maddox, Fleming,
Tony Jetton, David
Patti Ross, Carmen Todd,
Lockhart, Bill McCallon, David
Karen Tucker, Margie Un- McMillin,
derhill,
Brad
Miller, Dannetta
Eddie Boggess, Karen Morris, Tina
Morris, Darrell
Byerly, Kathy Bynum, Roger Overby,
Laurie Reeder, Ricky
Colson, Gene Dowdy, Lisa
Garland, Sharon Snyder, Tina
Spiller.
Sixth Grade—Jamie Barnett,
Ron Childress, Mark Coates,
Ken Cohoon, Don Colson,
Regina Cunningham, Cindy
Eldridge, Mary Elkins, Gary
Emerson, Rhonda Garland,
Rose Herndon, Thomas
Jones, Cathy Jones, Mark
Miller, Jackie Miller, Terry
Miller, Rocky Mitchell, Laura
Morgan, Penny Overby,
Tina Sheppard, Sandrt.
Thompson,
Teresa Tucker,
Anita Underhill, Townya West,
Jennifer Williams.
Seventh Grade—Mickey
Overbey, Mike Thomas, Kim
Johnson, Brenda Miller. Renee
Overby, Rose Marie Ross,
Tammie Rudolph, Ken Morris,
Marion Adams,
Sharion
Adams, Clara
Chaney, David Cohoon, Ricky
Cunningham, Mary Denny.
Eighth Grade—Ricky Cherry,
Brenda Hicks, Becky Walls,
Richie Morris.

PLES
NK

do lph, Debbie Thomason,
Chuck Williams, Mark Winchester.
Eighth Grade—Theresa
Barger, Tammie Calhoun,
Cheryl Compton, Greg Cooper,
Regina Gentry, Denise Howard,
Kevin Hutson, Kim Kemp,
Cindy Lassiter, Gene Lockhart,
Tanunie Miller, Garry Morris,
Alesa Walker.
NEW CONCORD
Fourth Grade—Christy Curd,
Joey Zinkovich.
Fifth Grade—Cindy Johnson,
Debbie Stubblefield, Kim
Weatherford.
Sixth Grade—Melissa
Brinkley, Mary Wagoner, Jerry
Gibson, Lesley Herndon.

FISHERIES PROGRAM
BENEFITS ECONOMY
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Every dollar put into the production of Coho salmon in the Columbia River Fisheries pro'am returns $7 in benefits to
the economy, according to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
An average of $2.5 million
has been spent annually for 22
years on the program.

Toll-free phone numbers,
open to the public on a 24-hour
basis, enable the New York
State Department of Social
Services to require all local
welfare departments to install
24-hour-a-day, seven-day-aweek facilities capable of accepting and acting quickly on
reports of child abuse or ne-

SALE
OF FASHION
FAVORITES!

HAZEL
Fifth Grade—Kim Erwin.
Tammy Garland, Roger
Guthrie, Mickey Hutson, Lori
Osborn, Keith Roach, and
Krista Stanley.
Sixth Grade—Lori Buchanan,
Susan
Byars, Thomas
Gearheart, Keisha Lassiter,
Susan Perry, and Don Rogers.
Seventh
Grade—Ricky
Garland, Sandy Hutson, Janet
Ordway, Terry Paschall, Conde
Stubblefield, and Teresa
Wilson.
Eighth Grade—Timmy Alton,
Rex Jackson, Judy Kendall,
Cindy Mestere, and Carla
Roach.

VALUES
TO
$115'
NOW
VALUES
TO

40' '5_0'

‘6000 7500

NOW

'55' '60"

Famous Maker Polyester
Pull-On Slacks

THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED PLACES
TO STAY IN THE PALM BEACHES...
BUT ONLY ONE

ILTON
INN

Terrific
Bargain Buys!

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
YOUR
$$$$$$
JACKETS — VALUES TO $38.00

Famous name
100% Polyester

53-1474
tnut Street

HAM
SON
you buy
men
confidence.
753-3234

Did you know There Are A Couple o
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did `you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts. all Oceanview rooms, Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
courses? But—did you Know You can
makes reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Quality and
Service--Either contact your local
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.

SPORTSWEAR
COORDINATES
Flares & Cuffed
• Shirts • Jac Shirts
• Blazers • Skirts

• Pants,

NOW — $26.00 -$18.00 $16.00
PANTS — VALUES TO $20.00

NOW — $14.00 -$12.00 $10.00
SHIRTS — VALUES TO $16.00

NOW — $10.00 - $8.00
VESTS — WERE $20.00

NOW — $13.00 - $11.00 - $9.00
SKIRTS — VALUES TO $22.00

NOW — $14.00 - $12.00 - $10.00

Write or phone
YeleOholle: 305/B48-5502-

THE HILTON I NIN '3800 NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH. FLA. 33404

MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA

PARIS ROAD

of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said the
computer will be able to provide instant information on
such matters as permit applications, non-compliance notices, penalty data and reclamation bonds posted by stripmine operators.

stem child abuse

THANKSGIVING

KLRKSEY
Fourth Grade—Trisha Clark,
Kelly Crouse, Lonna Furr, Mitzi
McCallon, Keith Rogers.
Fifth Grade—Brad Bryan,
Cindy Carson, Scott Coleman,
Regina Darnell, Debbie Hooks,
Sheri Outland, Kelly Rogers
Shrth Grade—Lisa Bazzell,
James Bibb, Tammi Crouse,
Dale Finney, Laura Fortes,
-Kerry Lamb, Kathy Lovett,
Suzanne Smith, Kim Willie,
Beth Yancy.
Seventh
Grade—Paula
Cavitt, Jimmy Hale, Tammy
Locke, Teresa McKinney,
Jackie Parker, Craig Rogers,
Shawn Simmons, Dawn Sledd,

9747
ut Street

Sheridan, Tony Wyatt.
Fifth Grade—Lori Adams,
Karla Briggs, Mickey Butterworth, Carita Chambers,
Jeanne Cooper, Joyce Deering,
Keith Ford, Danny Lamb,
Marty McCuiston, Mitchell
Paschall, Danny Sims, Louis
Zimmerman,
Sixth
Grade—Cathy
Crawford, Tripp Furches, Joy
Kelso, Melissa Miller, Keith
Overbey, Meleah Paschall,
Kelly Pritchard, Mike Rogers,
Dale
Sheridan,
Richard
Smotherman.
Seventh
Grade—Beverly
Ahart, Tanya Cooper, Karol
Kemp, Terry Lassiter, Jerri
Lockhart, Shelia McKenzie,
Ginger Mitchell, Mike Ran-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State enforcement of strip-mine
Seventh Grade—Tammy Lax,
reclamation controls will be
Kenneth McCuiston, Billy
aided by a new computer proVincent, Mary Ann Winchester gram
expected to be fully actichester.
vated early next year.
Eighth
Grade—John
Jim Baker, the program's
Brinkley, Lenna Duke, Laura
coordinator in the Department
Jarrett, Roger Johnson, Nix
Ann Osborn, Mitzi Redick.

glect.
Under the new system, in
emergency cases remedial
action can be taken immediately by a local agency or police. In all cases, the local
welfare department will be
required to make an investigation of all reports within 24
hours. — CNS
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
PHONOGRAPH

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Yodel V936

JUNIOR
BRUSHED DENIM

PHONO

Luggage look, stereo sound
in high impact polystryrene
case. Jam-proof, flip-down
changer stacks 6 LP's. 3
audio controls.

3988

TOSS PILLOWS

PANTS

Large asst. patterns and
solids.

66'

Great for Gifts!
Values to L97

100°, blue denim cotton with flare
leg and zip fly front. Embroidery
and star stud trim. Junior sizes
3 to 13.

8-LIGHT CANDOLIER
„

8"

This drop-down,
3-speed changer
plays all sizes,
holds 6 records.
Big 6" speakers.

2

Can

•

•
•

•

flue
law
fine
ids!
entl
SC(
Oc
are
are
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NORELCO SHAPE 'N DRY

Don't decorate
only inside this
year'
Go outside! Cover the
door with any of
several colors.

), HOT COMB

288

40°
Super

hot comb that
.Model HP -3601 shapes as it driest
Five
attachments
included.

Assorted er solid pack
Christmas cards. 21 to
25 cards per box. The
perfect way to express
season's greetings!

8

c

\siz4in
Model CS6K

BLACK & DECKER 71/4"

CIRCULAR SAW

BLACK & DECKER

3/8"
DRILL

99

Yodel 7104

k'odel 7301
Best value, general purpose saw!
1 HP motor. Safety approved for
7"." and 6/
1
2
" blades. Sawdust
kept away from cutting line.

General purpose,drill for most
homeowners.
Double reduction
gear system with unbreakable
housing.

CAN OPENER

12°

MIXER
9 speed with 2 glass bowls

Taller for opening large
cans, sharpens knives,
fingertip control, magnetic lid.

Reg. 18.88

Special

FABRICSatir

•

,, 100% Woven Solid Polyester—Reg. 2.97
"fodel 7504

Aodel 7404

BLACK & DECKER

BLACK & DECKER

9

SANDER
'
.
Ideal for general purpose sanding. Extra fast, 1 or 2 hand control. Flush sands on 3 sides.
Burnout protected motor. Front

JIG
SAW

99

makes straight, curved, or scroll
cuts in wood, metal, plastics
,
and other materials. Double insulated and a burnout protected
• ziko4o.r..

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

y Acetate & Nylon Loop Crepe Solids—Reg. 1.88
, Marco Polo Polyester Prints—Reg. 2.44
y Celebrity Sateen, 100% Combed
Print Cotton—Reg. 1.97
y 100% Orlon Acrylic Flower & Prints—Reg. 2.77 yd.
v Polyester & Arnel Prints—Reg. 1.39
—, HURRY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS —
!
Values to 3.97 100

Lady Vanity

HAIR DRYER
y 4 Heat Positions
y Folds for Easy Storage

•

•

Giant Size Hood
•

•

•

14
•

,Yard

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities

.

•
•

Only

753-8777

* Acres of Free Parking *

BANKAMERICARD
&dim,4v

CA
(De
1
In

Complete kit for ye& borne and
office mailing needs. Includes
paper, tape and labels. Easy
to use.

•

thu
loci
sat

inn
It

HOME MAILING KIT

Your Choice:

•

LIE
(Sei

Give
a
musical
gift for Christmas!
Fun to learn! Fun
to play!

CHRISTMAS CARDS
• a

00

FOR

3'x7' Embossed
DOOR FOIL

8

4W

CLASSICAL

Box of 5/16" staples...54e

33

4

Orange marmalade, peach
preserves, and grape jelly
...all family favorites!
18-0z•

Compact, lightweight, all steel.

c

gip fix firlf

4

Packs of 15 bars...
Snickers, 3 Musketeers, or

-JR. STAPLE GUN TACKER

cotton/20°c nylon, small floral
print top. Button placket front,
elastic drawstring waist. Sizes
32 to 38.
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SMUCKERS JELLIES

This candolier will beautify any window! Blue or
yellow bulbs.

TOPS

Neit
SOW

144

00

LADIES
NOVELTY

Dl

keyl

PANTRY PACK OF 18
CANDY BARS
•

:
11W
sug8
itui
Reg
have
GE
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

SPECIAL DIAMOND SHOWING
Friday and Saturday, December 7th & 8th Only

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mars, auspicious, will help
you further all worthwhile interests. Make plans well, then
act with finesse.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) :
1 14 1'
Present tendencies toward
impulsiveness and excitement
suggest that you handle all
situations with "kid gloves."
Regulate hours so that you will
have time to enjoy a hobby.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Diversity is this day's
keyword, but NOT confusion.
Neither plan nor act without
sound and long-range purpose.
Don't let your imagination run
out of bounds.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ell(C)
If there are a few -clouds" on
your horizon, look beyond, even
OVERLOOK them. You can
have a satisfactory day despite
minor obstacles.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Anxious moments about
travel, domestic affairs,
finances? Call upon past experience and the advice of
experts and all problems can be
solved.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
t''SCL
Some favorable hours; others
will present unexpected obstacles. With a steady step and
self-confidence, however, you
can take all in stride.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Under day's favorable influences, you can win new
laurels by capitalizing on your
fine imagination and by pooling
ideas with those who share your
enthusiasms.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) Inlet'
Be sure that your premises
are correct and that your efforts
are not wasted on worthless
undertakings. But do recognize
a good thing when you see it.

1,
41

nap-

illkfulZ

4.1...rz

410

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will fixl. tbe "little"
things rewarMg now. Don't
look for the spectacular. Be
satisfied with even small gains.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
You may face a difficult
situation but, properly handled,
it could lead to fine advantages
in the future. Rewards often

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1873

come from what seem to be
unlikely sources.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) Q1Z4.
A good day for carrying out
worthwhile plans, activities.
Don't scatter energies or follow
uncharted courses, but pursue
your way steadily, confidently.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A thorough knowledge of what
this day requires and an intelligent approach can offset
munoderateness,
discordant
notes. Be alert to avoid false
moves.

at Murray-McKenzie Jewelers in Paris
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS
SAVE!! SAVE!! — SAVE!!

YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader of men and, with
your fine executive ability and
gift for organization, could head
a large corporation or any
group which calls for direction
and management on the grand
scale. You also have a gift for
words and would make an
excellent journalist, editor or
publisher; may also write
brilliantly as a novelist or, in
whimsical mood, turn out
delightful poetry. The law
would also be a fertile field for
your talents and could lead,
eventually, to the areas of
statesmanship or diplomacy.
On the personal side, you have a
gregarious nature, love sports
and are generous, almost to a
fault. Birthdate of: Allan
Cunningham, Scottish author;
Heywood Bran, journalist; Eli
Wallach, actor.

NEW CHARGE ACCOUNTS
WANTED
YOU MAY ADO TO YOUR PRESENT ACCOUNT
OR USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY PLAN.
THE 456/C14 IS RATENTID

Linde Star

Linde Star

criaM
t
JACINEy
A GM In GoodTatts
For Grandpa
Grandpas. Uncles. Cousins
too Jerry's has a special
gift for you, Older folks
with time on their hands
love to spend it at-,Jerry s
give Jerry's $5 or $1 gift
certificates to all those
special senior
citizens on
your lost,

Se. 12t6 Street

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND

Hospital Report
December 2, 1973
ADULTS:-.1•1
NURSERY..5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Loyola Olene Wyatt, 501
Chestnut, Murray, L.W.
Paschall, 1421 Vine St., Murray,
J.C. Foy, Box 14, Lynnville,
Mrs. Marilyn Sue Martin, Route
6, Box 340, Murray, Mac
Douglas Fitts, Route 1, Hardin,
Pat Bernard Wallace, 500 S. 6th
St., Murray, Miss Judy An
Bobbitt, Route 7, Murray,
Kenneth Michael Orten, 509
Vine St., Murray, Mrs. Patricia
knn Stinnett and Baby Girl, 1113
College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Berline Elna Young, 1320 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Ivy Osbron
McCuiston, Route 2, Murray,
Mrs. Mildred Lynn Anderson,
500 N. 6th St., Murray, Mrs.
Rosezella Hopson Outland, Box
111, Route 6, Murray, Baby Girl
Lamb (expired), 504 S. 6th St.,

Diamond Pierced Earrings

*Radiant Diamonds

Beautiful Diamond
Wedding Bands
LEVITT $200
ALSO TO 1975

BANSIJETT1 6S50 TO 790
=DOOM SINS Ill

ASTISOLf7( $12)

unto°.oft 51155 71

ItARONICT
34121301,40 INNS 114.2.

She Will Love!

-TRAFFIC DEATHS
ON INCREASE
NEW YORK (AP) — Traffic
deaths totaled 26,500 for the
first half of 1973, an increase of
2 per cent over the U.S. total
for the firl. six months of last
year.
Accidents were up 6.3 per
cent to a total of 9,504,154 and
injuries increased 1.7 per cent
to 2,401,893.
The economic loss during the
first six months of 1973 fran
traffic accidents was estimated
Et 99,184,155,000 by the InsurEnce Information Institute.

141•1111EIMI $220 TO 1110
WILDOING SINS $200

You Can't Buy
A Finer
Diamond Ring

NOON DREAM
114211 TO 790

YOU CAN EVEN
RENT A COW
RACINE, Wis.(AP) — Renta-cow agencies are flourishing
in Wisconsin and may Set a national trend. Wisconsin Agriculturist, a rira/ magazine, reports that rent-a-cow businesses
Ere proving popular because of
the rising price of dairy cows.
Today a good dairy cow costs
about 1600. You can rent one
for $12.50 a month.
The magazine says that renting a cow is often better than
owning one, particularly if a
dairyman must go into debt in
order to build or expand a
herd.

POLYNESIA 5374 TO 720
WEDDING SINS 39 74

NEADOW LASS $110.3
341.00INO SING 24 74

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

VALENTINE

PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES. INC.

WHILE-YOU-WAIT
PRINTING AND

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

TERMS-CASH-CHARGE-LAYAWAY
CREDIT CARD ACCEPTED

5044

NAME Is MF.GP.TERED

14 KT. GOLD

MAicsay•

AIRY'S

THE

MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4442
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

Open Fri. Nights
Till 8:00

QUA1JTV JOVE

slTo

1 Dia.
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FARM FORECAST
By TED HOWARD
Bedding plants are herbaceous in nature and are
planted in early spring when all
danger of frost is past. They
include annuals, biennials, and
perennials such as petunias,
lupines, delphiniums, etc.
Although they are available
commercially, many people
find that germinating their own
bedding-piants and-taming for
them until they are ready for
the flower bed not only gives a
great deal of satisfaction, but
also provides a less expensive
means to get flowering plants
for the garden. Here are some
tips on how to germinate your
own flower seeds.
Most bedding plants are
started from seed. Therefore,
you should start with good seeds
purchased from a reputable
source.
When ordering seed, you
should also know something
about the plants. There are, for
example, hundreds of petunia
cultivars available on the
market today. Familiarize
yourself with some of them.
Where do you want to grow
them: in boxes, planters,
containers, or in ground beds?
Growing in planters requires
different cultivars than growing
in ground beds. If you live in an
apartment or some other place
where there is no space for
ground beds, obviously planters
and containers are needed, and
you should select from cultivars
that do not grow excessively
large. Plants that are semidwart, compact, and showy ( The
Petunia Cascade cultivars) are
the best choices in this case.
These
cultivars
flower
profusely, have large flowers,
are very snowy, ana are
available in almost any color. If
you are selecting for a flower
bed, maybe the plum petunia
series will be your best choice.
The showy flowers are
somewhat smaller than other
cultivars but are borne on
larger plants.
Germinating seeds in field
soil or in field soil mixed with
inert materials is not a good
idea. Field soils are usually
very heavy-textured ( clay or
clay loam) and they harbor
fungal organisms which may
cause damping-off diseases.
There are prepared growing
media, known in the trade as
artificial mixes, that can be
purchased at a reasonable price
in any garden store. These
mixes do not contain soil and
are usually sterile, light weight,
and easy to handle. They have
all the desirable characteristics
for germinating seeds, such as
good water holding away
and good drainage. These adzes
are known as Ready Earth, Pro.
mix, and Jiffy-mix. In many
cases they are also reinforced
with fertilizers.
Use a flat, pot, or plastic
container which has drainage
holes.
Make
shallow
depressions on the soil media

Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
a fiscal expert, proposed in a
report that the Homestead
Amendment be repealed and
replaced with a law containing
a "circuit breaker provision"
giving rebates to those who pay
excessive property taxes.
Clarke, chairman of the joint
interim appropriation committee, said such a law could

be a significat reform in the
state's tax structure.
Without mentioning specifics,
Clarke indicated those who
might benefit would be disabled
persons over 50, those over 62
whose salary is not above $5,000 annually, and any homeowner whose income is $1,500
or less.
He said it is because of the
property tax that educational
support for state elementary
and secondary schools in weak.
And although the tax is unpopular, Kentucky ranks 49th in the
nation in its yield. Clarke suggested the tax is so disliked
perhaps because it is visibly
paid in a lump sum.

Ted Howard
approximately twice the depth
of the smallest diameter of the
seed. After sowing the seeds,
cover them and water carefully.
These artificial mixes contain
peat moss and they are difficult
to get wet again after they have
dried out. Apply water several
times until the media is
thoroughly wet, then cover with
a sheet of plastic or handi-vrrap.
For those seeds that require
complete
darkness,
use
aluminum foil. The best way to
germinate seeds that require
light is to put the germination
container approximately 18
inches below a fluorescent light.
Check periodically for moisture
in the germinating media and
for signs of germination. To
avoid the tall and spindly
growth common to rapidly
germinating seeds, these seeds
should be planted after March 1
to 15. The seedlings will then not
be too large and perhaps not
even be in flower when transplanted into the flower bed, but
they will quickly produce
blooms.

Hospital Report
November 28, 1973
ADULTS..118
NURSERY..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Vickie Kollias and Baby
Boy, 506 N. 12th St., Murray,
Baby Boy McCuiston (Terry
Lynn, Mother), 16044 Martins
Chapel Rd., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Da Fayne Stunson, 820
North 20th St., Murray, Mrs.
Pamela Debris Herndon and
Baby Girl, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Martha Sue Underwood,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Mayme
Faye Wallace, 406 North 6th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Stella Ruth
Hutchens, Route 1, Hazel, Rubel
Herron Austin, Box 97, Dexter,
Bun Lee Ray, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Baby Girl
Parker (expired), Route 1,
Almo, Mrs. Nera E. Hart
(expired), Route 1, Hazel.

PAC

Measure Would Allow Property
Tax Rebate For Needy, Elderly
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
STATE PARK, Ky. (AP) — A
suggestion was made at the
pre-legislative conference here
Tuesday which, if acted on by
the General Assembly, would
allow rebates on property taxes
paid by the needy and elderly.

Energy Shortage No
Problem For Amish
OELWEIN,Iowa 1. AP) — The
Amish of Iowa arc consummate
savers of energy.
There are no telephone or
power lines leading into the
Amish farm homes. No cars,
trucks ortractors are parked in
the yards. Television antennas
are missing from the roofs. The
plumbing is outside because to
pipe water in would require the
use of fuel or electricity.
The Amish have none of the
niceties of modern America,
and they appear bemused at a
nation struggling with a severe
energy shortage and Inflation.
"But we don't laugh," said
Amish patriarch Dan Borntreger, 73. "It's not right.- However, he believes Americans
are "wasting what you have."
Chris Rabers, 57, a buggy
maker, smiled at the mention
of the energy shortage. "We've
heard about it," he said.
There are about 125 Amish
families — some 700 persons
in the Old Order Amish community near Oelwein in northeast Iowa. Rising prices, the
energy crisis and unemployment are passing them by
Windmills pump the water
that is hand-carried into the
homes. Shocks of corn fill the
fields, cattle which provide
milk and beef graze in tie
fields. There are swine to be
butchered and then sugar-cured
to avoid refrigeration. Canned
produce from summer gardens
fill the Amish larders.
Their farm machinery is of
the last century. Their beliefs
dictate that locomotion can't be
powered by gasoline or diesel
fuel. Horses are supreme, pulling the plows and providing
transportation.
The wooden buggy wheels
have metal rims instead of rubber which wears out quicker.
"The Bible says God has choSen all base things. Steel is
base, rubber is not," said Borntreger.
Wood from heavy timber

stands owned by the Amish fuel
stoves for cooking and for heat
in Amish homes and the
schools they operate.
The Amish are of the Mennonite religion introduced in
Switzerland in 1525.

He also contended it is unfairly administered.
The state Homestead Amendment, approved by voters in a
statewide referendum in 1970,
granted property tax exemption
for the first $6,500 for homeowners 65 and older. Some critics say it is regressive, however, because it grants a 65year-ol4.. millionaire the same
exemption as a poor man the
same age.
Clarke said he favors a state
revenue department prefiled
bill that would exempt property
valuation administrators from
holding elective office, and
would make them fulltirne state
employes. The point would be
to take local assessors out of
the political process.
Clarke was critical, however,
of another revenue department
proposal calling for re-asessments in counties every four
years instead of every year.
He said the proposal includes
a five per cent ceiling on the
revenue a tax district can
amass. Clarke thinks that provision would strangle schools
and government services by
placing a lid on available money.

1973

JAZZ
EXPLOSION
Ray Benton
and Dick Reisman
"Deodato 2"--CTI 6029 Eumir Deodato, keyboards,
Stanley Clarke, John Giulino,
bass, Billy Cobham, Rick
Marotta, drums, John Tropea,
guitar, Tony Studd, bass
trombone, Hubert Laws, flute,
also brass, reeds and strings.
Arranged and conducted by
Deodato.
The album covers on CTI
albums always have lush,
beautiful photographs and are
well-designed. The music inside
the albums are for the most part
extremely well done and well
engineered. Creed Taylor,
formerly of ABC-Paramount
Records, has done a masterful
job of obtaining some of the best
talent in the music field for his
label. People like Hubert
Laws, Milt Jackson, Airto, Bill
Evans and Joe Farrell, to name
a few.
Deodato's claim to fame,
previously, was making the top
40 charts with his hit, "Sprach
Zarathustra ( 2001)", So, the
switch from rock to jazz-rock

was a relatively easy one. His
sidemen on this release are
some of the best musicians in
the field of jazz today. There is
also a full complement of brass
and strings. It is to be
questioned if string sections do
anything for jazz-rock albums,
and if they are over used. There
are times when they tend to
stiffle the soloists in their quest
for self-expression on their
instruments.
The Deodato originals,
and
Strut"
"Super
"Skyscrapers" are all wellwritten and arranged. There
are times in these numbers
when Deodato's electric piano
gets downright funky. Stanley
Clarke's bass is an asset to any
group, especially on up-tempo
numbers. Justin Hayward's
lovely tune, "Nights in White
Satin," makes full use of flutes
and brass and guitar.
George Gerswin's "Rhapsody
In Blue" and Ravel's "Pavane
For a Dead Princess" have
been given new treatments in
this album. It's hard to
recognize the old classics. A

1-

Ni
Sun(
thou
time

combination of jazz,valazz-rock
and symphony ilithestra are
belnded together, Nit it may be
a case of overdoing a good
thing.
Both pieces tend to sound
awkward in places, and the
attempted up-tempo beat never
really does justice to the tunes.
On Deodato's previous album.
"Deodato One," Debussey's
"Afternoon of a Faun" was
included in album. It was more
tastefully done and arranged.
But, Deodato, no doubt is intrigued by the contemporary
classics and what jazz-rock
arrangements can do for them.
His albums are worth the
price just to listen to his
originals and the tasteful
arrangements. For all the
talented --musicians used,
though, they really don't have
much room to do any inventive
blowing.) Ray Benton and Dick
Reisman can be heard on "Jazz
From Both Sides" every
Tuesday night from 9:00 p.m.
until midnight on WKMS-FM,
91.3, playing the best in jazz and
jazz-rock.)
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TRACTION

• 17/32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• 85 inch White

$225°.
$2500

1 Thruway
sin AD:uSrelEILE

41•••

$295°

• Up to 10" aid,
12/32' Tread Depth
SPRINT •
a Rayon Belts

'60

• Nylon Cord Body
11 NO Series Deatgn

GOLDEN BEAR

,STEEL BELTED
Vit,1 RADIAL
• 75%• more road hazard
protection
20%* better handling
Coder running'
12•4 better traction
Gas economy
Magic Carpet Ride

• 12/ 32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Seciet Detagn
• 85 White Sidrerall

$225°

f
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Doctor Develops Home Treatment that

BUY
NOW

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS

PAY
LESS

F76-14
078-14
4178-13

$2500

E178-14

_4.7"*

F178-14

406.*

0171-14

.555**

/41471-14

HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLES...
'firestone

SMALL CARS
•
(UNI-LUOI
S2250

0178-13

*5422*

1117111-13

.5713*

JR74-13

.59.0*

1.17111-1

*61"*

ASS

PLUS LUG NUTS

White Walls!

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR — YOUR MONEY BACK!
A leading New York Doctor,
working with a cosmetic laboratory. ha, deseloped a simple
home treatment that rinses away
blackheads. helps dry up acne
pimples. and shrinks enlarged
pores. The name of this medicated product is QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE.
Apply this delightfully Mint'
Scented Cream and within 2 or
3 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla. dries and turns
Ibis cream into a plastic-like
masque. You will now feel as
though hundreds of "tiny fingers"
are kneading the,skin, loosening
pore-caked dirt. blackheads.

and other foreign impurities. As
it firms and hardens, its suction
action draws out waste matter
from the pores... In 15 minutes
you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which
dissolves it immediately. When
you wipe your face, you can see
that blackheads and other pore
"filler" actually come off on your
wash cloth. And your skin feels
clean ... really clean .. re
freshed. smooth like velvet.
Women 35 and over will enjoy
the skin tightening experience as
the masque relaxes tired facial
muscles arid eases tension lines
on face and throat. If you suffer

•

Eleskpphonk.

the agony of Hat. k heath, acne'
pimples, and enlarged pores, give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking results. Ask
For it by name. QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE.

•Fully Solid State
•Nee Compact Sae

NOW
elegy •••11.11
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$3995

For Truck 8, Farm
Tire Service
Call Us!!

HEAVY DUTY

SHOCK
ABSORBERS
Eno.,5988
INISTAUFD

EWING TIRE SERVICE

ItAsolis
...va

_C°Lava:tier Rona._,_ Ne

-tine Ever-Term Gize

Nous: 9:00 Lm. 9:00 pm. Dairy,

.NO FINANCE CHARGE
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

•Una

CLIstsitas
Special
Limited
OutinIty

40,111K MOW,O.

CENTER
'C'EN TRAL SHOPPING
12 Noce -7 p.m Sunday

II 2 Shea, %waken
•Foe Twang Control
•L.owicrear Ove+al.o
SD'
Ott A,a..Iascy
,

Rog. oole

'4101si“

.NO MONEY DOWN
6 MOS. TO PAY

8-Track Car Stereo Tape Player

.0

Pholie--7-5-1.3164—
Hours: Mon. thru Fri.-7:30-5:30Saturday 7:30-5:00
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Gasless Sundays Expected
To Help Church Attendance
By GEORGE W. CORNELL .
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Gasless
Sundays aren't expected to hurt
those spiritual refueling stations, the churches. In fact,
some religious leaders say it
could boost attendance by keeping people on the hometown
scene.
"It might be a blessing in
disguise," said the Rev. Dr. W.
Sterling Carey, president of the
National Council of Churches,
noting that the ban on Sunday
gasoline sales could replace
weekend trips with church-going.
"People may find again their
local church, get to know their
neighbors and have time to
search again for the values
which once made this nation
one of hope and trust," he
added.
However, the Rev. Dean M.
Kelley, an inter-church specialist on relations with government, suggested people may
simply apply an old biblical tip
of Moses and obtain their travel fuel a day early.
"Presumably like the ancient
children of Israel, they'll stock
up on manna the day before,"
he says, recalling how "manna" fell in the wilderness each
day except the sabbath, for
which it was gathered the previous day.
In any case, the Sunday closing of filling stations isn't regarded as a hindrance to getting to worship services, even
though participants largely get
there by car these days.
"It obviously won't inhibit go-
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mg to church, and it may help
because people won't be so likely to be driving out of town,"
said Frank White, director of
the interdenominational corporation information center.
The nation's major churches
for several years have been
urging a simpler life style to
moderate consumption of
dwindling natural resources.
Many local churches across the
country also are taking steps to
cut their own uses of energy.
Maryland's Episcopal bishop
David Leighton, on Baltimore
asked congregations to keep
thermostats down to a minimum and recommended holding meetings in smaller quarters requiring less heat. He
also suggested inter-faith sharing of facilities.
A check of Houston, Tex.,
churches by Louis Moore, religion editor of the Houston Chronicle, showed that many
churches have decided to lower
thermostats to 68 degrees and
keep unecessary lights off.
The Rev. Robert Ball, of
Houston's Memorial Drive
Presbyterian Church,says it already had a policy of encouraging members to use car pools
because of limited parking facilities.
The Rev, Dr. Charles Allen,
of Houston's downtown First
Methodist Church, said there is
a possibility of scheduling Friday noon services for members
who work downtown but live in
the suburbs.
Many Catholic churches hold
services on Saturday for people
that can't make it on Sunday.

Msgr. John Lenihan, of Christ
the King Roman Catholic
Church in Jacksonville, Fla.,
said that parish may schedule
all Masses on Saturday in case
the energy pinch banned Sunday driving.
However, President Nixon, in
his initial energy-conservation
message, said there will be no
ban on Sunday driving, such as
has been imposed in some European countries.

Hospital Report
November 24, 1973
ADULTS 78
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Herndon (Mrs.
Pamela Debris Herndon),
Route 3, Murray.
DISMISSIALS
Emmitt Gayle Howard, 1819
Sunset, Murray, Davis Campbell, Jr., New Concord.
DLSMISSIALS
Emmitt Gayle Howard, 1619
Sunset, Murray, Davis Campbell, Jr., New Concord, Mrs.
Mary Louise Maley, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Hall
Marshall, Box 146, Hazel, Miss
Lynda Gail DoneLson, Route 6,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline Pittman,
Box 99, Hazel, Mrs. Edna
Marlene Waldrop and Baby
Girl, Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Lea
Cox Runyon and Baby Boy, 1604
Olive, Murray, Elie Boyce
Adams, 312 South 10th, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys Netherton Hale,
kW North 19th, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Alberta Huie, 813 Hurt
Dr.,
Murray, James Tebe
Sutter, 406 South 10th, Murray.
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Leaders Unhappy With
Israel's Women Army
MIDBAR 71N, Israel(AP)Rifles slung over their shoulders, they came swinging
across the Negev Desert singing the U.S. Marine Hymn in
Hebrew in high pitched feminine voices.
"Smol, yamin...smol, yamin"-left, right, left right, the
19-year-old corporal called cadence. But the platoon of 15year-old high school girls preferred to do their own thing
march-wise.
"They listen, but they &al
hear," griunbled Cpl. Dina
Gona, from Jerusalem, a fourmonth veteran of Chen, Israel's
women's army, unhappily assigned to training school girl
recruits in Gacina, which means
youth corps.
Chen, an acronym for the
women's army, also means
charm. The corporal was
charming, all right, but the two
dozen girls from Beersheba
high school undergoing a 10-day
training program in the desert
found her highly amusing.
"Like children, you giggle all
the time," the corporal chided
them. "How will you be ready
when your country calls you?"
Cpl. Gana barked some brisk
commands and the girls lined
up like a chorus call and began
a comic order of arms with ancient .22 caliber training rifles.
The difference between the
Chen and the Gadna girl soldiers was lethally understated
in the Uzi submachine gun that
the corporal cradled in her
right arm.
When everyone got her rifle
on the correct shoulder, the col-

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate - 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434

umn marched off across the
desert again toward what their
song indicated was the shores
of Tripoli.
For 10 days, the girls would
hike along the floor of the
desert canyon, learning how to
pitch a tent, aim a rifle, pack a
knapsack and put into practice
the other rudiments of soldiering that they had been learning
in theory at once-a-week sessions back at their high school.
At age 18, they would be
ready for full time duty as a
then, holding down field telephones, typewriters, radar
screens, map rooms and similar headquarters assignments
to release the men of Israel for
front line duty.
"If they ever stop giggling,"
sighed the corporal.

Hospital Report
November 26, 1973
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Foster (Emily
Samuel,
Mother),
1011
Caldoma, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Beverly Gayle Overcast,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Townley, Box 86,
Farmington, Mrs. Della Louise
Hostmeyer, Route 2, Murray,
Henry Martin Young, Route 1,
Murray.

Rev. C.E. Timberlake and Dr. James Fisher were among
X local ministers who attended a coffee
recently at the Calloway County Library for members
of the Callaway County Ministerial
Association.
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
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November 2'7, 1973
ADULTS 110
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Diana Lynn Parker and
Baby Girl, Route 1, Almo,
DISMISSALS
Larry Nelson Wadkins, 314
lrvan, Murray, Mrs. Geneva
Farris, Route 4, Box 580,
Murray, Master Jerry Don
Fox, Route 7, Murray, Miss
Susan Taylor, 163 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Coy Crass, Route 1,
Alino, Mrs. Lucille Hale, Route
1, Dexter Mrs. Gail Lin Hamer,
and Baby Boy, 1214 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray, Mrs Patricia June
Sharp and Baby Boy, 1530 South
Murray St., Murray, Master
Troy Wayne Underwood, Box
548, Murray, Leonard *organ,
May, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Jane Clayton, Route 1,
Buchanan, Term., Mrs. Donna
Wyann Edwards, Route 1,
Benton, Mrs. Janice Marie
Bowers, 313 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Vida Lonzo
Skaggs, 622 Ellis Dr., Murray,
Carl Jones, 411, S. 9th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Opal H. Lamb,
West View Nursing Home,
Murray, William Elltis Hill, 502
N. 17th St., Mayfield.
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Free Gift Wrap
ITALY HAS NO
COLOR TV
ROME (AP) - 1tal. with 55
minim people, has 11 minim
television sets. But most of
them are black and white. Italy
is one of the few industrial
countries in the world without
color TV.

BURNETT'S
SHOES
Paris, Tennessee
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You never thought it could

If you steal, it's a crime.

happen to you? Sentenced to jail

A conviction goes on your record.

for taking some little thing from

For the rest of your life. People

a store? Perhaps you never even

can find out about your past when

thought of shoplifting as a crime.

you look for a job...and colleges

Well, now you know...it's stealing!

don't want any juvenile offenders!
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Just One Conviction Can Wreck Your Whole Life!
This Advertisement Presented As A Public Service By-The lamlfpwr I Times
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AUTOMATIC

AM/FM
CLOCK

STEREO PHONO
Musical Electronic

3-Octave
Console Electric
Chord Organ

$4367

RADIO

COMI

FM/AM
PERSONAL

$1836

PORTABLE
RADIO

• 37 lull size melody keys play 3
lull octaves

Match 6 Speakers
Plays 33 1 3, 45 or 78 RPM Records
Separate Volume Balance
and Tone Control

• 18 chord keys produce rich organ
sound -

C4561

• Convcnient Variable Volume
Control
• Easy-to-play keys Coded to music
instruction book included
• separate On/Ott swItch

"SWINGMATE"

AUTO

PORTABLE CASSETTE
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PHONO
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N5005

Tan and simulated
wood grain on polystyrene

Solid State

Powerful 6" Oval Speaker
Jam Resistant Changer
Positive Selector for
7, 10 and 12 inch Records

$2757

WALKIE
TALKIE

P4810

VALUE LEADER
Pencil Style Mike
T Bar Control
Auto End of Tape
Shut Off

V638

Battery or House Current

Built-In Antennas
Slide Rule Tuning
AFC Control
Earphone
Built- In PowerCord

$2337

M6430
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"RECORDMATE"

RADIO

YS7110

FOR

$721
36" Whip Antenna
Push to Talk Button
Sends and Receives
Operates on
Channel 14

AGES

1

'

Solid State
Plays 33 I 3 or 45 RPM
Records
Red or White
Polythylene Case

59

FM/AM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO
T2210

C4315
Wake to Music Alarm,
Large Lighted Numbers
Sleep Switch Turns Off
Walnut Finish
Built In AFC Control

AM/FM

RADIO -$1356
Compact Styling
Solid State
Built In Antennas
LAFC Control
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Model
C2425

Easy to Read Clock
Wake Up Music Alarm
Solid State
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YOUNGSTERS
OF ALL

Built to Travel
Battery Operated
Remote Control
Switch on Mike
Pouch for Mike
Cord and Cassettes
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AM CLOCK

GE Cassette Recorder
with Automatic
Tape Shutoff and
Two-way Power
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